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ABSTRACT. There are two primary goals to this paper. In the first part ofthe paper we study
smooth metric measure spaces (Mn, g, e− f dvg) and give several ways of characterizing bounds−κg ≤
Ric + ∇2 f ≤ κg on the Ricci curvature of the manifold. In particular, we seehow bounded Ricci
curvature onM controls the analysis of path spaceP(M) in a manner analogous to how lower Ricci
curvature controls the analysis onM. In the second part of the paper we develop the analytic tools
needed to in order to use these new characterizations to givea definition of bounded Ricci curvature
on general metric measure spaces (X, d,m). We show that on such spaces many of the properties
of smooth spaces with bounded Ricci curvature continue to hold on metric-measure spaces with
bounded Ricci curvature.

In more detail, in this paper we see that bounded Ricci curvature can be characterized in terms
of the metric-measure geometry of path spaceP(M). The correct notion of geometry on path space
is the one induced by what we call the parallel gradient, and the measures on path space of inter-
est are the classical Wiener measures. Our first characterization shows that bounds on the Ricci
curvature are equivalent to certain parallel gradient estimates on path space. These turn out to be
infinite dimensional analogues of the Bakry-Emery gradientestimates. Our second characteriza-
tion relates bounded Ricci curvature to the stochastic analysis of path space. In particular, we see
that bounds on the Ricci curvature are equivalent to the appropriateC

1
2 -time regularity of martin-

gales onP(M). Our final characterization of bounded Ricci curvature relates Ricci curvature to the
analysis on path space. Specifically, we study the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator, a form on infinite
dimensional laplacian on path space, and some twisted generalizations of it. We prove sharp spectral
gap and log-Sobolev estimates under the assumption of bounded Ricci curvature for these operators.
These estimates again turn out to be equivalent to bounds on the Ricci curvature. We have analogous
results ford-dimensional bounded Ricci curvature.

In the second part of the paper we study metric measure spaces(X, d,m) and use the structure of
the first part of the paper to define the notion of bounded Riccicurvature. A primary technical diffi-
culty is to describe the notion of the parallel gradient in such a setting. Even in the smooth case one
requires some deep ideas from stochastic analysis, namely the stochastic parallel translation map,
to deal with this. Our replacement for this allows us to sidestep the need for the stochastic parallel
translation map, and in particular works on an arbitrary metric space. After this is introduced and
studied we spend the rest of the paper proving various structural properties of metric-measure spaces
with bounded Ricci curvature. Among others, we will see thatspaces with Ricci curvature bounded
by κ have lower Ricci curvature bounded from below by−κ in the sense of Lott-Villani-Sturm. We
will see that spaces with bounded Ricci curvature continue to have well behaved martingales. Fur-
ther, we will see that not only can one define the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator on path space, which
still behaves as an infinite dimensional laplacian on path space, but that on spaces with bounded
Ricci curvature these operators still enjoy poincare and log-sobolev estimates. In particular, these
tools allow us to do analysis on the path space of metric-measure spaces.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this series of papers is to give new characterizations of bounded Ricci curvature
on a smooth manifold, and to introduce the necessary techniques in order to use these as motivation
for a definition of bounded Ricci curvature in the case of nonsmooth spaces.

More specifically, given an-dimensional smooth metric measure space (Mn, g, e− f dvg) recall
that the Ricci curvature, or Bakry-Emery-Ricci curvature,of the metric measure space is defined
to be the tensor

Ric+ ∇2 f . (1)

More generally, one often considers thed-dimensional Ricci tensor defined by

Ric+ ∇2 f − 1
d − n

∇ f ⊗ ∇ f . (2)

A good deal of effort has been spent on understanding these objects, and specifically on the
geometric and analytic consequences of lower or upper Riccicurvature bounds on the manifold. In
particular, there has been a lot of work in recent years on understanding equivalences between
lower bounds on the Ricci curvature and other geometric estimates onM. In the context of
the heat flow, the most natural point of view is the Bakry-Emery criteria and the corresponding
gradient estimates. In short, these may be used to equate a lower Ricci curvature bound of the
space to certain gradient estimates of the heat flow. More recently there has been a slew of work
[CMS01],[LV09],[St06] in relating the Ricci curvature to the geometry of the space of probabil-
ity measures onM. In particular, Lott-Villani [LV09] and Sturm [St06] have been able to use
these ideas to provide very reasonable definitions of lower Ricci curvature bounds on nonsmooth
metric measure spaces, and prove many properties about suchspaces. More recently the work of
[AGS12-2],[St12] has shown that in reasonable situations these notions of a lower Ricci curvature
bound are the same even on nonsmooth spaces. Since they play an important role in what we do
here, we will review more completely the ideas involved in understanding lower Ricci curvature in
Section 4.

On the other hand, what has not been studied essentially at all at this point are ways of char-
acterizing two sided bounds on the Ricci curvature. Philosophically, such equivalences are quite
important. On the most basic level, they give rise to new understanding of the meaning of Ricci
curvature. More practically, such equivalences give rise to new tools and structures which may be
used to study such spaces. However, when it comes to understanding the structure of spaces with
bounded Ricci curvature there are essentially only two tools available to bounded Ricci curvature
that are not available to lower Ricci curvature. The first areǫ-regularity theorems [A90],[CCT02],
which play a crucial role in the regularity theory of spaces with bounded Ricci curvature, see
[CN13]. The second tool, available only in the Kähler case,identifies the Ricci with the first chern
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class of the canonical line bundle. This has been exploited quite deeply in many ways, see [T90],
[CDS12-1], [T13].

This first paper in the series therefore focuses on smooth metric measure spaces (Mn, g, e− f dvg),
and asks the question if there are estimates analogous to those for lower Ricci curvature which
characterize bounded Ricci curvature. In Section 2 we answer this question in the affirmative and
introduce several such characterizations of bounded Riccicurvature. These characterizations are
in several forms, but all come down to a better understandingof the metric-measure geometry of
path spaceP(M) ≡ C0([0,∞),M) of M. Our first characterization of bounded Ricci curvature in
Section 2.2.2 directly relates the functional analysis of path spaceP(M) to the functional analysis
of M. Specifically, once we have defined the correct metric-measure geometry on path space we
will see a space has bounded Ricci curvature if and only if a certain functional analytic estimate
holds. We will see how these directly generalize the Bakry-Emery gradient estimate to an infinite
dimensional setting. In our second characterization of bounded Ricci curvature in Section 2.2.3,
we relate bounded Ricci curvature to the stochastic analysis of path spaceP(M). To be a little more
precise, we will see that bounded Ricci curvature onM is characterized by the time regularity of
martingales on path space. In particular a typical martingale, viewed as a one parameter familyF t

of L2 functions on path space, will be preciselyC
1
2 -Hölder with estimates precisely characterized

by the Ricci curvature ofM. For our third characterization of bounded Ricci curvaturewe study
the analysis of path space. Specifically, one can define the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator on path
space, which is a form of infinite dimensional laplacian, as well as some related operators which
we refer to as twisted Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operators. We will show that bounded Ricci curvature is
equivalent to the existence of a spectral gap or log-Sobolevinequality for these operators. We will
prove analogous results in order to characterize smooth manifolds with boundedd-dimensional
Ricci curvature. See Section 2 for a more complete introduction to this first paper.

In the second part of the paper we analyze a more general classof metric measure spaces
(X, d,m). We will use the characterizations of bounded Ricci curvature given in the first part of
the paper to motivate definitions of bounded Ricci curvaturein the more general setup. As we will
see, a key difficulty is to define the notion of the parallel gradient on a general metric space. Even
on a smooth manifold this is a subtle point which requires stochastic analysis ideas of Malliavin
in [M78] by using the stochastic parallel translation map [D95]. We will see in Section 14 how
go about the construction in a manner which avoids such toolsand allows us to generalize the
construction to an essentially arbitrary metric space. These ideas will also allow us to make sense
of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator on an almost arbitrary metric-measure space. Once we have
made rigorous sense of bounded Ricci curvature on a metric-measure space, we spend the rest of
the paper proving properties about such spaces. As the most basic result we will see that a metric-
measure space with bounded Ricci curvature has a lower Riccicurvature bound in the sense of
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either Bakry-Emery or Lott-Villani-Sturm. In fact, such spaces will have the even stronger lower
Ricci curvature bound in the sense of [AGS12-2]. More generally, we will see that many results
proved in the first part of the paper for smooth spaces with bounded Ricci curvature continue to
hold for metric-measure spaces. In particular, we will see that metric-measure space with bounded
Ricci curvature have a well behaved martingales, and we willbe able to define and study gener-
alizations of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator on path space. See Section 3 for a more complete
introduction to this part of the paper.

2. INTRODUCTION TO PART I: THE SMOOTH BOUNDED RICCI CASE

In this section we consider a smooth metric measure space
(

Mn, g, e− f dvg
)

, (3)

and discuss the main results of the first part of the paper, which give various characterizations for
bounds on the Ricci curvature tensor. The outline of this Section is as follows. In Section 2.1 we
discuss a few preliminaries at their most basic level. This will be expanded on in Section 5, as we
describe the preliminaries only enough here in order to state our results precisely. In Section 2.2 we
discuss our main results as they pertain to the Ricci curvature Ric+∇2 f of a metric measure space,
and in Section 2.3 we describe our main results with respect to thed-Ricci curvature operator
Ric + ∇2 f − 1

d−n∇ f ⊗ ∇ f . The main results of this part of the paper are summarized by Theorem
2.1 and Theorem 2.3.

2.1. Preliminaries. Because what is done in this paper lies in the intersection ofseveral areas, the
notation can be intense. Often times notational standards of one area differ slightly from others, so
we begin here by clarifying our terminology on some relatively standard ideas for use throughout
the paper. This section is relatively brief, we refer to Section 5 for a more complete description of
our notation.

2.1.1. The f -Laplace Operator and Heat Flow.Given a smooth metric measure space (Mn, g, e− f dvg)
let us begin by remarking that there is a canonical geometricdifferential operator associated to the
triple given by thef -laplacian

∆ f u ≡ ∆u− 〈∇ f ,∇u〉 . (4)

Notice of course that∆ f is a self adjoint operator on the Hilbert space of functionsL2(M, e− f dvg),
which is defined by the inner product

〈u, v〉L2
f
≡

∫

M
uv e− f dvg . (5)

We can define the heat flowHt : L2(M, e− f dvg) → L2(M, e− f dvg) as the flow generated by
the operator12∆ f . The choice of12 conflicts with most papers on geometric analysis, though is
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consistent with that of stochastic analysis. With respect to the heat flow we have the heat kernel
ρt(x, dy) ≡ ρt(x, y)e− f dvg(y) which is defined by

Htu(x) =
∫

M
u(y)ρt(x, dy) . (6)

2.1.2. Path Space on M and the Diffusion Measures.Now we introduce the path spaceP(M)
on a smooth manifold and the construction of the diffusion measures onP(M) through the Wiener
construction. Again, we only give a brief overview here, we will discuss these issues more carefully
in Section 5. To begin with, let us introduce the path space ofa manifold. In fact there are many
variants that will be interesting to us, the most broad version of path space onM is the total path
space given by

P(M) ≡ C0([0,∞),M) . (7)

Notice that this is the collection of continuous unbased paths inM. Our goal will be to do analy-
sis on path space. To do this will require two basic tools, measures over path space and a geometry
over path space. The geometry we will need over path space is the one induced by the parallel
gradient and is not standard, and so we will introduce it in Section 2.2.1. The measures we will
study are the diffusion measures. As we will see in Section 5.4 these are the measures on path
space most naturally associated to the heat flow onM.

Recall that path space comes equipped with a very canonical collection of mappings, namely
the evaluation mappings. Specifically, given any partitionof times

t = {0 ≤ t1 < t2 < · · · < tk < ∞} , (8)

there exists the corresponding evaluation map

et : P(M) → M × · · · × M = Mk ≡ M |t| , (9)

given by

et(γ) = (γ(t1), . . . , γ(tk)) . (10)

It is not hard to show that theσ-algebra generated by all the evaluation maps is the standard
Borelσ-algebra onP(M). More generally, for each interval [t,T] we could look at theσ-algebra
FT

t generated by the evaluations mapset, wheret is a partition of [t,T]. In the case wheret = 0 we
write FT for theσ-algebra induced by the partitions of [0,T]. This family ofσ-algebras will play
an important role. Note that a functionF on P(M) which is measurable with respect toFT

t only
depends on the curveγ in the region [t,T]. In particular, such a function can be viewed as living
on time restricted path spacePT(M) ≡ C0([0,T],M).

We will define the diffusion measures in general in Section 5.4, here we will simply introduce
the Wiener measures. The Wiener measures are a family of measuresΓx on P(M) indexed by
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x ∈ M. As we will see,Γx are the unique measures onP(M) such that for each partitiont we have
that the pushforward measureset,∗Γx are given by

et,∗Γx = ρt1(x, dy1)ρt2−t1(y1, dy2) · · ·ρtk−tk−1(yk−1, dyk) . (11)

See Section 5 for more details. Let us observe that forx ∈ M fixed, then forΓx-a.e.γ ∈ P(M) we
have thatγ(0) = x. In particular, if we equippedP(M) with the measureΓx then we have focused
ourselves on the based path spacePx(M) ≡ {γ ∈ P(M) : γ(0) = x}. Finally let us denote the total
Wiener measureΓ f on path spaceP(M) defined byΓ f (U) ≡

∫

M
Γx(U) dvg, whereU is Borel.

2.1.3. Cylinder Functions.To do analysis on path spaceP(M) the starting point is to have a natural
and easy class of functions that one can work with and are dense in the various function spaces. In
this way one can consider most functional analytic constructions on this subspace and then extend
by continuity to more general functions. In our context an especially natural collection of functions
on path spaceP(M) are the smooth cylinder functions. These are the functionsF : P(M) → R of
the form

F ≡ e∗t u , (12)

whereet : P(M) → M |t | is an evaluation map andu : M |t | → R is a smooth function with
compact support. One can imagine from the definition of the Wiener measures (11) why the
cylinder functions are especially natural choices. The collection of smooth cylinder functions are
dense in essentially every function space we will be interested in throughout this paper. We will
discuss this more in Section 5.3.

2.2. Characterizations of Ricci Curvature: In this Section we describe our first main results,
which give characterizations of bounds on Ric+∇2 f in terms of the geometry and measure theory
of P(M). These characterizations will fall into several distinctcategories, but all will require
understanding the relationship between the metric-measure geometry onM and the metric-measure
geometry onP(M). In Section 2.3 we describe analogous characterizations for thed-dimensional
Ricci curvature tensor.

The relationship between the measures onM and the measures onP(M) that we will consider
was described previously in Section 2.1.2, and is given through the construction of the diffusion
measures. In order to discuss the relationship of Ricci curvature with the geometry on path space
we still need to describe the correct notion of a gradient forfunctions on path space. This will turn
out to be what we call the parallel gradient, which acts as an almost finite dimensional gradient on
the infinite dimensional path space, and we will give a brief description of it in Section 2.2.1. In
Section 6.1 we will discuss this notion more completely and describe some of its properties. In
particular, we will see in Section 6.1 how to recover from theparallel gradients the more standard
H1

0-gradient on path space.
In Section 2.2.2 we will be in a position to give our first characterization of bounded Ricci cur-

vature, which relates bounds on the Ricci curvature to the functional analysis ofP(M). Speficially,
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using the parallel gradient we will see that the eigenvalue bounds|Ric+∇2 f | ≤ κ are equivalent to
the appropriate gradient estimate on path space. We will seethat this gradient estimate acts as the
infinite dimensional generalization of the Bakry-Emery gradient estimates onM. In Section 2.2.2
we will give several versions of the gradient estimate.

In Section 2.2.3 we give our second characterization of bounded Ricci curvature, which relates
the bounds on the Ricci curvature to the stochastic analysisof P(M). To do this we recall the notion
of a martingale and its quadratic variation, and then see howusing the parallel gradient one can
equate bounds on the Ricci curvature with bounds on the quadratic variation of a martingale on
P(M).

In Section 2.2.4 we discuss our third characterization of bounded Ricci curvature, which de-
scribes the Ricci curvature in terms of the infinite dimensional analysis ofP(M). We begin by
recalling briefly the construction of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operatorLx on path space, and then
we will discuss the construction of the twisted Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operatorsLt1

t0,κ. We will then
see that the eigenvalue bound|Ric + ∇2 f | ≤ κ is equivalent to the spectral gaps for these op-
erators. We will see in particular that this implies the spectral gapλ1(Lx) ≥ 2

(

eκT + 1
)−1 for

the classical Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator. In fact, we will see that the Ricci curvature bound
|Ric+ ∇2 f | ≤ κ holds if and only if the twisted Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operators have a log-Sobolev

bound of 2e
κ
2

(

T−t0
)

, see Section 2.2.4 for more precision.

2.2.1. The Parallel Gradients on P(M). In order to give our characterizations of bounded Ricci
curvature we need to introduce the correct geometry on path space, and in particular we need to
discuss the notion of a gradient for functions on path space.The construction of a gradient on the
path space ofRn is a very straightforward matter. However, even on a smoothnon-flatmanifoldM
there are nontrivial issues involved, see [D92],[M97], [H00], [S99] and Section 6.1. For simplic-
ity, in the introduction we will mostly skirt these issues and give only semi-rigorous definitions. In
Section 6.1 we will give on a smooth manifold more rigorous definitions that are line with classical
constructions, while in Part II of the paper we will introduce an entirely new approach which will
allow us to handle the constructions on nonsmooth metric spaces.

There are several notions of a gradient on path spaceP(M) that will play a role. The most
fundamental of these for us is are the parallel gradients of afunction. It’s definition is similar in
spirit to the more commonly usedH1

0-gradient, though it has a more finite dimensional flavor to
it. We will discuss it and theH1

0-gradient in full detail in Section 8.1. In particular, we will show
there how to recover the infinite dimensionalH1

0-gradient from thefamily of ’finite dimensional’
parallel gradients. This will be especially important on nonsmooth metric measure spaces.

To define the parallel gradient first recall thatP(M) is a smooth Banach manifold, and that the
tangent space of a curveγ ∈ P(M) can be naturally identified with the continuous vector fields
V ∈ C0(γ∗T M). Thus, if we are given a reasonable mappingF : P(M)→ R, for instance a smooth
cylinder function as in Section 2.1.3, then we can define its partial derivativeDVF(γ) at a curveγ
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in the directionV. The norm of the parallel gradient ofF is then defined by

|∇0F |(γ) ≡ sup
{

DVF : |∇γ̇V| = 0 , |V|(0) = 1
}

. (13)

That is, we are taking the supremum over the directional derivatives ofF in directions that are
parallel translation invariant, which is ann-dimensional subspace of the vector fields onγ.

More generally, we will define a family of gradients∇s. We will introduce this more carefully
in Section 6.1, however in short let us notice that for a smooth cylinder functionF the directional
derivativesDVF are well defined even for only right continuous vector fields.In particular, to
define |∇sF |, instead of maximizing over all parallel translation invariant vector fields, we can
maximize over all vector fieldsV(t) which vanish fort < sand are parallel translation invariant for
t ≥ s. That is,

|∇sF |(γ) ≡ sup
{

DVF : V(t) = 0 if t < s and otherwise|∇γ̇V| = 0 , |V|(s) = 1
}

. (14)

Now let us quickly point out the extreme, but standard, subtlety in these definitions. Namely,
we have thatγ ∈ P(M) is only a continuous curve, and in general it will not be anywhere differ-
entiable. Thus, it is not at all clear what is meant by the parallel translation invariant condition
|∇γ̇V| = 0. In fact, this is not an easy point. It was first circumventedby Malliavin in [M78] with
the use of the stochastic parallel translation map in order to define theH1

0-gradient. We will discuss
the stochastic parallel translation map in Section 5.5, andthen use Malliavin’s technique to make
rigorous the above definition. We will also handle this issuein a very different manner in Part II
of the paper, without the use of the stochastic parallel translation map. This will allow us to define
the parallel andH1

0-gradients of a function on even nonsmooth metric spaces.

2.2.2. Characterizing Bounded Ricci Curvature and Gradient Estimates. Now we are in a position
to discuss our first characterization of bounded Ricci curvature onM. Let us begin by recalling the
classic gradient estimates of Bakry-Emery on the heat flow. Their estimates tell us that the lower
Ricci curvature bound Ric+∇2 f ≥ −κ is equivalent to the gradient estimate on the heat flow given
by

|∇Htu| ≤ e
κ
2 tHt|∇u| , (15)

whereHt is the heat flow associated to the operator1
2∆ f on M. We will construct in this Section

a path space version of this estimate which gives rise to a characterization of bounded Ricci cur-
vature onM. We will show in Section 6.2 how we may recover (15) by applying the path space
estimate to essentially the simplest type of function on path space.

To describe the characterization letF ∈ C0(P(M)) be a continuous function on path space, for
instance a smooth cylinder function, and let us observe thatby letting the diffusion measuresΓx
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act onF we can construct a continuous function onM by considering
∫

P(M)
F dΓx , (16)

as a function ofx. This method takes continuous functions onP(M) to continuous functions on
M, and it is reasonable to ask what else we know about

∫

F dΓx as a function onM in terms ofF
as a function onP(M). In particular, when is it a lipschitz function onM, and can we control the
gradient of

∫

F dΓx as a function onM in terms of the gradient ofF as a function onP(M). In this
case it of course matters a great deal what we mean bygradientof F on P(M). It turns out that if
we mean the parallel gradient, as defined in Section 2.2.1, then the estimate

|∇
∫

P(M)
F dΓx| ≤

∫

P(M)
|∇0F | dΓx , (17)

is equivalent to the smooth metric measure space being Ricciflat, that is, we will show that (17)
holds if and only if Ric+∇2 f = 0. More generally, we will see in Theorem 2.1 that|Ric+∇2 f | ≤ κ
if and only if

|∇
∫

P(M)
F dΓx| ≤

∫

P(M)
|∇0F | +

∫ ∞

0

κ

2
e
κ
2 s|∇sF | ds· dΓx . (18)

In Section 6.2 we see how to apply the above estimate to the simplest function on path space,
namely a cylinder functionF(γ) ≡ u(γ(t)) whereu is a smooth function onM andt > 0 is fixed, to
recover (15).

It will also be useful to consider a quadratic version of the (18). In this case we have, again
recorded in Theorem 2.1, that the Ricci curvature bound|Ric + ∇2 f | ≤ κ holds if and only if for
everyFT measurable functionF on P(M) we have the estimate

|∇x

∫

P(M)
F dΓx|2 ≤ e

κ
2T

∫

P(M)
|∇0F |2 +

∫ T

0

κ

2
e
κ
2 s|∇sF |2 ds· dΓx . (19)

2.2.3. Characterizing Bounded Ricci Curvature and the Quadratic Variation. Our second char-
acterization of bounded Ricci curvature relates the boundson the Ricci curvature to stochastic
analysis onM. In order to state the results let us briefly review the notionof a martingale on
based path spacePx(M), and its associated quadratic variation. For simplicity we only consider
L2-martingales here, however we will review these notions more carefully in Section 7.1, and they
will play an especially important role in the structure theory in the second part of the paper.

Let us begin with an arbitrary functionF ∈ L2(Px(M), Γx) which is square integrable. Recall
from Section 2.1.2, discussed more completely in Section 5.1, that path space comes equipped
with a canonical family ofσ-algebrasFt. Thus for eacht > 0 we can consider the closed sub-
spaceL2(Pt

x(M), Γx) ⊆ L2(Px(M), Γx) formed by those functions which areFt-measurable. By
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the remarks of Section 2.1.2 this closed subspace may be naturally identified with the space of
L2 functions on time restricted path spacePt

x(M) ≡ {γ ∈ C0([0, t] : M) : γ(0) = x}. Now if
F ∈ L2(Px(M), Γx) is an arbitrary function we can denote byF t the one parameter family of func-
tions obtained by projectingF to the subspace ofFt-measurable functions. This decomposition of
F into a one parameter family of functionsF t is called themartingaleon Px(M) generated byF,
see Section 7.1 for more details.

The martingaleF t is a measurement of how much ofF, as a function on path space, depends
only on first [0, t] of a curve. As a family of functionsF t is highly nondifferentiable. To see this
note that for any partitiont = {0 ≤ t1 < · · · < t|t| < ∞} we have the identity

||F ||2L2 =

∑

||F tk+1 − F tk ||2L2 . (20)

From this it is clear that not only is the familyF t not differentiable in thet-variable, but what we
may hope to converge is the quadratic limit

lim
s→0

(

F t+s − F t)2

s
= [dFt] , (21)

in L1, for at leasta.e. t > 0. For a general martingale one has to be a little careful about such
limits, however from the right perspective this turns out tobe true [K06], and in fact ifF is well
behaved, say a smooth cylinder function, then the limit exists for every timet. The infinitesimal
quadratic variation [dFt] is the correct replacement for the time derivative ofF t. Using (20) it is
not surprising that we have the isometric identity

∫

P(M)

∣

∣

∣F t
∣

∣

∣

2
dΓx −

(

∫

P(M)
F dΓx

)2

=

∫

P(M)

(

∫ t

0
[dFs]

)

dΓx ≡
∫

P(M)
[F t] dΓx . (22)

We call the family of maps [F t] the quadratic variation ofF. A reasonable question would be what
properties ofF control the quadratic variation [F t] and its infinitesimal [dFt]. Our main result in
this Section is that the estimate

∫

P(M)

√

[dFt] dΓx ≤
∫

P(M)
|∇tF | +

∫ T

t

κ

2
e
κ
2 (s−t)|∇sF | dΓx , (23)

for everyFT-measurable functionF and t < T is equivalent to the Ricci curvature eigenvalue
bound|Ric+∇2 f | ≤ κ. As with the gradient estimate it will be useful, especiallywhen considering
the dimensional Ricci curvature, to consider the quadraticversion of the above which states that
the estimate

∫

P(M)
[dFt] dΓx ≤ e

κ
2 (T−t)

∫

P(M)
|∇tF |2 +

∫ T

t

κ

2
e
κ
2 (s−t)|∇sF |2 dΓx , (24)

for everyFT-measurable functionF and t < T is also equivalent to the Ricci curvature bound
−κg ≤ Ric+ ∇2 f ≤ κg.
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In fact, it is not hard to see that (24) implies a seemingly stronger pointwise estimate. Ifγ ∈
Px(M) and t ≥ 0 are fixed, then if we denote byFγt : Pγ(t)(M) → R the function defined by
Fγt(σ) ≡ F(γ[0,t] ◦ σ), where◦ denotes the concatenation of paths, then we have the pointwise
estimate

[dFt](γ) ≤ e
κ
2 (T−t)

∫

P(M)
|∇tF |2(γ[0,t] ◦ σ) +

∫ T

t

κ

2
e
κ
2 (s−t)|∇sF |2(γ[0,t] ◦ σ) dΓγ(t)

= e
κ
2 (T−t)

∫

P(M)
|∇0Fγt |2 +

∫ T−t

0

κ

2
e
κ
2 s|∇sFγt |2 dΓγ(t)

(25)

for a.e. γ ∈ Px(M), see Section 7.2 for details. In particular this tells us that for spaces with
bounded Ricci curvature that a martingaleF t induced by a well behaved functionF, for instance a
smooth cylinder function, is exactlyC

1
2 -Hölder when viewed as a family inL2(Px(M), Γx).

Let us also discuss the pointwise regularityF t(γ) of a martingale and its relationship to Ricci
curvature. In Theorem 7.7 we will show that only under a lowerRicci curvature assumption that
F t(γ) is a continuous function of time for each fixedγ. In Theorem 7.8 we will show with a bound
on the Ricci curvature thatF t(γ) is Cα-Hölder continuous in time for allα < 1

2. These results will
be especially important in the second part of the paper.

As a last remark let us compare these estimates to the lower Ricci curvature context, and in
particular let us note that (24) implies a generalization ofthe Bakry-Emery gradient estimate when
applied to the simplest functions on path space. Specifically, when we apply (24) to the functions
of the formF(γ) ≡ u(γ(t)), whereu is a smooth function onM andt is fixed, then we will get the
estimate

Ht|∇HT−tu|2(x) ≤ eκ(T−t)HT |∇u|2(x) , (26)

for every smoothu and all times 0≤ t ≤ T. It is not hard to see that (26) is equivalent to (15), and
in particular is itself equivalent to the Ricci curvature lower bound Ric+ ∇2 f ≥ −κg.

2.2.4. Characterizing Bounded Ricci Curvature and the Ornstein Uhlenbeck Operators.Our third
characterization of bounded Ricci curvature shows how to equate bounds on the Ricci curvature of
a smooth metric-measure space with the analysis on path space. Specifically, we will define below
the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operators as well as its twisted variations, which are infinite dimensional
laplacians on path space, and see how the spectral properties of these operators are equivalent to
bounds on the Ricci tensor.

Spectral gap and log-Sobolev inequalities for the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator on path space
have a long history. In the context of path space onRn they were first proved by Gross [G75].
In this case one can approximate in a very strong sense the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator by finite
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dimensional operators and thus prove the estimate rather directly by more classical arguments. In
the case of path space on a smooth Riemannian manifold the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator was
first defined in [DR92], and its spectral gap and log-Sobolev properties were first studied in [F94],
[H97] and [AE95]. In [AE95] it was proven that such estimatesexisted for an arbitrary compact
Riemannian manifold. To prove the result the manifold was isometrically embedded in Euclidean
space, and therefore the spectral gap itself depended on theembedding. In [F94],[H97] it was
first understood that Ricci curvature could also be used to control the spectral gap and log-Sobolev
inequalities. The proof in [F94] was based on a clever manipulation of the martingale representa-
tion formula for manifolds, which itself was based on a combination of the classic Clark-Ocone-
Haussmann formula and Driver’s integration by parts formula for the Malliavin gradient [D92].
The proof in [H97] is based on a more inductive procedure. We refer the reader to the useful book
[H00] for a more complete reference.

In this section we define a new class of operators, which include in them the classical Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck operator. Our main goal for this section is to see that bounds on the Ricci curvature are
equivalent to a form of spectral gap and log-Sobolev estimates on these operators. In fact, we can
deduce from them estimates on the classical Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator which are sharper than
those currently in the literature. These improved estimates are actually vital for our purposes, as
theequivalencebetween these estimates and the bounds on the Ricci curvature fail for the weaker
estimates currently in the literature. The techniques willalso generalize in the second part of the
paper to allow us to prove the corresponding estimates for nonsmooth metric measure spaces which
have generalized Ricci curvature bounds. In this case the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operators mayapri-
ori not even be linear operators, none-the-less we will be able to prove the correct log-Sobolev and
Poincare estimates on them.

To explain all of this more carefully let us briefly discuss the H1
x-gradient on path space, which

was first introduced in [M78]. We will be interested in what’sto come in studying functionsF
which are defined on based path spacePx(M). Normally it is easier to consider the constructions
on smooth cylinder functions first, and then to extend more arbitrarily. Classically, one defines the
H1

x-gradient on based path space in a manner similar to the parallel gradient (13) by

|∇F |H1
x
(γ) ≡ sup

{

DVF :
∫

γ

|V̇|2 = 1,V(0) = 0
}

. (27)

Again, as with the parallel gradient we remind the reader of the subtlety of the definition, which
we will discuss more carefully in Section 8.1. In fact, it will often be more convenient for us to
express theH1

x-gradient in terms of the parallel gradient by the formula

|∇F |2
H1

x
(γ) ≡

∫ ∞

0
|∇sF |2 ds, (28)

see Section 8.1 for the proof of the equivalence of the two definitions.
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Now on based path spacePx(M) we have introduced both a natural geometry given by theH1
x-

gradient, and a canonical measure given by the Wiener measure Γx. This allows us to define a
Dirichlet form, from which the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator will be defined. Namely, we define
the closed symmetric bilinear form onL2(Px(M), Γx) by the formula

E[F] ≡ 1
2

∫

Px(M)
|∇F |2

H1
x
dΓx . (29)

In fact, we have that the energy functionalE[F] is a Dirichlet form, see [DR92] for the smooth
case and the second part of the paper for the nonsmooth case. In particular, by the standard theory
of Dirichlet forms [MR91], there exists a unique, closed, nonnegative, self-adjoint operator

Lx : L2(Px(M), Γx)→ L2(Px(M), Γx) , (30)

such that

E[F] =
∫

Px(M)
〈F, LxF〉 dΓx . (31)

The operatorLx is the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator onPx(M). Let us now generalize this to
define the twisted Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operators. These will in essence be the part of the Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck operator restricted to the time interval [t0, t1]. To be more precise, let us pick times
t0 < t1 as well as fixκ ≥ 0, then we define the Dirichlet energies

Et1
t0,κ[F] ≡

∫

Px(M)

( ∫ t1

t0

cosh
(κ

2
(s− t1)

)

|∇sF |2 +
(

1− e−
κ
2 (t2−t1))

∫ ∞

t2

e
κ
2 (s−t1)|∇sF |2

)

dΓx , (32)

and from this we define the twisted Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operators given by

Et1
t0,κ[F] =

∫

Px(M)
〈F, Lt1

t0,κF〉 dΓx . (33)

Before continuing let us discuss these operators and their meaning. For intuition purposes it is
best to begin with theκ ≡ 0 case to see that

Et1
t0,0

[F] ≡
∫

Px(M)

( ∫ t1

t0

|∇sF |2
)

dΓx . (34)

Thus, we see thatLt1
t0 ≡ Lt1

t0,0
is literally the part ofLx which only looks at the piece of the gradient

in the time range [t0, t1]. In particular, we have thatL∞0 ≡ Lx is the classical Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
operator itself.

Note that the kernel ofLt1
t0 contains the subspace

L2(Pt0
x (M), Γx) ⊆ kerLt1

t0 , (35)
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where recallL2(Pt0
x (M), Γx) is the collection ofFt0-measurable functions. One might ask if this

is the whole kernel, or even more if there is a spectral gap between the kernel and the rest of the
spectrum ofLt1

t0. What we will see in Theorem 2.1 is that the weak spectral gap estimate
∫

PxM
|F t1 − F t0 |2 ≤

∫

PxM
〈F, Lt1

t0F〉 , (36)

holds if and only if Ric+ ∇2 f ≡ 0. In the case wheret1 = ∞, then this gives rise to a classical
spectral gap for the operatorL∞t0 , as in this case we haveF∞ = F. One can go further, and see that
the log Sobolev estimate

∫

Px(M)
|F2|t1 ln |F2|t1 dΓx −

∫

Px(M)
|F2|t0 ln |F2|t0 dΓx ≤ 2

∫

Px(M)
〈F, Lt1

t0F〉 dΓx , (37)

holds if and only if Ric+ ∇2 f = 0, where|F2|t is the martingale induced byF2. Note in particular
that these imply spectral gap and log-sobolev estimates on the classical Ornstein-Uhlenbeck oper-
ator by using the observationL∞0 = Lx.

More generally, the operatorsLt1
t0,κ contain an additional twisting term to account for additional

Ricci curvature, but should in principle be viewed in the same manner asLt1
t0. We will see that

these operators control Ricci curvature bounded byκ is the same manner thatLt1
t0 controls Ricci flat

manifolds. The main result of Theorem 2.1 is that the spectral gap
∫

PxM
|F t1 − F t0 |2 ≤ e

κ
2 (T−t0)

∫

PxM
〈F, Lt1

t0,κF〉 dΓx , (38)

whereF is FT-measurable, holds if and only if|Ric+ ∇2 f | ≤ κ. More generally, the log-Sobolev
∫

Px(M)

(

F2)t1 ln
(

F2)t1 dΓx −
∫

Px(M)

(

F2)t0 ln
(

F2)t0 dΓx ≤ 2e
κ
2 (T−t0)

∫

Px(M)
〈F, Lt1

t0,κF〉 dΓx , (39)

holds for allF ∈ L2(PT
x (M), Γx) if and only if |Ric+∇2 f | ≤ κ. Let us remark that on time restricted

path spacePT
x (M) we have the estimate

LT
0,κ ≤ cosh

(κ

2
T
)

Lx , (40)

where recallLx is the standard Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator. In particular, the estimates (38)
and (39) imply the following spectral gap and log-sobolev onthe classical Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
operators:

∫

PxM
|F −

∫

F |2 ≤ 1
2
(

eκT + 1
)

∫

PxM
〈F, LxF〉 dΓx , (41)

∫

Px(M)
|F |2 ln |F |2 dΓx −

(

∫

F2
)

ln
(

∫

F2
)

≤
(

eκT + 1
)

∫

Px(M)
〈F, LxF〉 dΓx . (42)
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We end the Section by discussing the relationship between this estimate and the lower Ricci
curvature version. To do this precisely we need to discuss the heat kernel laplacian. Specifically,
we have discussed in Section 2.1.1 how given a metric measurespace one can naturally associate
a laplace operator. Now withx ∈ M fixed andt > 0 one can consider the metric-measure space
(Mn, g, ρt(x, dy)), whereρt(x, dy) is the heat kernel measure. The laplace operator associated to this
triple is the heat kernel laplacian

∆x,tu ≡ ∆u+ 〈∇ ln
(

ρx,te
− f ),∇u〉 . (43)

We will see in Section 8.4 that when one applies (41) or (42) tothe simplest functions on path
space, namely functions of the formF(γ) = u(γ(t)), then one obtains the spectral gap

λ1(−∆x,t) ≥ κ
(

eκt − 1
)−1
, (44)

for everyx ∈ M andt > 0, and the log-Sobolev
∫

M
u2 ln u2ρt(x, dy) ≤ 2κ−1 (

eκt − 1
)

∫

M
|∇u|2ρt(x, dy) , (45)

whereu is any function such that
∫

M
u2(y)ρt(x, dy) = 1. A consequence of [BL06] is that these

estimates are themselves equivalent to the lower Ricci bound Ric+ ∇2 f ≥ −κg, and therefore we
have again recovered the lower Ricci curvature from the pathspace estimate.

2.2.5. Summary of Results.Let us record the main statements of Section 2.2 and some of the easy
corollaries. For the notation we refer back to Section 2.2.

Theorem 2.1.Let (Mn, g, e− f dvg) be a smooth metrically complete metric measure space, then the
following are equivalent:

(R1) The Ricci curvature satisfies the bound

−κg ≤ Ric+ ∇2 f ≤ κg . (46)

(R2) For any function F∈ L2(P(M), Γ f ) on the total path space P(M) we have the estimate

∣

∣

∣∇
∫

P(M)
F dΓx

∣

∣

∣ ≤
∫

P(M)

(

|∇0F | +
∫ ∞

0

κ

2
e
κ
2 s |∇sF | ds

)

dΓx . (47)

(R3) For any function F∈ L2(P(M), Γ f ) on the total path space P(M) which isFT-measurable
we have the estimate

|∇
∫

P(M)
F dΓx|2 ≤ e

κ
2T

∫

P(M)
|∇0F |2 +

∫ T

0

κ

2
e
κ
2 s|∇sF |2 ds· dΓx . (48)

(R4) For any function F∈ L2(P(M), Γx) on based path space Px(M) we have the estimate
∫

P(M)

√

[dFt] dΓx ≤
∫

P(M)
|∇tF | +

∫ T

t

κ

2
e
κ
2 (s−t)|∇sF | dΓx , (49)
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(R5) For any function F∈ L2(P(M), Γx) on based path space Px(M) which isFT-measurable we
have the estimate

∫

P(M)
[dFt] dΓx ≤ e

κ
2 (T−t)

∫

P(M)
|∇tF |2 +

∫ T

t

κ

2
e
κ
2 (s−t)|∇sF |2 dΓx , (50)

(R6) The twisted Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator Lt1
t0,κ : L2(PT

x (M), Γx)→ L2(PT
x (M), Γx) on based

path space PTx (M) satisfies the spectral gap estimate
∫

PxM
|F t1 − F t0 |2 ≤ e

κ
2 (T−t0)

∫

PxM
〈F, Lt1

t0,κF〉 dΓx . (51)

In particular, the standard Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator Lx satisfies the spectral gap
∫

PxM
|F |2 ≤ 1

2

(

eκT + 1
)

∫

PxM
〈F, LxF〉 dΓx , for each

∫

F = 0.

(R7) The twisted Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator Lt1
t0,κ : L2(PT

x (M), Γx)→ L2(PT
x (M), Γx) on based

path space PTx (M) satisfies the log-Sobolev estimate
∫

Px(M)
|F2|t1 ln |F2|t1 dΓx −

∫

Px(M)
|F2|t0 ln |F2|t0 dΓx ≤ 2e

κ
2 (T−t0)

∫

Px(M)
〈F, Lt1

t0,κF〉 dΓx . (52)

In particular, the standard Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator Lx satisfies the log-Sobolev
∫

PxM
|F |2 ln |F |2 ≤

(

eκT + 1
)

∫

PxM
〈F, LxF〉 dΓx , for each

∫

F2
= 1.

Remark2.1. The assumption of completeness here only refers to the metric completeness. Sto-
chastic completeness, which is to say thatΓx is a probability measure, is then a consequence of
any of the conditions (R1) − (R7). More precisely, once one knows the lower Ricci bound then
stochastic completeness follows.

An obvious but interesting corollary of the above is the following characterization of Ricci flat
manifolds.

Corollary 2.2. Let (Mn, g, e− f dvg) be a smooth metrically complete metric measure space, then
the following are equivalent:

(1) The space is Ricci flat, that is, Ric+ ∇2 f = 0.
(2) For any function F on the total path space P(M) we have the estimate

∣

∣

∣∇
∫

P(M)
F dΓx

∣

∣

∣ ≤
∫

P(M)
|∇0F | dΓx.

(3) For any function F on based path space Px(M) we have the estimate
∫

Px(M)

√
[dFt] dΓx ≤

∫

Px(M)
|∇tF | dΓx.

(4) The twisted Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator Lt1
t0 : L2(PT

x (M), Γx) → L2(PT
x (M), Γx) on based

path space PTx (M) satisfies the spectral gap estimate
∫

PxM
|F t1 − F t0 |2 ≤

∫

PxM
〈F, Lt1

t0F〉 dΓx.
(5) The twisted Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator on based path space satisfies the log-Sobolev

estimate
∫

Px(M)
|F2|t1 ln |F2|t1 dΓx −

∫

Px(M)
|F2|t0 ln |F2|t0 dΓx ≤ 2

∫

Px(M)
〈F, Lt1

t0F〉 dΓx.
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Remark2.2. In fact, by slightly changing the Wiener measureΓ so that it is induced by the kernel of
the operator

( d
dt−

1
2∆+

κ
2

)

u = 0, one can instead characterize solutions of the equation Ric+∇2 f = κg.

2.3. Characterizations of d-dimensional Ricci Curvature. Recall that in the context of lower
Ricci curvature often the best estimates come not just from the lower Ricci curvature bound Ric+
∇2 f ≥ −κg, but from thed-dimensional lower Ricci curvature bound Ric+∇2 f− 1

d−n∇ f⊗∇ f ≥ −κg.
Now while a lower bound on this tensor is an improvement of a lower bound on the Ricci tensor, an
upper bound on this tensor is strictly weaker than an upper bound on the Ricci tensor. Therefore,
we say a smooth metric-measure space (Mn, g, e− f dvg) hasd-dimensional Ricci curvature bounded
by κ if we have the bounds

−κg+
1

d− n
∇ f ⊗ ∇ f ≤ Ric+ ∇2 f ≤ κg . (53)

In this Section we extend the results of the previous Sectionto consider the case of thed-
dimensional Ricci curvature bounds. We use heavily the notation and ideas already introduced in
Section 2.2.

We saw in Section 2.2.2 that a bound on the Ricci curvature is tied with control over the gradient
of functions of the form

∫

F dΓx. When one controls bounds on the dimensional Ricci curvature,
then our main results show that such bounds are equivalent tocontrol over not only the gradient of
∫

F dΓx, but also of its laplacian. To obtain such control we need to consider functionsF which
areFT

t -measurable, and typically the estimates will depend onT andt.
The following version of Theorem 2.1 for thed-dimensional Ricci curvature is a relatively

simple consequence of Theorem 2.1 and the corresponding results on lower Ricci curvature, see
[BL06] and Section 4. It will be proved in Section 10.

Theorem 2.3.Let (Mn, g, e− f dvg) be a smooth metrically complete metric measure space, then the
following are equivalent:

(1) The d-dimensional Ricci curvature satisfies the bound

−κg+
1

d − n
∇ f ⊗ ∇ f ≤ Ric+ ∇2 f ≤ κg . (54)

(2) For any function F∈ L2(P(M), Γ f ) on the total path space P(M) which isFT
t -measurable

we have the estimate

|∇x

∫

P(M)
F dΓx|2 +

eκt − 1
κd

∣

∣

∣∆ f

∫

P(M)
F dΓx

∣

∣

∣

2 ≤ e
κ
2T

∫

P(M)

(

|∇0F |2 +
∫ T

0

κ

2
e
κ
2 s|∇sF |2 ds

)

dΓx . (55)

(3) If F ∈ L2(P(M), Γx) is FT-measurable, then forγ ∈ Px(M) if we denote by t− ≥ 0 the
maximum s such that Fγt is FT

s -measurable, then we have the estimate

[dFt](γ) +
eκt− − 1
κd

∣

∣

∣∆ f

∫

P(M)
Fγt dΓγ(t)

∣

∣

∣

2 ≤ e
κ
2 (T−t)

∫

P(M)
|∇0Fγt |2 +

∫ T−t

0

κ

2
e
κ
2 s|∇sFγt |2 dΓγ(t) (56)
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Remark2.3. By using (3) there are many variations of (R6) and (R7) which are provable.

3. INTRODUCTION TO PART II: T HE NONSMOOTH BOUNDED RICCI CASE

In this Section we will outline how to use the results of the first part of the paper in order to
define the notion of bounded Ricci curvature on a metric measure space (X, d,m). Throughout the
second part of the paper the minimal requires we make on the metric-measure space is that

(X,d,m) is a locally compact, complete length space such that

m is a locally finite,σ-finite Borel measure with suppm= X . (57)

In fact, it is quite possible that these assumptions, in particular the local compactness, may be
weakened, but we do not worry about this here. A primary complication in defining the notion of
bounded Ricci curvature is the construction of the geometryon path space, and in particular the
parallel gradient, which was subtle even for a smooth manifold and required the stochastic parallel
translation map. After introducing some preliminaries in Section 3.1, which will be discussed
in more detail in Section 11, we will give a brief introduction to the construction of the parallel
gradient onP(X) in Section 3.2. We will only outline enough of it here in order to make the
definition of bounded Ricci curvature and state the main theorems of the paper. We will discuss it
in more detail in Section 14.

In Section 3.3 we give our definitions of bounded Ricci curvature on a metric-measure space,
and discuss some of the basic properties of such spaces. In particular, we will see in Section 3.6
that a metric-measure space with Ricci curvature bounded byκ have their lower Ricci curvatures
bounded from below by−κ in either the sense of Bakry-Emery or Lott-Villani-Sturm. In fact, we
will see that an even stronger notion of a lower Ricci curvature bound holds, in that a space with
Ricci curvature bounded byκ will be aRCD(κ,∞) space, see [AGS12-2] and Section 12.

In Sections 3.4 and 3.5 we will study properties on metric measure spaces with bounded Ricci
curvature which we had studied in the first part for smooth spaces. In particular in Section 3.4
we see that bounded Ricci curvature is tied to the regularityof martingales onP(X). On the other
hand, in Section 3.5 we discuss more carefully the implications of bounded Ricci curvature on
the analysis of path spaceP(X). Using the ideas of Section 3.2 we show there exists an Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck operator on path space, which still acts as an infinite dimensional laplacian. Note
however, that unlike the smooth case this operator mayapriori no longer be a linear operator.
Regardless, as in the smooth case, we show that on metric-measure spaces with bounded Ricci
curvature, that this operator has a spectral gap and log-sobolev inequality.

Finally in Section 3.8 we discuss various examples of metric-measure spaces which do and do
not have bounds on their Ricci curvature.
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3.1. Preliminaries. In this Section we briefly review a few concepts which will play an important
role in the results of the second part of the paper. We review these ideas more carefully in Sec-
tion 11. In Section 3.1.2 we introduce the notion of a weakly Riemannian metric-measure space.
Roughly, on every metric-measure space one can define a laplace operator, see Section 11.2.1, and
a weakly Riemannian space is one for which this operator is linear. In Section 3.1.3 we see how
the linearity of the laplace operator is equivalent to the existence of the diffusion measures onX.

3.1.1. Gradients and Sobolev Spaces on X.Given a functionu on X, a fundamental point is de-
ciding what the gradient ofu should be. Following [C99], one good starting point is through the
fundamental theorem calculus by defining the slope|∂u| to be the smallest function such that for
every absolutely continuous curveγ connectingx, y ∈ X we have the inequality

|u(x) − u(y)| ≤
∫

γ

|∂u| · |γ̇| dt . (58)

On a smooth manifold this is a good definition of gradient, however in general this breaks down
as a definition because if one were to then consider the energyfunctional

∫

X
|∂u|2dmon L2(X,m),

then unlike the smooth case the energy functional need not belower semicontinuous. In [C99] it
was then decided to take the gradient|∇u| to be the lower semicontinuous refinement of the slope
|∂u|. The resulting energy functionalEX[u] ≡

∫

X
|∇u|2dm is sometimes called the Cheeger energy,

and is lower semicontinuous and convex. See Section 11.2.1 for more details.
From the Cheeger energy we can define the Sobolev spaceW1,2(X,m) as the complete Banach

Space of functions inL2 such that|∇u| is also inL2. Since the energyEX[u] is convex and lower
semicontinuous, standard function space theory tells us there is a densely defined gradient operator
in L2, which we denote by∆X : D(∆X) ⊆ L2(X,m)→ L2(X,m) and call the laplace operator onX.

3.1.2. Weakly Riemannian Metric-Measure Spaces.Unlike the case of a smooth metric-measure
space the Sobolev spaceW1,2(X,m) may in principal be only a Banach space, not a Hilbert space.
A weakly Riemannian metric-measure space is by definition a metric-measure space for which
W1,2(X,m) is a Hilbert space, that is, the energy functional satisfiesthe parallelgram law. We
discuss such spaces more completely in Section 11.2.2, however let us remark that an equivalent
condition forX to be weakly Riemannian is that the laplacian∆X introduced in the last section is
linear. Equivalently, the heat flowHt : L2(X,m) → L2(X,m) of 1

2∆X is linear. It is clear that every
Riemannian manifold is weakly Riemannian, less trivial is that every Gromov Hausdorff limit of
smooth Riemannian manifolds with lower Ricci curvature bounds is weakly Riemannian.

An improvement on the notion of a weakly Riemannian space is that of analmostRiemannian
space. Namely, it is possible that a metric-measure space (X, d,m) is weakly Riemannian for trivial
reasons in that the laplacian∆X ≡ 0 is identically zero, see Section 11.2.3 for an example. More
fundamentally, degeneracies like this can occur because ifone were to consider for a lipschitz
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functionu the lipschitz slope

|Lip u|(x) ≡ lim sup
y→x

|u(x) − u(y)|
d(x, y)

, (59)

then unlike for a smooth space, we may have that|∇u|(x) , |Lip u|(x) a.e. We call a weakly
Riemannian spaceX an almost Riemannian space if for every lipschitz functionu we have that
the slope and gradient agree|∇u| = |Lip u| a.e. This will play an important role as we will show
in Theorem 3.2 that metric-measure spaces with bounded Ricci curvature are almost Riemannian.
See Section 11.2.3 for more on this.

3.1.3. The Diffusion Measures on Path Space.As we saw in the first part of the paper, one of the
key ingredients in characterizing bounded Ricci curvatureinvolves the existence of the diffusion
measures on path spaceP(X). On a general metric-measure space it is clear that the diffusion
measures need not always exist. In fact, it is not hard to check, and we will do this in Section 11.3,
that the existence of the diffusion measures is equivalent to the metric-measure space being weakly
Riemannian.

More precisely, the key point is that in this case the energy functionalE[u] becomes a regular
Dirichlet form, see Section 11.2.1. The first implication ofthis is that in this case the heat flowHt

can be written in terms of kernels. Namely, for a continuous function f ∈ Cc(X) we have

Ht f (x) =
∫

X
f (y)ρt(x, dy) , (60)

whereρt : X × B(X) → R+ is such thatρt(x, ·) is a measure for eachx ∈ X andρt(·,U) is a
measurable function for each Borel setU ∈ B(X).

Recall from Section 2.1 that path spaceP(X) is equipped the family of evaluation mapset :
P(X) → X|t |, wheret is a finite partition of [0,∞). Further, using these maps recall that we can
construct the bi-family ofσ-algebrasFT

t generated by the evaluation mapset with t a partition of
[t,T]. Now exactly as in (11) we can associate to each measureµ on X the associated diffusion
measureΓµ on path spaceP(X), which is uniquely determined by the formula

et,∗Γµ =

∫

M
ρt1(x, dy1)ρt2−t1(y1, dy2) · · ·ρtk−tk−1(yk−1, dyk)dµ(x) . (61)

See Section 11.3 for more details, and see [FOT10] for a complete introduction to the subject of
Dirichlet forms and diffusion measures. The most common choices of diffusion measures that we
will be using will come from either choosingµ ≡ δx to be a dirac delta at a point, in which case
Γx ≡ Γδx is the classical Wiener measure supported on based path space Px(X), or we will take
µ ≡ m to obtain the diffusion measureΓm on path spaceP(X).

3.2. The Parallel Gradient on Path Space.In Section 2.2.1, and more carefully in Section 6.1,
we introduced the parallel gradient operators∇s on the path space of a smooth manifold. The
construction required two ingredients. First by using the stochastic parallel translation map we
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identified parallel translation invariant vector fieldsV(t) along a curveγ, and then we defined
|∇0F |(γ) to be the supremum of all directional derivatives over all such vector fields with|V|(0) = 1.
In this Section we briefly discuss the tools needed to make sense of this construct on a general
metric-measure space. We do this more precisely in Sections13 and 14.

3.2.1. Variations of a Curve.In Section 13 we introduce the notion of a variation of a curve,
which will take the place of a vector field. On a smooth manifold a vector fieldV along a curveγ
represents an element of the tangent spaceTP(X), that is, it represents an infinitesmal deformation
of the curve. It is therefore natural to replace a vector fieldalongγ with a form of infinitesmal
variation ofγ. In essence, a variation of a curveγ will be an assignment to each pointγ(t) a
Cauchy sequence which converges toγ(t). There will be an important equivalence relation defined
on this set which will be particularly useful for studying regularity issues, and crucial in the study
of parallel variations on a smooth space.

Once the variation of a curve is introduced, we will define in Sections 13.3 the notion of a
parallel variation ands-parallel variation on rectifiable curves. These will take the place of parallel
translation invariant vector fields along curves in a smoothspace. We will prove a variety of
structure about such variations. On a smooth space we will see in Section 13.3 that the parallel
variations, though defined in a completely geometric manner, agree up to equivalence at least for
a.e. curve with the stochastic parallel translation invariant vector fields.

3.2.2. The Parallel Gradients.Having defined the notions of thes-parallel variations in Section
13, in Section 14 we use these ideas to define the parallel gradients. As in the case of defining a
gradient onX, we must first define the appropriate notion of the parallel slope, and then take the
lower semicontinuous refinement in order to construct the parallel gradient. However, unlike the
slope onX, that the definition of the parallel slope agrees with the standard one on a smooth space
is apriori not at all clear.

We will worry only about first defining the parallel gradientson a dense subset ofL2(P(X), Γm),
and then we will extend by standard methods. On a general metric space the collection of functions
on P(X) that are best to work with in this context are the cylinder functionsCyl(X) ⊆ C0(P(X)),
which are the functions on path space given by the formF ≡ e∗t u, whereet : P(X) → X|t | is an
evaluation map andu ∈ Lipc(X|t |) is a lipschitz function with compact support.

On this collection we will see in Section 14 how to give the directional derivativeDVF of F
in the direction of a parallel variationV a canonically well defined meaning along a piecewise
geodesic curve. Ifγ ∈ P(X) is any continuous curve andt ≡ {0 ≤ t1 < t2 < · · · < tN < ∞} is a
partition, we call a piecewise geodesicγt with vertices att a t-approximation ofγ if γt(t) = γ(t).
Then we will define in Section 14.1 the parallel slope by

|∂sF |(γ) ≡ lim sup
t
|DVF |(γt) , (62)
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where the supremum is over alls-parallel variationsV of a t-approximationγt, and the limit is as
t becomes increasingly dense. See Section 14.1 for a precise statement.

Finally, in Section 14.2 we follow ideas inspired by [C99],[AGS12] in order to use the parallel
slopes to define the corresponding parallel gradients|∇sF | of a general functionF ∈ L2(P(X), Γm).
One must be a little careful, because on a smooth manifold theslope (62) may be taken directly
as the definition of the parallel gradient. As in the case of gradient onX, the fundamental issue
with this is that the associated energy functions

∫

P(X)
|∂sF |2 dΓm need not be lower semi-continuous.

To fix this, in Section 14.2 we define the parallel gradient|∇sF | to be the lower semi-continuous
refinement of|∂sF |.

We end by remarking on the following, possibly confusing, notational convention in the pa-
per. We will often work with expressions which involve integrals or other combinations of par-
allel gradients. For instance, in Definition 15.1 we have|∇0F | +

∫ ∞
0
κ
2e
κ
2 s|∇sF |. There are two

ways to interpret such a formula. One may interpret this directly as the integral of of the paral-
lel gradients, or one may interpret this as the lower semi-continuous refinement of the expression
|∂0F | +

∫ ∞
0
κ
2e
κ
2 s|∂sF |. On a smooth metric-measure space the two are the same, and ingeneral the

first interpretation is always less than or equal to the second. Our convention in this paper is to
use the second convention, namely that such expressions arealways the lower semi-continuous
refinements of the corresponding slopes, see Section 14.2.1for more on this.

3.3. Bounded Ricci Curvature and Basic Properties.Having discussed the metric-measure ge-
ometry of path spaceP(X) in Section 3.1 and 3.2 we are in a position to use the results of Part 1 to
make our definition of bounded Ricci curvature on a metric-measure space:

Definition 3.1. Let (X, d,m) be a metric measure space which satisfies (57) and which is weakly
Riemannian. Then we sayX is a BR(κ,∞) space if for every functionF ∈ L2(P(X), Γm) we have
the inequality

|Lipx

∫

X
F dΓx| ≤

∫

P(X)
|∇0F | +

∫ ∞

0

κ

2
e
κ
2 s|∇sF | dΓx , (63)

for a.e. x ∈ X.

Remark3.1. Recall that|Lipx · | is the lipschitz slope as in Section 3.1.2, and see Section 14.2.1 for
the precise construction of|∇0F | +

∫ ∞
0
κ
2e
κ
2 s|∇sF | .

Let us begin with a few comments on the definition. To begin with, it follows from [C99] that
(63) immediately implies the inequality

|∇x

∫

X
F dΓx| ≤

∫

P(X)
|∇0F | +

∫ ∞

0

κ

2
e
κ
2 s|∇sF | dΓx , (64)

where |∇x · | is the cheeger gradient as in Section 3.1.1. In fact, we will see in Theorem 3.2
that a spaceX with bounded Ricci curvature is almost Riemannian, and thusthe cheeger gradient
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and lipschitz slope agree, and so it will not matter if we are talking about the lipschitz slope or
cheeger gradient of a function. In particular, the two inequalities (63), (64) turn out to be the same
inequality on such spaces.

Now from the definition it is easy to see, computing as in Section 6.3, that for any function
F ∈ L2(P(X), Γm) which isFT-measurable we have the estimate

|∇
∫

P(X)
F dΓx|2 ≤ e

κ
2T

∫

P(X)
|∇0F |2 +

∫ T

0

κ

2
e
κ
2 s|∇sF |2 ds· dΓx , (65)

which corresponds to the estimate (R3) in Part I. The rest of this Section will be devoted to stating
and explaining the basic results obtained in the paper aboutsuch spaces. Let us begin with a listing
of some basic properties of the geometry and heat flow on such aspace. In fact, many of these
properties will follow or be improved on in later theorems, but regardless the properties are of such
a basic and important nature that they are worth listing separately.

Theorem 3.2.Let (X, d,m) be a BR(κ,∞)-space, then the following hold

(1) (Almost Riemannian) For u∈W1,2(X,m) we have that|∇u|(x) = |Lip u|(x) for a.e. x∈ X.
(2) (Stochastic Completeness) Ifµ is a probability measure on X thenΓµ is a probability mea-

sure on P(X).
(3) (Strong Feller Property) If f∈ L2(X), then for each t> 0 we have that|∇Ht f | is uniformly

bounded.
(4) (Continuous Martingale Property) Let Ft ∈ L1(P(X), Γm) be a martingale, then for a rep-

resentative of Ft we have for everyγ ∈ P(X) that Ft(γ) is a continuous function of t.
(5) (Hölder Martingale Property) Let Ft ∈ L2(P(X), Γm) be a martingale induced by a function

F ∈ L2(P(X), Γm) with uniformly bounded parallel gradients, then for a representative of
F t we have for everyγ ∈ P(X) that Ft(γ) is Cα-Hölder continuous in t for everyα < 1

2.
(6) (Existence of Parallel Translation Invariant Variations) Given any lipschitz function f:

X → R let F(γ) ≡ f (γ(0)). Then for m− a.e. x ∈ X andΓx − a.e. γ ∈ Px(X) we have that
|∇ f |(x) = |∇0F |(γ).

The first four properties above are fundamentally properties of lower Ricci curvature, see in par-
ticular Sections 15.1 and 16.1. The last two properties stated however are fundamentally properties
of bounded Ricci curvature. A typical application of Theorem 3.2.5 is to a cylinder functionF.
Recall then that the induced martingaleF t ∈ L2(P(X), Γm) is the decomposition ofF obtained by
projectingF to itsFt-measurable pieces. Then Theorem 3.2.5 tells us that pointwiseF t is Hölder
continuous. In fact we will see in Theorem 3.3 that viewingF t as a mapping intoL2(P(X), Γm) that
the mapping is exactly12-Hölder continuous. This continuity in time of such families of functions
is a key property of bounded Ricci curvature, and for a typical metric-measure space is not true.
Theorem 3.2.6 can be interpreted roughly as the statement that for a.e. curveγ and almost every
variationV(0) of γ(0), there exists a parallel translation invariant variation V of γ which extends
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V(0). This is clear on a smooth space, but in general highly nontrue on a general metric-measure
space.

We have listed a few basic properties of bounded Ricci curvature, let us also remark that in
Section 3.6 we see how bounded Ricci curvature implies a lower bound on the Ricci curvature in
the sense of either Lott-Villani-Sturm or Bakry-Emery. In fact we will see spaces with bounded
Ricci curvature satisfy the strongerRCD condition of [AGS12-2]. Before we get there we will
spend some time discussing the other characterizations of bounded Ricci curvature given in Part 1
of the paper.

3.4. Bounded Ricci Curvature, Martingales and Quadratic Variation. In Section 16 we study
the relationship between bounded Ricci curvature on a metric-measure space and the regularity of
martingales. Let us begin by observing that in the smooth case we focused on martingales on based
path spacePx(X). In the nonsmooth case we will focus on martingales on the total path spaceP(X).
There is in fact no fundamental difference in that the restriction of a martingaleF t on P(X) to each
fiber Px(X) induces a martingale onPx(X). However, because of the measure theoretic aspect it is
apriori more appropriate to study martingales on the full path space.

Recall that ifF ∈ L1(P(X), Γm) then we can consider the one parameter family of functionsF t

obtained by the formula

F t(γ) ≡
∫

P(M)
Fγt dΓγ(t) ≡

∫

P(M)
F(γ[0,t] ◦ σ)dΓγ(t) , (66)

which is by definition the martingale induced byF. If F ∈ L2(P(X), Γm) thenF t agrees with the
projection ofF into the closed subspaceL2(Pt(M), Γm) of Ft-measurable functions. Our first struc-
tural theorem in Section 16.1 is to show that under only a lower Ricci curvature assumption, in
the sense of [AGS12-2], that any martingaleF t is a continuous function of time. In particular, in
combination with Section 3.6 we will prove Theorem 3.2.4.

Now for any martingale, recall that one defines the infinitesmal quadratic variation

[dFt] = lim
s→0

(

F t+s − F t)2

s
, (67)

which exists at least in measure for almost everyt. We saw in Part 1 of the paper how bounds on the
Ricci curvature could be used to estimate the quadratic variation. We see the same estimates hold
in the nonsmooth case, and in fact are still equivalent to thedefinition of bounded Ricci curvature
on a metric-measure space. Specifically:

Theorem 3.3. Let (X, d,m) be a metric-measure space. If X is a BR(κ,∞) space then for each
F ∈ L2(P(X), Γm) and a.e.γ ∈ P(X) we have

√

[dFt](γ) ≤
∫

P(X)
|∇tF |(γ[0,t] ◦ σ) +

∫ ∞

t

κ

2
e
κ
2 (s−t)|∇sF |(γ[0,t] ◦ σ) dΓγ(t) . (68)
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Further, if X is an almost Riemannian metric-measure space then the converse holds. That is, if
(68) holds then X is a BR(κ,∞) space.

Note that in the smooth case the above corresponds to Theorem7.4, which was the pointwise
version of (R4). From this one can immediately conclude for general metric measure spaces the
estimates (R4), (R5) and the pointwise version

[dFt](γ) ≤ e
κ
2 (T−t)

∫

P(X)
|∇tF |2 +

∫ ∞

t

κ

2
e
κ
2 (s−t)|∇sF |2 dΓγ(t) . (69)

Notice the interesting application that this implies thatF t, viewed as a mapping intoL2(P(X), Γm)
is aC

1
2 -Hölder mapping. It is not hard to check that this is sharp.

We prove the above Theorem in Section 16.2, while in Section 16.3 we use the result to prove
Theorem 3.2.5. That is, for a martingale onP(X) induced by a sufficiently nice function onP(X),
in particular a cylinder function, we will see that the martingale is not only continuous in time but
Hölder continuous in time.

3.5. Bounded Ricci Curvature and the Analysis on Path Space.In Section 17 we analyze how
bounded Ricci curvature in the sense of Definition 15.1 can beused to do analysis on path space,
and specifically we will define the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator on general metric-measure spaces
and see how the Ricci curvature controls the operator in a wayanalogous to the smooth case. As
in the case of martingales, it will be more convenient to viewthe Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operatorL
as acting on total path spaceP(X), as opposed to based path spacePx(X). Also as in the martingale
case, there is no fundamental difference as the restrictionof L to each fiberPx(X) will agree with
the based path space Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator.

Now recall in Section 2 we showed on a smooth metric measure space that bounded Ricci
curvature is equivalent to spectral gap and log-sobolev inequalities of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
operator. The primary goal of Section 17 is to prove that ifX is a BR(κ,∞)-space, then this still
implies the same spectral gap and log-sobolev inequalitieson the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator on
path space.

Of course, the first point we must address in Section 17 is how to construct the Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck operator on the path space of a general metric measure space. Such an operator has
only been constructed on smooth metric measure spaces. The key technical point to this construc-
tion is the need to construct theH1

0-gradient on path space. We proceed in a manner which is
motivated by Section 3.2 and Proposition 8.1. Namely, we begin in Section 17.1.1 by defining the
H1

0-slope of a cylinder function on path spaceP(X) by the formula

|∂F |2
H1

0
(γ) ≡

∫ ∞

0
|∂sF |2ds, (70)
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where|∂sF | is the parallel slope defined in Section 14.1. To define theH1
0-gradient we then let

|∇F |H1
0

be the lower semi-continuous refinement of|∂F |H1
0

in L2(P(X), Γm), see Section 17.1.2.
Thus, we can define the energy function

E[F] ≡
∫

P(X)
|∇F |2

H1
0
dΓm , (71)

on L2(P(X), Γm). We see in Theorem 17.11 that among other properties this defines a closed,
convex and lower-semicontinuous Dirichlet form onL2(P(X), Γm). In particular, by standard theory
there is a dense subsetD(L) such that we can define the minimal gradient∇E ≡ L. This defines
for us the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator onP(X), see Section 17.2 for more details. Notice that
on a general metric measure space the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator may not be linear. More
specifically, linearity of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator is equivalent to the energy functional
E[F] satisfying the parallelogram law. In Section 17.2 we will show that on a smooth metric-
measure space this operator does in fact agree with the classic Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator.

Now we can state the main theorem of this Section, namely thaton a metric-measure space with
bounded Ricci curvature the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator satisfies a spectral gap and log-sobolev
inequality.

Theorem 3.4.Let (X, d,m) be a BR(κ,∞) space, then the following hold:

(1) (Spectral Gap) Let F∈ L2(P(X), Γm) be aFT-measurable function, then we have for a.e.
x ∈ X the Poincare Estimate

∫

Px(X)

(

F −
∫

Px(X)
F
)2

dΓx ≤ e
κ
2T

∫

Px(X)

(

∫ T

0
cosh(

κ

2
t)|∇tF |2 dt

)

dΓx ≤
eκT + 1

2

∫

P(X)
|∇F |2

H1
0
dΓx .

(72)

(2) (Log-Sobolev) Let F∈ L2(P(X), Γm) be aFT-measurable function, then for a.e. x∈ X we
have the log-Sobolev estimate

∫

Px(X)
F2 ln F2dΓx −

(

∫

Px(X)
F
)2

ln
(

∫

Px(X)
F
)2

≤ 2e
κ
2T

∫

Px(X)

(

∫ T

0
cosh(

κ

2
t)|∇tF |2 dt

)

dΓx

≤
(

eκT + 1
)

∫

Px(X)
|∇F |2

H1
0
dΓx . (73)

See also Theorem 17.16 for the global version of the above Theorem.

3.6. Bounded Ricci Curvature Implies Lower Ricci Curvature. With the basic properties es-
tablished in Theorem 3.2, the next reasonable question is the about the relationship on metric
measure spaces of bounded Ricci curvature and lower Ricci curvature. It a consequence of The-
orem 2.1 that on a smooth metric measure space that bounded Ricci curvature in the sense of
Definition 15.1 implies a lower Ricci curvature bound. We askin this Section if a general met-
ric measure space with bounded Ricci curvature in the sense of Definition 15.1 has lower Ricci
curvature bounds in the sense of Bakry-Emery [BE85], Lott-Villani-Sturm [LV09],[St06] or more
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generally Ambrosio-Gigli-Savare [AGS12-2]. Our main result in this direction is an affirmative
answer to all. Let us begin with the basic results for the Bakry-Emery estimates:

Theorem 3.5. Let (X, d,m) be a BR(κ,∞)-space, then W1,∞(X,m) ∩ D(∆X) is dense in L2(X,m)
and for all u,w ∈W1,∞(X,m) ∩D(∆X) with w≥ 0 we have:

(1)
∫

X
∆Xw · |∇u|2 dm≥ −2κ

∫

X
w|∇u|2 dm.

(2) |∇Htu| ≤ e
κ
2 tHt|∇u|.

(3) |∇Htu|2(x) ≤ eκt

κ−1(eκt−1)

(

Htu2(x) − (Htu)2(x)
)

.

(4) Htu2(x) − (Htu)2(x) ≤ κ−1 (

eκt − 1
)

Ht|∇u|2(x).
(5)

∫

M
u2 ln u2ρt(x, dy) ≤ 2κ−1 (

eκt − 1
)

∫

M
|∇u|2ρt(x, dy) if

∫

M
u2 ρt = 1.

Remark3.2. Recall that we are using the convention that the heat flowHt is the flow generated by
the infinitesmal generator12∆X. This notational convention is in contrast with most paperswhich
discuss lower Ricci curvature, though is consistent with most papers that discuss the stochastic
properties of path space.

We will define more carefully in Section 12 the notion of lowerRicci curvature as introduced in
[AGS12-2], and denoted byRCD(κ,∞). For now it will suffice to say that is related to thestrong
convexity of the entropy functionalEntm[ρm] ≡

∫

X
ρ ln ρ dmon the space of probability measures

P2(X) on X, and that it is a strictly stronger notion of a lower Ricci curvature bound than that of
Lott-Villani-Sturm introduced in [LV09],[St06]. Now using [AGS13], Theorem 3.5, and Theorem
3.2.1 we can conclude the following:

Theorem 3.6.Let (X, d,m) be a BR(κ,∞) space, then we have that X is a RCD(−κ,∞) space.

3.7. d-dimensional Bounded Ricci Curvature. In analogy with Section 2.3 we define and study
the notion of ad-dimensional Ricci curvature bound for a metric measure space. Motivated by
Theorem 2.3 and using the structure of Section 3.2 we make thefollowing definition:

Definition 3.7. Let (X, d,m) be a metric measure space which satisfies (57) and which is weakly
Riemannian. Then we say thatX is aBR(κ, d) space if for every functionF ∈ L2(P(X), Γm) which
isFT

t -measurable we have the inequality

|Lipx

∫

P(X)
F dΓx|2 +

eκt − 1
κd

∣

∣

∣∆X

∫

P(X)
F dΓx

∣

∣

∣

2 ≤ e
κ
2T

∫

P(X)

(

|∇0F |2 +
∫ T

0

κ

2
e
κ
2 s|∇sF |2 ds

)

dΓx . (74)

for a.e. x ∈ X.

It is clear immediately from the definition that ifX hasd-dimensional Ricci curvature bounded
by κ, thenX has Ricci curvature bounded byκ in the sense of Definition 15.1. More generally, in
this case it is clear we have thatX hasd′-dimensional Ricci curvature bounded byκ for all d′ ≥ d.

Let us summarize the basic estimates of a space withd-dimensional Ricci curvature bounded.
The proof of the following will end up being the same as the proof of d = ∞ case combined with
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the modifications involved in the proof of Theorem 2.3. We rely heavily in the next Theorem on
the notation developed throughout the introduction:

Theorem 3.8.Let (X, d,m) be a BR(κ, d) space. Then the following estimates hold:

(1) For any function F∈ L2(P(M), Γm) on the total path space P(X) which isFT
t -measurable

we have the estimate

|∇x

∫

P(X)
F dΓx|2 +

eκt − 1
κd

∣

∣

∣∆X

∫

P(X)
F dΓx

∣

∣

∣

2 ≤ e
κ
2T

∫

P(M)

(

|∇0F |2 +
∫ T

0

κ

2
e
κ
2 s|∇sF |2 ds

)

dΓx . (75)

(2) If F ∈ L2(P(M), Γm) is FT-measurable, then for a.e. γ ∈ P(X) if t∗ is such that Fγt is
FT−t

t∗ -measurable, then we have the estimate

[dFt](γ) +
eκt
∗ − 1
κd

∣

∣

∣∆X

∫

P(X)
Fγt dΓγ(t)

∣

∣

∣

2 ≤ e
κ
2 (T−t)

∫

P(X)
|∇0Fγt |2 +

∫ T−s

0

κ

2
e
κ
2 s|∇sFγt |2 dΓγ(t) . (76)

(3) If F is aFT
t measurable function on P(X), then we have the Poincare estimate

∫

Px(X)

(

F −
∫

F dΓx
)2 dΓx +

eκt − 1− κt
nκ2

∣

∣

∣∆X

∫

Px(X)
F dΓx

∣

∣

∣

2 ≤ e
κ
2T

∫

Px(X)

(

∫ T

0
cosh(

κ

2
t)|∇tF |2 dt

)

dΓx

≤
eκT + 1

2

∫

Px(X)
|∇F |2

H1
x
dΓx . (77)

Remark3.3. By using (1) there are many variations of (2) and (3) which areprovable.

Now let us end this Section by remarking as in Section 3.6 thaton a metric measure space
with d-dimensional Ricci curvature bounded byκ, we have in particular that the Ricci curvature is
bounded from below by−κ is the sense of Bakry-Emery, Lott-Villani-Sturm, and more importantly
is aRCD(−κ, d) space, see Section 12 and [St12] for a definition:

Theorem 3.9. Let (X, d,m) be a BR(κ, d) space. Then{|∇u| ∈ L∞(X,m)} ∩ {∆Xu ∈ L∞(X,m)} is
dense in L2(X,m), and for all u,w ∈ {|∇u| ∈ L∞(X,m)} ∩ {∆Xu ∈ L∞(X,m)} with w ≥ 0 we have
that:

(1)
∫

X
∆Xw · |∇u|2 dm≥ 2

d

∫

X
w|∆Xu|2 dm− 2κ

∫

X
w|∇u|2 dm.

(2) κ−1(1− e−κt)|∇Htu|2(x) + 1
dκ
−2(1− κt − e−κt)|∆XHtu|2(x) ≤ Htu2(x) − (Htu)2(x).

(3) Htu2(x) − (Htu)2(x) ≤ κ−1 (

eκt − 1
)

Ht|∇u|2(x).
(4) X is a RCD(−κ, d) space.

3.8. Examples and Counter Examples.Finally we would like to discuss examples of metric
measure spaces with bounded Ricci curvature. We begin in Section 3.8.1 by studying metric cone
spacesC(N). In Section 3.8.2 we consider a generalization of Theorems2.1 and 2.3. Namely, we
consider metric-measure spaces which are locally quotients of smooth manifolds, and we prove a
classification theorem for which areBR(κ, d)-spaces. We postpone the proofs of the results of this
Section to an upcoming paper, which discusses a much more general context.
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3.8.1. Cone Spaces.We begin by studying singular spaces which are cone spaces, namely if (N, h)
is a Riemannian manifold then we consider the topological cone C(N) equipped with the cone
metric g ≡ dr2

+ r2dvh. Such examples appear frequently as singularity dilations. We have two
basic points to study, the first is the following:

Theorem 3.10. Let (Nn−1, h) be an Einstein manifold with Ric≡ (n − 2)h and n ≥ 3, then
(C(N), g, dvg) is a BR(0, n)-space.

In the above we studied cones over spaces which were at least 2dimensional. In the one dimen-
sional case a little more care is needed. In the next theorem we denote byS1(ℓ) the one dimensional
circle of lengthℓ:

Theorem 3.11.Consider the metric-measure space X≡
(

C
(

S1(ℓ)
)

, g, dvg
)

. Then X is a BR(0, 2)-
space iffℓ ≤ 2π.

3.8.2. Smooth Quotient Spaces.Theorem 2.1 tells us that a smooth metric measure space has
bounded Ricci tensor iff it is aBR(κ,∞)-space. We begin in this subsection by showing a general-
ization of this point. Once one moves into the world of singular spaces the next nicest collection
of metric spaces are those which are locally isometric to quotients of smooth manifolds under
isometric actions. More precisely we have the following:

Definition 3.12. We say a metric-measure space (X, d,m) is a smooth quotient space if for each
x ∈ X there exists a neighborhoodx ∈ U and a quadruple (M, g, e− f dvg,G), where (M, g, e− f dvg) is
a smooth metric-measure space andG is a compact Lie Group which acts isometrically onM and
preserves the volume form, such thatU ≡ M/G as metric-measure spaces.

The nicest nonmanifold example of a smooth quotient space isa Riemannian orbifold, so that
a neighborhood of each point is isometric to a finite quotientof Rn. Smooth quotient spaces arise
in a particularly natural way in Riemannian geometry, for instance the Gromov-Hausdorff limit of
Riemannian manifolds with bounded sectional curvature aresmooth quotient spaces by the work
of Fukaya [F90]. Note that if (X, d, µ) is a smooth quotient space then there exists an open dense
subsetR(X) ⊆ X which is in fact a smooth metric-measure space. Our basic result in this section
is the following.

Theorem 3.13.Let (X, d,m) be a complete smooth quotient space, then the following are equiva-
lent:

(1) The metric measure space(X, d,m) is a BR(κ, d) space.
(2) X is a smooth Riemannian orbifold such that−κg+ 1

d−n∇ f ⊗ ∇ f ≤ Ric+ ∇2 f ≤ κg on the
regular partR(X).

Remark3.4. One can view the above theorem as a generalization of Theorem2.1, which gives the
similar statement for smooth metric measure spaces.
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Remark3.5. Note a topological implication of the above. In principle the singularities of a smooth
quotent spaceX may be much worse than orbifold, but a consequence of the Theorem is that if we
already know the singularities are at worst quotient in nature, then those quotients are finite.

Acknowledgements:The author would like to that Robert Haslhofer for many corrections and
comments, as well as the identification of errors in the first version.

Part 1. The Case of Smooth Metric-Measure Spaces

In this part of the paper we focus on smooth metric measure spaces

(Mn, g, e− f dvg) ,

where (Mn, g) is a complete Riemannian manifold andf is a smooth function. The primary goal
of this part of the paper is to prove the results of Section 2.

The outline of this part of the paper is as follows. We begin inSection 4 by recalling the
main results from [BE85],[BL06], which give various characterizations of lower Ricci curvature
in terms of the analysis onM. We will use these as a point of comparison for the bounded Ricci
curvature case, and we will also prove some very mild extensions of known classifications that will
be used later. Section 5 is dedicated to a variety of preliminaries which will be needed to discuss
the bounded Ricci curvature case. Section 6 is dedicated to proving our first characterization of
bounded Ricci curvature by the gradient estimates (R2),(R3) of Theorem 2.1. In Section 7 we
discuss the stochastic analysis of bounded Ricci curvatureand prove (R4), (R5) of Theorem 2.1,
while in Section 8 we focus on the analysis description of bounded Ricci curvature and prove
(R6), (R7) of Theorem 2.1. Finally in Section 9 we finish the proof of Theorem 2.1 by showing
that any of the estimates of Theorem 2.1 itself implies the correct corresponding bound on the
Ricci curvature. In Section 10 we prove thed-dimensional of the main results, namely Theorem
2.3.

4. LOWER RICCI CURVATURE ON SMOOTH METRIC-MEASURE SPACES

In this Section we discuss some analytic methods for characterizing lower Ricci curvature. For
those familiar with these results this Section may be skipped entirely, it is presented for conve-
nience since we will want to compare directly the conditionson lower Ricci curvature with those
on bounded Ricci curvature which were presented in Section 2. Many of these estimates were first
observed onRn by Gross [G75] as he studied gaussian measures on Euclidean space. The gener-
alizations of these results to more general metric-measurespaces go back primarily to [BE85] and
[BL06].
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Let us recall our notation from Section 2 that∆ f u = ∆u− 〈∇ f ,∇u〉 is the f -laplacian associated
to our smooth metric-measure space,Ht : L2(M, e− f dvg) → L2(M, e− f dvg) is the heat flow asso-
ciated to1

2∆ f , andρt(x, dy) is the heat kernel measure associated to this flow. Finally,for x ∈ M
and t > 0 fixed if we view (Mn, g, ρt(x, dy)) as a metric measure space then we can denote by
∆x,t = divx,t ◦ ∇ the associated laplace operator, where the divergence of∇ is with respect to the
measureρt(x, dy).

4.1. The Lower Ricci Bound Ric+∇2 f ≥ −κg. To understand the role of the Bakry-Emery Ricci
curvature tensor on the analysis ofM one begins with a simple computation with thef -laplacian
to obtain the Bochner formula

∆ f |∇u|2 = 〈∇u,∇∆ f u〉 + 2|∇2u|2 + 2
(

Ric+ ∇2 f
)

(∇u,∇u) , (78)

from which if we assume the lower Ricci bound Ric+ ∇2 f ≥ −κg we get the Bochner inequality

∆ f |∇u|2 ≥ 〈∇u,∇∆ f u〉 − 2κ|∇u|2 . (79)

These inequalities are equivalent to the lower bounds on theRicci curvatures, and are the basis
for the definition of lower Ricci curvature given by Bakry-Emery [BE85]. It should be pointed out
that their precise condition applies to a much broader situation.

From the Bochner formula many important estimates on the heat flow Ht can be proved, which
themselves turn out to be equivalent to the lower Ricci bound. We summarize the results of
[BE85],[BL06] in the following theorem.

Theorem 4.1([BE85],[BL06]). Let (Mn, g, e− f dvg) be a smooth metric-measure space, then the
following are equivalent:

(1) Ric+ ∇2 f ≥ −κg.
(2) |∇Htu| ≤ e

κ
2 tHt|∇u|.

(3) |∇Htu|2 ≤ eκtHt|∇u|2.
(4) λ1(−∆x,t) ≥ κ(eκt − 1)−1.
(5)

∫

M
u2 ln u2ρt(x, dy) ≤ 2κ−1 (

eκt − 1
)

∫

M
|∇u|2ρt(x, dy) if

∫

M
u2 ρt = 1.

The implication

Ric+ ∇2 f ≥ κg =⇒ λ1(∆x,t) ≥
κ

eκt − 1
, (80)

is well known [BL06]. The proof was first done by Gross inRn (in this case the estimate reduces
to understanding a Poincare inequality for the gaussian measure). The proof was generalized by
Bakry-Ledoux [BL06] to the more general case. Other versions of this have been proved in the
parabolic setting for the Ricci flow in [HN12]. The proof of each of these cases is essentially the
same.
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We will briefly describe how to prove the statementλ1(−∆x,t) ≥ κ
eκt−1 =⇒ Ric + ∇2 f ≥ −κg.

Primarily, this gives us an excuse to introduce a little structure which will be useful later in the
paper, in particular in the construction of test functions.

To prove the statement let us begin by introducing the following variation of the Almgren fre-
quency function. Namely, given a smooth functionu : M → R we define for eachx ∈ M andt > 0
the frequency function

Nu(x, t) ≡
t
∫

M
|∇u|2 ρt(x, dy)

∫

M
u2 ρt(x, dy) −

(

∫

M
uρt(x, dy)

)2
. (81)

The following sums up the properties ofNu that we will require:

Lemma 4.2. Let u be a smooth function on M and x∈ M such that|∇u|(x) = 1, then we have that

d
dt

Nu(x, 0) =
1
2

(

|∇2u|2 + (Ric+ ∇2 f )(∇u,∇u)
)

. (82)

Proof. A quick computation gives that

d
dt

Nu(x, t) =
1
2t

∫

∆ f |∇u|2 dvx,t
∫

M
u2 dvx,t −

(

∫

M
u dvx,t

)2
− N(x, t)

(

N(x, t) − 1
t

+

∫

u dvx,t

∫

∆ f u dvx,t −
∫

u∆ f u dvx,t
∫

M
u2 dvx,t −

(

∫

M
u dvx,t

)2

)

.

(83)

Now in the case where|∇u|(x) = 1 we have the estimates

N(x, t) → 1 ast → 0 ,
∫

M
u2 dvx,t −

(

∫

M
u dvx,t

)2 ≈ t ast → 0 . (84)

Further, a similar computation yields the estimate

d
dt

(

∫

u dvx,t

∫

∆ f u dvx,t −
∫

u∆ f u dvx,t

)

=

(

∫

∆ f u dvx,t

)2

+

∫

u dvx,t

∫

∆ f∆ f u dvx,t −
∫

(

(∆ f u)2
+ u∆ f∆ f u+ 〈∇u,∇∆ f u〉

)

dvx,t . (85)

Combining all of this with (83) and lettingt → 0 gives us

d
dt

N(x, 0) =
1
2
∆ f u(x) − 〈∇u,∇∆ f u〉 −

d
dt

N(x, 0) . (86)

Rearranging and using the Bochner formula gives the result. �

We mention one more easy lemma.

Lemma 4.3. For each point x∈ M and unit vector v∈ TxM there exists a smooth function u with
compact support in a neighborhood of x such that u(x) = 0, ∇u(x) = v and∇2u(x) = 0.
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Proof. Consider exponential coordinates in a neighborhood ofx. Let u be a linear combination of
the coordinate functions, multiplied by a cutoff function. �

Now we can easily prove the desired lower Ricci curvature bound:

Proof thatλ1(−∆x,t) ≥ κ
eκt−1 =⇒ Ric+ ∇2 f ≥ −κg. For anyx ∈ M and unit vectorv ∈ TxM let u

be as in Lemma 4.3. By the spectral gap estimate we have the estimate

Nu(x, t) ≥ 1−
κ

2
t + o(t) , (87)

for eacht > 0. Since|∇u|(x) = 1 we have thatNu(x, 0) = 1, and therefore we have the estimate

d
dt

N(x, 0) ≥ −κ
2
. (88)

However by Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.3 we have

d
dt

N(x, 0) =
1
2

(

Ric+ ∇2 f
)

(v, v) . (89)

Combining these and using thatx and|v| = 1 were arbitrary gives the result.
�

4.2. The d-dimensional Lower Ricci Bound. It is the dimensional form of a lower Ricci curva-
ture bound that is needed for the most powerful applications, for instance the Harnack inequali-
ties. As an extension of the Bochner formula (79) it was shownin [BE85] that the lower bound
Ric+ ∇2 f − 1

d−n∇ f ⊗ ∇ f ≥ −κ is equivalent to the dimensional Bochner formula

∆ f |∇u|2 ≥ 〈∇u,∇∆ f u〉 +
2
d
|∆ f u|2 − 2κ|∇u|2 . (90)

Again we have that many important estimates on the heat flow follow, which are themselves equiv-
alent to thed-dimensional lower bound when said precisely. The following summarizes these
estimates:

Theorem 4.4([BE85],[BL06]). Let (Mn, g, e− f dvg) be a smooth metric-measure space, then the
following are equivalent:

(1) Ric+ ∇2 f − 1
d−n∇ f ⊗ ∇ f ≥ −κg.

(2) |∇Htu|2 + eκt−1
dκ

(

∆ f Htu
)2 ≤ eκtHt|∇u|2.

(3) Htu2(x) − (Htu(x))2
+

eκt−1−κt
dκ2 |∆ f Htu| ≤ eκt−1

κ
Ht|∇u|2(x).
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5. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION ON PATH SPACE

In this Section we discuss some of the basic structure of pathspaces on a smooth manifold.
Many of the constructions of this Section are standard, though often we will need slight gener-
alizations and extensions of the constructions to fit them better to the current paper. Additionally
since the topics of this paper cover multiple areas, which attimes have conflicting notational norms,
it seemed reasonable to collect together any possible points of notational confusion into one area.

The outline of this Section is as follows. In Section 5.1 we recall the basic definitions and
constructions on path space. Section 5.2 is dedicated to briefly defining the function spaces on
path space, and the most basic definition of a martingale. Theconstruction of useful functions
on path space is an important topic, and in Section 5.3 we giveseveral methods for constructing
functions on path space which will be useful in the paper. In Section 5.4 we define the general
notion of a diffusion measure. Finally in Section 5.5 we briefly introduce the stochastic parallel
translation map, which will be especially important in Section 6.1.

5.1. Path Space Basics.We will generally be most interested in the space

P(M) ≡ C0([0,∞),M) , (91)

of continuous unbased paths inM. Recall from Section 2.1.2 that for each partition of

t ≡ {0 ≤ t1 < · · · < t|t| < ∞} , (92)

that there is the corresponding evaluation mapet : P(M) → M |t | given by

et(γ) ≡ (γ(t1), . . . , γ(t|t|)) . (93)

Further, for each interval [t,T] we have theσ-algebraFT
t on P(M) generated by the collection of

evaluation mapset whose associated partitionst are partitions of [t,T], that is t j ∈ [t,T] for each
t j ∈ t. If we consider the time restricted path space

PT(M) ≡ C0([0,T],M) , (94)

then we see the measurable functionsF on PT(M) are in one-to-one correspondence with the
FT ≡ FT

0 -measurable functions onP(M). Similar statements of course hold for the based path
spaces

Px(M) ≡ {γ ∈ P(M) : γ(0) = x} ,

PT
x (M) ≡ {γ ∈ PT(M) : γ(0) = x} . (95)
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5.2. Function Spaces and Martingales.The structure of this Section holds for any measureΓ
on P(M), however in principle we will only be interested in the diffusion measures which we will
introduce in Section 5.4. Now given any measureΓ we can canonically associate toP(M) the
Hilbert space

L2(P(M), Γ) . (96)

Recall that the Borelσ-algebra onP(M) comes equipped with the canonical families of subalge-
bras given byFT

t . In particular the familyFT forms a filtration ofσ-algebras onP(M). Associated
to eachσ-algebraFT

t is the closed Hilbert subspace

L2(P(M), Γ;FT
t ) ⊆ L2(P(M), Γ) , (97)

of L2 functions which areFT
t -measurable. BecauseL2(P(M), Γ;FT

t ) is a closed subspace we
may naturally project to it, and ifF ∈ L2(P(M), Γ) is a L2 function then we denote byFT

t ∈
L2(P(M), Γ;FT

t ) its projection. As usual ift ≡ 0 then we writeFT ≡ FT
0 . The functionFT

t is
characterized uniquely by the property that

∫

U
FT

t dΓ =
∫

U
FdΓ , (98)

for everyFT
t measurable subsetU ⊆ P(M). That is, from the probability point of viewFT

t is the
expectation ofF given theσ-algebraFT

t . Notice however, that characterized in this fashionF only
needs to be aL1-function in order to defineFT

t .
Let us end this Section with a standard definition. We say a oneparameter family ofF t ∈

L1(Pt(M), Γ) = L1(P(M), Γ;Ft) is a martingaleif for every s < t we have that
(

F t)s ≡ Fs. Note
that given any functionF ∈ L1(P(M), Γ) there is the associated martingale given byF t.

5.3. Function Theory on Path Space.To do analysis on path spaceP(M), or indeed any space,
it is important to have a class of functions with which one canwork with especially easily, and
which will be dense in the various function spaces. In this way one can consider most functional
analytic constructions on these subspaces, and then extendby continuity to a more general class of
functions.

In this Section we will introduce three classes of functionson path spaceP(M) which will play
a role at some point in this paper.

5.3.1. Cylinder Functions.In the context of analysis an especially natural collectionof functions
on path spaceP(M) are the smooth cylinder functions. These are the functionsF : P(M) → R of
the form

F ≡ e∗t u , (99)

whereet : P(M) → M |t | is an evaluation map andu : M |t| → R is a smooth function with compact
support. The collection of smooth cylinder functions are dense inL2(P(M), Γµ) for any of the
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diffusion measuresΓµ (briefly introduced in Section 2.1.2, and discussed more completely in the
next Section).

Let us make a few remarks about the cylinder functions. By definition a cylinder functionF on
path space only depends on the value of a curve at a fixed, finitenumber of times. In particular,
if the partitiont associated to the cylinder function is a subset of [t,T], thenF is FT

t -measurable.
The cylinder functions will be the primary functions onP(M) that we compute with. Namely,
most constructions in this paper will be begin on the smooth cylinder functions, and then will be
extended to a broader class though a continuity argument.

5.3.2. Path Integral Functions.The cylinder functions from the previous Section have the prop-
erty that they are derived from smooth functions on finite dimensional spaces. In this section we
consider other ways to associate functions onP(M) from functions onM. The next simplest man-
ner is to integrate along a curve. Namely, given a smooth function u on M and a fixed interval
[t,T] one can associate the functionF : P(M)→ R by

F(γ) ≡
∫ T

t
u(γ(s))ds. (100)

It is clear from the definition thatF is FT
t -measurable.

One can generalize the above construction as follows. Fix smooth bounded functionsu, v on M
and an interval [t,T]. For each continuous curveγ ∈ P(M) let φ(s) = φγ(s) : [t,T] → R be the
solution to the ode

d
ds
φ(s) = v(γ(s))φ(s) + u(γ(s)) ,

φ(t) = 0 . (101)

Then we define a functionF : P(M) → R on path space by the formula

F(γ) ≡ φγ(T) . (102)

If course if one hasv ≡ 0 then this reduces to (100). One can check easily thatF is a continuous
bounded function onP(M). The path integral functions, and certain generalizations that will be
introduced once we have defined stochastic parallel translation, arise naturally in the context of
studying pde’s onM.

5.3.3. Stochastic Integrals.In comparison to the cylinder and path integral functions, the Ito and
Stratonovich integal is much more subtle, though they form the backbone of stochastic analysis.
We will give a definition here, but refer the reader to [K06],[SV79] for a more complete under-
standing.

We consider path spaceP(M) equipped with a measureΓ. We call a family of measurable
mappingsXt : P(M) → R a stochastic process ifXt is Ft-measurable, and recall from Section
5.2 we callXt a L2-martingale if for everyt < T we have that (XT)t ≡ Xt, where (XT)t is theL2

projection ofXT to theFt-measurable functions.
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Now given a martingaleXt and a stochastic processYt with
∫

P(M)

(

∫ T

0
|Yt|2dt

)

dΓ < ∞ , (103)

we define the Ito integral by the limit
∫ ∞

0
Yt dXt ≡ lim

∆t→0

∑

Yti
(

Xti+1 − Xti
)

∈ L2(P(M), Γ) , (104)

where∆t ≡ max|tk+1− tk| is the maximum step size of the partition. It turns out the limit does exist
in L2. Similarly, we may define the Stratonovich integral

∫ ∞

0
Yt ◦ dXt ≡ lim

∆t→0

∑ 1
2
(

Yti+1 + Yti

)(

Xti+1 − Xti

)

∈ L2(P(M), Γ) , (105)

where again the limit converges inL2(P(M), Γ). It is a subtle point that these two limits are not
equal.

5.4. Diffusion Measures. In this Section we discuss the construction of a canonical family of
measures on path spaceP(M) known as the diffusion measures, and state some well known prop-
erties about such measures. Specifically, let us recall thatgiven any Borel measureµ on M there
exists a unique measureΓµ onP(M) whose pushforward’s by the evaluation mapset : P(M)→ M |t |

are given by

et,∗Γµ =

∫

M
ρt1(x, dy1)ρt2−t1(y1, dy2) · · ·ρtk−tk−1(yk−1, dyk)dµ(x) , (106)

whereρt(x, dy) is the heat kernel measure associated to1
2∆ f . Uniqueness of such a measure is not

hard to see, for a proof to the existence ofΓµ we refer the reader to [S99], or indeed any beginning
text on stochastic analysis. We call the measureΓµ a diffusion measure with initial probabilityµ.
Let us recall the subtlety, first observed by Wiener in his original construction, that this measure
exists on continuous path space but not even onH1-path space.

There are two primary families of diffusion measures which will interest us. The first family
are Wiener measures given byΓx ≡ Γδx. Notice that the measuresΓx are concentrated on the
based pathsPx(M) ⊆ P(M). In particular the Hilbert spacesL2(P(M), Γx) andL2(Px(M), Γx) are
canonically isomorphic. We will not always distinguish between the two. The other diffusion
measure of particular interest in this paper is given byΓ f ≡ Γe− f dvg. Notice that we can also
interpretΓ f as the measure onP(M) given by

Γ f ≡
∫

M
Γx e− f dvg . (107)
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Now the formula (106) well defines the diffusion measure, however the next result gives a char-
acterization of the diffusion measures in terms of their expectations on theσ-algebrasFT as in
Section 5.2. For a proof of the following we refer the reader to [H00]:

Theorem 5.1.LetΓ be a measure on P(M). ThenΓ is a diffusion measureΓµ with respect to some
measureµ on M if and only if the family of functions

FT(γ) = u(γ(T)) − u(γ(0))− 1
2

∫ T

0
∆ f u (γ(s)) ds,

is a martingale for every smooth function u: M → R.

5.5. Stochastic Parallel Translation. One of the challenges to doing analysis on path space, even
on a smooth manifold other thanRn, is that one must considernice variations of very irregular
curves. To put this into proper perspective let us note that given a based path spacePxM equipped
with the Wiener measureΓx, it is well known that almost every curveγ ∈ PxM has the property
that the setγ([0,T]) has Hausdorff dimension 2 inM for eachT > 0. In particular,γ is highly
non-differentiable. Nonetheless, one wants to consider alongγ vector fieldsV(t) ∈ Tγ(t)M which
are parallel translation invariant. Apriori, on an arbitrary continuous curve it is not reasonable or
possible to consider such a nice class of vector fields.

The key technical tool on a smooth manifold to handle this issue is the stochastic parallel trans-
lation map, which is briefly introduced in this Section. We refer the reader to [E89],[H00], and
[S99] for a more rigorous introduction and various interpretations.

Intuitively, one wants to take the parallel translation mapfor piecewise smooth curves, and by
approximating a continuous curve by such curves, limit the resulting parallel translation maps to
define a parallel translation map for the continuous curve. More precisely, for each partitiont
let Pt

x(M) be the collection of piecewise geodesics inM with vertices given byt (not necessarily
minimizing geodesics). Notice thatPt

x(M) is a smooth submanifold ofPx(M), in fact is canonically
diffeomorphic toRn·|t |. Notice also that there is a canonical projection mapPx(M)→ Pt

x(M) which
maps each curveγ to the piecewise geodesic curveγt with verticest and γ(t) = γt(t). This
projection mapping is well defined away from a set of measure zero.

To define the stochastic parallel translation map we define the stochastic horizontal lifting map
H : Px(M) → Px̃(FM), whereFM is the orthonormal frame bundle and ˜x ≡ (x, Fx) is any fixed
lifting of x. Note for each partitiont there is the standard such lifting ofPt

x(M), and that by
composing with the projection mapPx(M) → Pt(M) we have for each partition the approximate
horizontal lifting map

Ht : Px(M)→ Px̃(FM) . (108)

The main result is that there exists a mappingH : Px(M)→ Px̃(FM) such that for any sequence of
increasing dense partitionst j we have that thatHt j → H in measure. In particular a subsequence
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converges pointwise a.e. See the second part of the paper forsome more refined statements, and
see [S99] for more details.

Finally, to define the stochastic parallel translation mapsfix t > 0 and letTtPx(M) = e∗t T M be the
vector bundle overPx(M) given by the pullback of the tangent bundleT M, whereet : P(M) → M
is the evaluation map at timet. Thus a section ofTtPx(M) assigns to each curveγ a vector in
Tγ(t)M. Then we definePt : TtPx(M)→ T0Px(M) by the formula

Pt(γ) = H(γ)(0) · H(γ)−1(t) : Tγ(t)M → Tγ(0)M . (109)

Let us end this Section with the following observation. The isometryPt(γ) : Tγ(t)M → TxM
induces corresponding isometries between the higher tensor spacesPt : T p,q

γ(t)M → T p,q
x M. Given a

tensorA ∈ T p,q
γ(t)M we will write PtA ∈ T p,q

x M for the corresponding tensor abovex.

6. BOUNDED RICCI CURVATURE AND GRADIENT ESTIMATES

In this Section we discuss characterizations of bounded Ricci in terms of gradient estimates on
path space. The first point toward this end is the introduction of the parallel gradient in Section
6.1. With this in hand we prove the gradient estimate (R2) of Theorem 2.1 in Section 6.2. The
converse statement will not be proved until Section 9. Finally in Section 6.3 we prove the gradient
estimate (R3). The dimensional versions of these estimates will be discussed in Section 10.

6.1. The Parallel Gradient. The parallel gradient operators act as a form of finite dimensional
gradient operators on the infinite dimensional path space. In this Section we define a one parameter
family of gradients∇s : L2(Px(M), Γx) → L2(T0Px(M), Γx). This one parameter family of gradi-
ents will arise in many ways throughout the paper, and will beparticularly important in various
estimates. Though each has a finite dimensional flavor to it, we will see in Section 8.1 how as a
family they recover the infinite dimensionalH1

0-gradient on path space. We will begin in Section
6.1.1 by introducing the 0-parallel gradient, which is the easiest to describe. We will extend the
construction in Section 6.1.2 to the the generals-parallel gradient operators.

6.1.1. The 0-Parallel Gradient. Given based path spacePx(M) we consider the (trivial) vector
bundle overPx(M) defined by

T0Px(M) ≡ e∗0T M , (110)

wheree0 : P(M) → M given bye0(γ) = γ(0) is the evaluation map given by the partitiont = {0}.
That is, a section ofT0Px(M) is a continuous mappingPx(M) → TxM. The bundleT0Px(M)
comes naturally equipped with an inner product, and therefore we have the canonical Hilbert space
L2(T0Px(M), Γx) of L2 sections ofT0Px(M) with respect to the diffusion measureΓx.
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The parallel gradient is an unbounded, closed operator

∇0 : L2(Px(M), Γx)→ L2(T0Px(M), Γx) . (111)

We will first define it on smooth cylinder functions, and then extend it to the rest ofL2(Px(M), Γx).
Now if F : Px(M)→ R is a smooth cylinder function, then for anyγ ∈ Px(M) and any vector field
V(t) alongγ the directional derivativeDVF is well defined. We define the parallel gradient ofF at
a curveγ to be the unique vector∇0F(γ) ∈ TxM such that for every parallel translation invariant
vector fieldV(t) ≡ P−1

t V0 alongγ we have that

DVF = 〈∇0F(γ),V0〉TxM . (112)

Recall that the stochastic parallel translation mapPt is defined fora.e. curveγ, and therefore the
parallel gradient is well defineda.e. in P(M).

The next Theorem tells us that the parallel gradient extendsto a closed operator onL2. We
postpone the proof until the next Section where we prove the more general statement for thes-
parallel gradients.

Theorem 6.1. The parallel gradient∇0F extends to a closed operator∇0 : L2(Px(M), Γx) →
L2(T0Px(M), Γx) such that the smooth cylinder functions are dense in the domain D(∇0).

6.1.2. The s-Parallel Gradient.As with the 0-parallel gradient we begin by defining thes-parallel
gradient on the cylinder functions. So lets > 0 be fixed and letF = e∗t u be a smooth cylinder
function onPx(M). Let us begin with the observation that for a cylinder function F the directional
derivativeDVF is well defined not only for continuous vector fields but also for left continuous
vector fields. So for eachVx ∈ TxM we can define thes-parallel translation invariant vector field
Vs(t) given byVs(t) = 0 if t < sandVs(t) = P−1

t Vx if t ≥ s. The partial derivativesDVsF is therefore
well defined for each such vector field.

Now define thes-parallel gradient∇sF of F at a curveγ to be the unique vector∇sF(γ) ∈ TxM
such that for everys-parallel translation invariant vector fieldVs(t) alongγ we have that

DVsF = 〈∇sF(γ),Vx〉TxM . (113)

Note in particular that we can write for a.e.γ ∈ P(M) that

|∇sF |(γ) ≡ sup{|DVF | : V is as-parallel variation with|V|(s) = 1}. (114)

The next lemma is an integration by parts formula for the parallel gradients. The statement of the
result requires two standard tools from stochastic analysis which, however, will not be discussed
with any care until later in the paper, namely the quadratic variation [, ] in Section 7.1 and the
Brownian motion mapWs. The lemma will be used for Theorem 6.3 in order to prove that∇s

extends to a closed operator, but otherwise is not required for the rest of the paper and may be
skipped on a first read.
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Lemma 6.2. Let F,G be smooth cylinder functions which areFT-measurable with Vx ∈ TxM.
Then for s≥ 0 if Vs is the vector field on Px(M) such that for eachγ we have that Vs(γ) is the
s-parallel vector field induced by Vx, then
∫

Px(M)
DVsF ·G dΓx =

∫

Px(M)
F ·

(

− DVsG+ d[Gs,Ws] −
1
2

G
∫ T

s

〈

(Ric+ ∇2 f )(Vs), dWs〉
)

dΓx .

(115)

Proof. This is an application of Driver’s integration by parts formula [D92]. Namely, lety(t) ∈
TxM be aH1

0-curve inTxM with Y the vector field onPx(M) defined byY(t) = P−1
t y(t). Then in

[D92] it was proved that
∫

Px(M)
DYF ·G dΓx =

∫

Px(M)
F ·

(

− DYG+G
∫ T

0

〈

ẏ−
1
2

(Ric+ ∇2 f )(y(t)), dWs〉
)

dΓx , (116)

whereWs is the brownian motion map and as in Section 5.3
∫

〈, dWs〉 is the associated Ito integral.
Now for Vx ∈ TxM fixed and eachǫ > 0 letyǫ(t) be defined byyǫ(t) = 0 for t ≤ s, yǫ(t) = Vx ǫ

−1(t−s)
for s≤ t ≤ s+ ǫ andyǫ(t) = Vx otherwise. Computing gives

∫

Px(M)
F ·

(

G
∫ T

0

〈

ẏǫ −
1
2

(Ric+ ∇2 f )(yǫ(t)), dWs〉
)

dΓx

=

∫

Px(M)
F ·

(

G
Ws+ǫ −Ws

ǫ
+G

∫ T

s

〈

− 1
2

(Ric+ ∇2 f )(yǫ(t)), dWs〉
)

dΓx

=

∫

Px(M)
F ·

((Gs+ǫ −Gs)(Ws+ǫ −Ws)
ǫ

+G
∫ T

s

〈

−
1
2

(Ric+ ∇2 f )(yǫ(t)), dWs〉
)

dΓx

→
∫

Px(M)
F ·

(

d[Gs,Ws] +G
∫ T

s

〈

− 1
2

(Ric+ ∇2 f )(Vs), dWs〉
)

dΓx , (117)

as claimed. �

Using the above we immediately have the following, which tells us that thes-parallel gradient
operators extend to closed operators inL2:

Theorem 6.3. For each s≥ 0 the s-parallel gradient∇sF extends to a closed operator∇s :
L2(Px(M), Γx)→ L2(T0Px(M), Γx) such that the smooth cylinder functions are dense in the domain
D(∇s).

Let us remark on the following. Given the above we can define the Dirichlet form on path space
given by

Ex,s[F,G] ≡
∫

PxM
〈∇sF,∇sG〉 dΓx , (118)
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from which we can define thes-laplacian∆s : L2(PxM) → L2(PxM), which is an unbounded
operator defined uniquely by

Ex,s[F,G] ≡
∫

PxM
〈∆sF,G〉 dΓx . (119)

Likewise, it clear by similar arguments that we may considerthes-parallel gradient ands-laplacian
as closed unbounded operators∇s,∆s : L2(P(M), Γ f )→ L2(T0P(M), Γ f ) on unbased path space.

The following is almost a tautology, however it is a sufficiently useful formula for computing
the singular parallel gradient of a smooth cylinder function that we record it.

Proposition 6.4. Let F = e∗t u be a smooth cylinder function on P(M). Then the parallel gradient
∇sF is given by

∇sF(γ) =
∑

t j≥s

Pt j∇ ju , (120)

where Pt : Tγ(t)M → Tγ(0)M is the stochastic parallel translation map.

Proof. Let γ ∈ P(M) with Vs(t) such thatVs(t) ≡ 0 is t < s and such thatVs(t) = P−1
t v is parallel

translation invariant fort ≥ s. Then we have that

DVsF =
∑

〈V(t j),∇ ju〉 =
∑

t j≥s

〈P−1
t j

v,∇ ju〉 ,

=
〈

v,
∑

Pt j∇ ju
〉

, (121)

from which the result follows. �

6.2. Proof that (R1) =⇒ (R2). Recall that for everyF ∈ L2(P(M), Γ f ) that we have an induced
L2(M, e− f dvg) function onM given by

∫

P(M)
F dΓx . The question naturally arose about understand-

ing the properties of
∫

F dΓx as a function onM in terms of the properties ofF as a function on
P(M). If we consider the parallel gradient onP(M), then the main result of this Section will be to
prove the estimate

∣

∣

∣∇
∫

P(M)
F dΓx

∣

∣

∣ ≤
∫

P(M)

(

|∇0F | +
κ

2

∫ ∞

0
e
κ
2 s |∇sF | ds

)

dΓx , (122)

under the assumption of the Ricci curvature bound

−κg ≤ Ric+ ∇2 f ≤ κg . (123)

The proof is essentially an application of the Bochner formula in combination with the stochastic
analogue of a vector bundle Feyman-Kac formula in infinite dimensions, which originally goes
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back to a host of authors including Bismut [B84] and Stroock [S99]. To understand this we begin
with the next lemma.

Lemma 6.5. Let F : P(M)→ R be a smooth cylinder function, then we have that

∇x

∫

P(M)
F dΓx =

∫

P(M)
∇0F +

∫ ∞

0

d
ds
φs · ∇sF ds dΓx , (124)

whereφt = φt(γ) : Tγ(0)M → Tγ(0)M solves the odeddtφ = −
1
2φPt

(

Ric+ ∇2 f
)

P−1
t with φ(0) = Id.

Proof. Let et : P(M) → M |t| be an evaluation map andF ≡ e∗t u a smooth cylinder function. The
proof is by induction on|t |, see [H97] for related arguments.

For |t | = 1 we have thatF(γ) = u(γ(t)) for somet ≥ 0. In this case we have that
∫

P(M)
F dΓx =

∫

M
u(y)ρt(x, dy) = Htu(x) , (125)

as a function onM determines the heat flow ofu at timet. In essence this is the stochastic analogue
of the Feyman-Kac formula. Now the standard Weizenbrock formula tells us that∇Htu(x) solves
the equation

d
dt
∇Htu(x) = ∆ f

(

∇Htu
)

+
1
2
(

Ric+ ∇2 f
)

(∇Htu) , (126)

which tells us that∇Htu = H̃t∇u, whereH̃t is the heat flow operator associated to (126). The
stochastic Feynman-Kac formula for vector bundles [B84],[S99] allows us to therefore write

∇Htu(x) =
∫

P(M)
φt · Pt∇u(γ(t))dΓx , (127)

whereφt = φ(γ, t) : TxM → TxM solves d
dtφ = −φ

1
2Pt

(

Ric + ∇2 f
)

P−1
t alongγ with φ(0) = Id.

Combining all of this and rewriting using Proposition 6.4 gives us

∇
∫

P(M)
F dΓx =

∫

P(M)
(I +

∫ t

0

d
ds
φs)Pt∇u(γ(t)) ds dΓx

=

∫

P(M)
∇0F +

∫ ∞

0

d
ds
φs · ∇sF ds dΓx , (128)

as claimed.
Now for the inductive step we assume the result holds for all cylinder functions with order

|t| < N, and let us denote by

F(γ) = e∗t u(γ) = u(γ(t1), . . . , γ(tN)) , (129)

a smooth cylinder function of order|t| = N. Now for y ∈ M fixed let us define the smooth cylinder
functionFy(γ) ≡ u(y, γ(t2 − t1), . . . , γ(tN − t1)). Note then that we may rewrite

∫

P(M)
F dΓx =

∫

M

(

∫

P(M)
Fy dΓy

)

ρt1(x, dy) (130)
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Viewing
∫

P(M)
Fy dΓy as a function onM we can then apply Feynman-Kac formula for bundles

again to write

∇x

∫

P(M)
F dΓx = ∇x

∫

M

(

∫

P(M)
Fy dΓy

)

ρt1(x, dy)

=

∫

P(M)
φt1 · Pt1∇y

(

∫

P(M)
Fy dΓy

)

dΓx

(131)

By viewing Fy as a function on path space we can then use our inductive hypothesis to compute

=

∫

P(M)
φt1 · Pt1

(

∫

P(M)
∇0Fy +

∫ ∞

0

d
ds
φs · ∇sFy dΓy

)

dΓx

=

∫

P(M)
φt1 · Pt1

(

∫

P(M)
∇t1F +

∫ ∞

t1

φ−1
t1

d
ds
φs · ∇sF dΓy

)

dΓx

=

∫

P(M)
∇0F +

∫ ∞

0

d
ds
φs · ∇sF ds dΓx , (132)

which is the desired equality.
�

Using the previous lemma we are in a position to prove the mainstatement of this Section:

Proof that Theorem 2.1.R2=⇒ Theorem 2.1.R3 .Let us note that if the eigenvalues of the Ricci
curvature tensor satisfy the estimate

−κg ≤ Ric+ ∇2 f ≤ κg , (133)

then a standard application of Gronwall’s inequality tellsus that the solutionφ of

d
dt
φ = −φ1

2
Pt

(

Ric+ ∇2 f
)

P−1
t

with φ(0) = I satisfies the eigenvalue estimate

||φ(t)||max≤ e
κ
2 t , (134)

where|| · ||max is the maximum eigenvalue norm. Plugging this back into the equation gives us the
estimate

||
d
dt
φ(t)||max≤

κ

2
e
κ
2 t , (135)

on d
dtφ. Applying Lemma 6.5 immediately gives the result

∣

∣

∣∇x

∫

P(M)
F dΓx

∣

∣

∣ ≤
∫

P(M)
|∇0F | +

∫ ∞

0
||

d
dt
φ||max · |∇tF | dt dΓx ,

=

∫

P(M)
|∇0F | +

∫ ∞

0

κ

2
e
κ
2 t|∇tF | dt dΓx , (136)
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as claimed. �

The next Theorem applies the estimate (R2) to the simplest functions on path space. From this
we will see how to recover the Bakry-Emery gradient estimate, and hence a lower Ricci curvature
bound onM.

Theorem 6.6. If the estimate
∣

∣

∣∇x

∫

P(M)
F dΓx

∣

∣

∣ ≤
∫

P(M)
|∇0F | +

∫ ∞

0

κ

2
e
κ
2 t|∇tF | dt , (137)

holds for every smooth cylinder function F on P(M), then for every smooth function u on M the
estimate

|∇Htu| ≤ e
κ
2 tHt|∇u| . (138)

holds by applying (137) to function F(γ) ≡ u(γ(t)).

Proof. Consider the functionF : P(M)→ R defined by

F(γ) ≡ u(γ(t)) , (139)

whereu is a smooth function onM. Then by the definition of the Wiener measure in Section 5.4
we have the identity

∫

P(M)
F dΓx =

∫

M
u(y)ρt(x, dy) = Htu(x) , (140)

and using Proposition 6.4 we have fors≤ t that

|∇sF |(γ) = |∇u|(γ(t)) , (141)

with |∇sF | = 0 for s> t. Plugging these into (137) gives the estimate

|∇Htu|(x) ≤
∫

M

(

|∇u|(y) +
(

e
κ
2 t − 1

)

|∇u|(y)
)

ρt(x, dy) = e
κ
2 tHt|∇u|(x) , (142)

as claimed. �

6.3. Proof that (R2) =⇒ (R3). In this Section we prove the quadratic gradient estimate, based
on the assumption of a bound on the Ricci curvature tensor.

Proof that Theorem 2.1.R2=⇒ Theorem 2.1.R3 .The estimate is nothing more than a careful ap-
plication of Hölder’s inequality on (R2). Specifically letF beFT measurable, then we have

∣

∣

∣∇x

∫

P(M)
F dΓx

∣

∣

∣

2 ≤
∫

P(M)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

|∇0F | +
∫ ∞

0

κ

2
e
κ
2 t|∇tF | dt

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

dΓx ,

=

∫

P(M)
|∇0F |2 + 2 |∇0F |

(

∫ T

0

κ

2
e
κ
2 t|∇tF | dt

)

+

(

∫ T

0

κ

2
e
κ
2 t|∇tF | dt

)2

dΓx .

(143)
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We estimate the second term by

2 |∇0F |
(

∫ T

0

κ

2
e
κ
2 t|∇tF | dt

)

≤ 2 |∇0F |
√

e
κ
2T − 1

√

∫ T

0

κ

2
e
κ
2 t|∇tF |2 dt ,

≤
(

e
κ
2T − 1

)

|∇0F |2 +
∫ T

0

κ

2
e
κ
2 t|∇tF |2 dt . (144)

Similarly we can estimate the third term of (143) by
(

∫ T

0

κ

2
e
κ
2 t|∇tF | dt

)2

≤
(

e
κ
2T − 1

)

∫ T

0

κ

2
e
κ
2 t|∇tF |2 dt . (145)

Combining these gives the estimate

∣

∣

∣∇x

∫

P(M)
F dΓx

∣

∣

∣

2 ≤ e
κ
2T

∫

P(M)
|∇0F |2 +

∫ T

0

κ

2
e
κ
2 s|∇sF |2 ds· dΓx , (146)

as claimed. �

7. BOUNDED RICCI CURVATURE AND STOCHASTIC ANALYSIS ON P(M)

Stochastic analysis already appeared in the proof of (R2), however with a little work the estimate
itself may be understood without it (see for instance the second paper). In this Section we under-
stand Ricci curvature in terms of the stochastic analysis ofM more completely by relating bounds
on the Ricci curvature to the regularity of martingales onP(M). Specifically we will see how to
relate bounded Ricci curvature to estimates on the quadratic variation of a martingale onP(M) by
proving the estimates (R5), (R6) of Theorem 2.1, as well as some pointwise versions. We begin
in Section 7.1 by reviewing martingales and their quadraticvariations. In Sections 7.2, 7.3 we
prove the estimates (R4), (R5). Finally in Section 7.4 we study as an application of the estimates
of this Section the continuity properties of martingales. This will be especially interesting in the
nonsmooth case.

7.1. Martingales and Quadratic Variation. We already briefly introduced martingales onPx(M)
in Section 5.2, regardless we will begin this Section with another interpretation of martingales on
Px(M) (which only holds for the diffusion measures) and will be particularly useful later. We will
then introduce the quadratic variation and its infinitesimal.

If F ∈ L2(Px(M), Γx) then in Section 5.2 we described the martingale induced byF as the family
of mapsF t ∈ L2(Pt

x(M), Γx), whereF t is the projection ofF to the closed subspaceL2(Pt
x(M), Γx) ⊆

L2(Px(M), Γx). If F is only L1 then we can still defineF t as theFt-expectation ofF. Equivalently,
we can write for everyt ≥ 0 and a.e.γ ∈ Px(M) that

F t(γ) =
∫

Px(M)
F(γ[0,t] ◦ σ) dΓγ(t) ≡

∫

Px(M)
Fγt(σ) dΓγ(t) , (147)
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where as beforeFγt : Pγ(t)(M)→ R is defined as above byFγ(t)(σ) = F(γ[0,t] ◦ σ).

Now a martingaleF t a canonical decomposition of a function into pieces which areFt-measurable.
A way of representing the size of the pieces is through thequadratic variation[F t] defined as the
limit

[F t] ≡ lim
t⊆[0,t]

∑

(

F tk+1 − F tk
)2
, (148)

where the limit is over partitionst of [0, t] with ∆t ≡ sup|tk+1 − tk| → 0. The limit exists in
measure by standard methods as in [K06], and under stronger assumptions onF t the limit exists in
Lp spaces. Notice the quadratic variation is nonnegative, increasing int, and has the property that

∫

P(M)
|F t|2 dΓx =

∫

P(M)
[F t] dΓx . (149)

Note that for a martingale the quadratic variation is an absolutely continuous process. In particular,
one can construct from this fort > 0 theFt-measure infinitesimal quadratic variation [dFt] given
by the nonnegative function

[dFt] ≡ lim
s→0

[F t+s] − [F t]
s

. (150)

Note then for a martingale that because [F t] is absolutely continuous int we have that [dFt] is Ft-
measurable. The infinitesimal quadratic variation is the appropriate replacement as a measurement
of the time rate of change ofF t. Note that the quadratic variation can be extended to a bilinear
mapping on pairs of martingalesF t, Gt by

[F t,Gt] ≡ lim
t⊆[0,t]

∑

(

F tk+1 − F tk
)(

Gtk+1 −Gtk
)

. (151)

In this case we of course have that [F t] ≡ [F t, F t]. We can still consider the infinitesimald[F t,Gt],
defined in the analogous manner.

7.2. Proof that (R3) ⇔ (R5). In this Section we consider the quadratic variation of a function
F ∈ L2(Px(M), Γx), and study its relationship with bounded Ricci curvature.Specifically, we prove
estimate (R5) in Theorem 2.1. That is, under the assumption of the Ricci bound−κg ≤ Ric+∇2 f ≤
κg we prove the estimates

∫

P(M)
[dFt] dΓx ≤ e

κ
2 (T−t)

∫

P(M)
|∇tF |2 +

∫ T

t

κ

2
e
κ
2 (s−t)|∇sF |2 dΓx . (152)

for everyFT-measurable functionF andt < T. In fact, we will use directly the gradient estimate
(R3), which was proved in the previous Section, to prove the above estimates.

We begin by proving (R5) at t = 0.
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Lemma 7.1. For F ∈ L2(P(M), Γx) we have that the gradient estimate(R3) is equivalent to

[dF0](x) ≤ e
κ
2T

∫

P(M)
|∇0F |2 +

∫ T

0

κ

2
e
κ
2 s|∇sF |2 dΓx .

Proof. To prove the Lemma it is enough to study smooth cylinder functions, then the result follows
for arbitrary functions inL2(Px(M), Γx) through extension. So letF = e∗t u be a smooth cylinder
function given by

F(γ) ≡ u(γ(t1), . . . , γ(tN)) . (153)

Then fort < t1 we can use (147) to write the projection ofF to theFt-measurable functions by

F t(γ) =
∫

MN
u(y1, . . . , yN)ρt1−t(γ(t), dy1) · · ·ρtN−tN−1(yN−1, dyN) . (154)

Note in particular thatF t ≡ e∗t v is itself a smooth cylinder function with

v(y) ≡
∫

MN

u(y1, . . . , yN)ρt1−t(y, dy1) · · ·ρtN−tN−1(yN−1, dyN) .

Now we can compute

[dF0] =
∫

P(M)
[dF0] dΓx = lim

∫

P(M)

(

Fs− F0)2

s
dΓx = lim

∫

P(M)

(

Fs − (Fs)0)2

s
dΓx

= lim
1
s

∫

M

(

v(ys) −
∫

M
v(zs)ρs(x, dzs)

)2

ρs(x, dys)

= |∇v|2(x) = |∇
∫

P(M)
F dΓx|2(x) , (155)

from which the lemma follows. In particular we have the estimate

[dF0] ≤ e
κ
2T

∫

P(M)
|∇0F |2 +

∫ T

0

κ

2
e
κ
2 s|∇sF |2 dΓx . (156)

�

In addition to proving (R5) we will prove the following stronger pointwise versions.These
pointwise estimates will be especially important in the nonsmooth case.

Theorem 7.2.The following are equivalent

(1) The estimate(R3).
(2) For each F∈ L2(Px(M), Γx), t ≥ 0 and a.e. γ ∈ Px(M) we have the pointwise estimate

[dFt](γ) ≤ e
κ
2 (T−t)

∫

P(M)
|∇tF |2(γ[0,t] ◦ σ) +

∫ T

t

κ

2
e
κ
2 (s−t)|∇sF |2(γ[0,t] ◦ σ) dΓγ(t) . (157)
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(3) For each F∈ L2(Px(M), Γx) and t≥ 0 we have the integral estimate(R5):
∫

P(M)
[dFt] dΓx ≤ e

κ
2 (T−t)

∫

P(M)
|∇tF |2 +

∫ T

t

κ

2
e
κ
2 (s−t)|∇sF |2 dΓx , (158)

Proof. We saw in Lemma 7.1 that (1) was equivalent to (2) att = 0. In particular we need then
to see that (1) implies (2) for all time. Now letF(γ) = u(γ(t1), . . . , γ(tN)) be a smooth cylinder
function with t > 0 fixed. Let us fixγ ∈ Px(M), and let us consider the smooth cylinder function
Fγt ∈ L2(P(M), Γγ(t)) by

Fγt(σ) ≡ F(γ[0,t] ◦ σ) = F(γ(t1), . . . , γ(tk), σ(tk+1 − t), . . . , σ(tN − t)) , (159)

wheretk is the largest element of the partition such thattk ≤ t. Now applying Lemma 7.1 to the
functionFγt , and recalling thatFγt isFT−t-measurable, yields the estimate

[dF0
γt

] ≤ e
κ
2 (T−t)

∫

P(M)
|∇0Fγt |2 +

∫ T−t

0

κ

2
e
κ
2 s|∇sFγt |2 dΓγ(t) . (160)

Now let us observe the following. First we have the equality

[dFt](γ) = [dF0
γt

] , (161)

and then combining this with the previous estimate gives us

[dFt](γ) ≤ e
κ
2 (T−t)

∫

P(M)
|∇0Fγt |2 +

∫ T−t

0

κ

2
e
κ
2 s|∇sFγt |2 dΓγ(t)

= e
κ
2 (T−t)

∫

P(M)
|∇tF |2(γ[0,t] ◦ σ) +

∫ T

t

κ

2
e
κ
2 (s−t)|∇sF |2(γ[0,t] ◦ σ) dΓγ(t) , (162)

as claimed.
That (2) =⇒ (3) is immediate through integration, and finally we then need to see that (3)=⇒

(1), which by Lemma 7.1 it is enough to show (3)=⇒ (2) at t = 0. Now (3) att = 0 is the same
as (2) att = 0, and hence the Theorem is proved. �

Let us end by comparing the estimates of this Section to the lower Ricci curvature case. Namely,
as in the previous Sections, let us see how by applying the estimate to the simplest functions on
path space we recover the lower Ricci curvature estimate:

Theorem 7.3. If (R5) holds for everyFT-measurable function F and t≤ T, then for every smooth
function u: M → R we have the inequality

Ht|∇HT−tu|2(x) ≤ eκ(T−t)HT |∇u|2(x) , (163)

by applying (R5) to function F(γ) ≡ u(γ(T)).
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Proof. Let us consider the smooth cylinder function given byF(γ) ≡ u(γ(T)) and lett ≤ T. Then
we see that

F t(γ) =
∫

M
u(y)ρT−t(γ(t), dy) = HT−tu(x) . (164)

A computation then gives us
∫

P(M)
[dFt] dΓx = lim

∫

P(M)

(

F t − F t−s)2

s
dΓx = lim

∫

P(M)

(

F t − (F t)t−s)2

s
dΓx

= lim
1
s

∫

M

(

∫

M

(

HT−tu(y2) −
∫

M
HT−tu(z)ρs(y1, dz)

)2

ρs(y1, dy2)
)

ρt−s(x, dy1)

=

∫

M
|∇HT−tu|2ρt(x, dy) = Ht|∇HT−tu|2(x) , (165)

while a computation like that in Lemma 4.2 gives us

e
κ
2 (T−t)

∫

P(M)
|∇tF |2 +

∫ T

t

κ

2
e
κ
2 (s−t)|∇sF |2 dΓx

= e
κ
2 (T−t)

∫

M
|∇u|2(y) +

(

∫ T

t

κ

2
e
κ
2 (s−t))|∇u|2(y) ρT(x, dy)

= eκ(T−t)HT |∇u|2(x) . (166)

Substituting these into (R5) proves the Lemma. �

7.3. Proof that (R2)⇔ (R4). The statements of this Section are the analogous statementsfor (R2)
and (R4) as were stated in the previous Section for (R3) and (R5). In particular we are interested in
seeing that a Ricci curvature bound implies the estimate

∫

P(M)

√

[dFt] dΓx ≤
∫

P(M)
|∇tF | +

∫ T

t

κ

2
e
κ
2 (s−t)|∇sF | dΓx . (167)

We state the main results, but since the proofs are completely analogous, and indeed nearly ver-
batim, to those of Section 7.2 we do not do them. The main result of this Section is the following:

Theorem 7.4.The following are equivalent

(1) The estimate(R2).
(2) For each F∈ L2(P(M), Γx), t ≥ 0 and a.e. γ ∈ Px(M) we have the pointwise estimate

√

[dFt](γ) ≤
∫

P(M)
|∇tF |(γ[0,t] ◦ σ) +

∫ T

t

κ

2
e
κ
2 (s−t)|∇sF |(γ[0,t] ◦ σ) dΓγ(t) , (168)

(3) For each F∈ L2(P(M), Γx) and t≥ 0 we have the integral estimate(R4):
∫

P(M)

√

[dFt] dΓx ≤
∫

P(M)
|∇tF | +

∫ T

t

κ

2
e
κ
2 (s−t)|∇sF | dΓx , (169)
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Let us also observe that as in Theorem 7.3 that by applying (R4) to the simplest functions on
path space we can recover the analogous statements for lowerRicci curvature.

Theorem 7.5. If (167) holds for every function F, then for every smooth function u : M → R we
have the inequality

Ht|∇HT−tu|(x) ≤ e
κ
2 (T−t)HT |∇u|(x) , (170)

by applying (167) to function F(γ) ≡ u(γ(T)).

7.4. Application to Continuity of Martingales. In this Section we discuss applications of (R4), (R5)
to the time regularity of martingales. In fact, we discuss two results in this Section, one of which
applies to lower Ricci curvature bounds and the other applies to bounded Ricci curvature. In
particular, we see that moving from a lower Ricci curvature bound to an absolute bound results
in increasing the regularity of martingales from continuous to Hölder continuous. We delay the
proofs until the second part of the paper since we prove the same results in the much more compli-
cated context of nonsmooth metric-measure spaces. The importance of the results lies primarily in
the nonsmooth case, where the proofs presented give the samemartingale regularity in a context
where nothing was previously understood.

To talk about the time regularity of a martingaleF t we need to address the issue that eachF t

is only well defined away from a set of measure zero. In this direction we make the following
definition:

Definition 7.6. Let Xt, X̃t : Px(X) → R be stochastic processes. That is, each is a one parameter
family of functions such thatXt, X̃t areFt-measurable. We sayXt andX̃t are versions of each other
if for eacht ≥ 0 we have thatXt

= X̃t
Γx-a.e.

OnRn it is a well known consequence of the Clark-Ocone theorem that every martingaleF t on
P0(Rn) has a pointwise time continuous version. That is, for eachγ ∈ F t we have thatF t(γ) is
a continuous function of time. In the second part of the paperwe will see how to prove this for
metric-measure spaces with lower Ricci bounds, in fact, we will prove an effective version of it. In
particular we have the following result on smooth spaces (which can be proved by more standard
means):

Theorem 7.7. Let (Mn, g, e− f dvg) be a complete smooth metric-measure space with Ric+ ∇2 f ≥
−κg, then every martingale Ft has a pointwise time continuous version.

Proof. See Section 16. �

In fact, if Mn hasboundedRicci curvature then there is an even stronger result. In thesecond part
of the paper we will see that metric-measure spaces with bounded Ricci curvature that martingales
with bounded parallel gradients have Hölder continuous versions. In particular, this is new even
on smooth spaces:
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Theorem 7.8. Let (Mn, g, e− f dvg) be a complete smooth metric-measure space with−κg ≤ Ric+
∇2 f ≤ κg. Then if F : Px(M) → R is FT-measurable with|∇sF | uniformly bounded independent
of s, then the induced martingale Ft has a version such that for eachγ ∈ Px(M) we have that Ft(γ)
is Cα-Hölder continuous for everyα < 1

2.

Proof. See Section 16. �

8. BOUNDED RICCI CURVATURE AND THE ORNSTEIN-UHLENBECK OPERATOR

In this Section we discuss our third characterization of bounded Ricci curvature by studying the
relationship between Ricci curvature and the analysis on path spacePx(M). Precisely, we prove
the estimates (R6), (R7) from Theorem 2.1 for the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator andits twisted
variations. These operators act as infinite dimensional laplacians on path space. The Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck operator itself was first studied by Gross in [G75]onRn. The definition and analysis of
the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator on a smooth manifold took some time, the history of which was
discussed some in the introduction.

We begin in Sections 8.1 and 8.2 by recalling theH1
x-gradient and the construction of the

Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator, as well as some generalizations. Then in Section 8.3 we prove the
spectral gap estimate for these operators, and their equivalence to the martingale estimates of Sec-
tion 7. In Section 8.4 we prove the log-Sobolev estimates under the assumption of (R4). Finally
in Section 8.5 we will show that the log-Sobolev estimate (R7) itself implies the gradient estimate
(R3). This will be important in Section 9 when we finish the proofof Theorem 2.1 by showing that
the gradient estimate itself implies Ricci curvature bound−κg ≤ Ric+ ∇2 f ≤ κg.

8.1. The H1
x Gradient on Path Space. In this Section we introduce theH1

x-gradient on path space,
sometimes also called the Malliavin gradient. Although we will use other variations of this gradient
as well, it seems worthwhile to introduce theH1

x-gradient explicitly as similar constructions will be
used to build other variations. In essence, the definition oftheH1

x-gradient is the same as that for
the parallel gradient, except one considers variations byH1 vector fields, instead of parallel vector
fields.

Throughout we will denote

H ≡ H1
0([0,∞),TxM) , (171)

as the collection of basedH1
0 paths in Euclidean spaceTxM. Now if F : Px(M) → R is a smooth

cylinder function then we define the Malliavin gradient∇F : Px(M) → H for a.e.γ ∈ Px(M) as
the unique element ofH such that

〈∇F, h〉H1
0
= DHF for all h ∈ H , (172)
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whereH = P−1
t h(t) is the vector field alongγ associated toh ∈ H under the stochastic parallel

translation map. It is a standard point now [H00] that the operator∇ may be extended to a closed
unbounded operator

∇ : L2(Px(M))→ L2(Px(M),H) , (173)

with the smooth cylinder functions as a dense subset of the domainD(∇). The proof of this point
relies on Driver’s integration by parts formula, see [D92] and the related result of Lemma 6.2. In
Section 8.2 we will use these ideas to construct the twisted Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operators.

We will end this Section by remarking on the relationship between the Malliavin gradient and
the parallel gradients. In essence we see that the parallel gradients give a geometric interpretation
of the time derivative of the Malliavian derivative, a pointwhich is crucial in the nonsmooth case,
and also plays a motivational role in the definition of the twisted Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operators.

Proposition 8.1. For F a smooth cylinder function we have the following

(1) For a.e.γ ∈ Px(M) we have that

d
dt
∇F(γ) = P−1

t ∇tF(γ) , (174)

where∇F is the H1
x gradient and∇t are the parallel gradients.

(2) For a.e.γ ∈ Px(M) we have that

|∇F |2(γ) =
∫ ∞

0
|∇tF |2 dt . (175)

Remark8.1. One can use this to give a new geometric interpretation of theClark-Ocone formula.
This could be used to give some distinct proofs of a few of the results of this paper, though we
focus on proofs whose morals carry over to the nonsmooth case.

Proof. Let F = e∗t u be a smooth cylinder function onPx(M) and let∇F : Px(M) → H be its
Malliavin derivative. Then we have that

〈∇F, h〉H1
0
(γ) =

∫ ∞

0

〈 d
dt
∇F(t),

d
dt

h(t)
〉

dt = DHF ,

=⇒
∫ ∞

0

〈

−
d2

dt2
∇F, h

〉

dt+ 〈∇F(0), h(0)〉 =
∑

〈h(t j),∇ j f 〉 . (176)

By integrating both sides we get that

d
dt
∇F(t) =

∑

t j≥t

P−1
t Pt j∇ j f . (177)
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Using Proposition 6.4 this gives the first result. To get the second result we take norms and integrate
to get

|∇F |2
H1

x
=

∫ ∞

0
| d
dt
∇F |2 dt =

|t|
∑

j=1

(t j − t j−1)
∣

∣

∣

∑

k≥ j

Pt j∇ j f
∣

∣

∣

2
,

=

∑

j

(t j − t j−1)|∇t j F |2 =
∫ ∞

0
|∇tF |2 dt . (178)

�

8.2. The twisted Ornstein-Uhlenbeck Operators on Smooth Metric-Measure Spaces.In this
subsection we outline the structure needed to define the twisted Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operators on
path space. The constructions follow very similarly the construction of the classical Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck operator. The twisted Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operators are closed, nonnegative, self-
adjoint operator on the Hilbert spaceL2(Px(M), Γx) of L2 functions on path space with respect
to the Wiener measureΓx.

The construction of the twisted Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operatorsLt1
t0,κ relies on the ability to write

down the appropriate Dirichlet forms. Since we have alreadydiscussed the construction of the
Wiener measure and we have seen in Section 6.1 that the parallel gradients∇t are closed deriva-
tions, we are in a good position to do this. First recall from Section 2.2.4 that the operators
Lt1

t0 = Lt1
t0,0

are meant to represent the part of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator restricted to the time
interval [t0, t1], and hence we are interested in the Dirichlet formsEt1

t0 : L2(Px(M))⊗L2(Px(M))→ R

on path space defined by

Et1
t0[F,G] = Et1

t0,0
[F,G] ≡

∫

Px(M)

∫ t1

t0

〈∇tF,∇tG〉 dΓx . (179)

For the basics on Dirichlet forms see [FOT10]. One can now check using that∇t is a closed
derivation thatEt1

t0 are closed Dirichlet forms with domainD(Et1
t0). In particular, associated with

Et1
t0 are unique self-adjoint operatorsLt1

t0 such that for everyF ∈ D(Et1
t0) andG ∈ D(Lt1

t0) ⊆ D(Et1
t0)

we have that

Et1
t0[F,G] =

∫

Px(M)
〈F, Lt1

t0G〉dΓx . (180)

Let us remark on the following. If∆t : L2(PxM, Γx) → L2(PxM, Γx) are the closedt-laplace
operators associated to the parallel gradient∇t, see Section 6.1, then we have that

Lt1
t0 =

∫ t1

t0

∆t , (181)
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and in particular that we can write the classical Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator as

Lx = L∞0 =
∫ ∞

0
∆t . (182)

Finally, let us end by discussing the slightly more involvedoperatorsLt1
t0,κ. Forκ , 0 one should

simply interpret these as perturbations of the operatorsLt1
t0. We begin again by introducing the

Dirichlet formsEt1
t0,κ : L2(Px(M)) ⊗ L2(Px(M))→ R defined on path space by

Et1
t0,κ[F,G] ≡

∫

Px(M)

( ∫ t1

t0

cosh
(κ

2
(s− t0)

)

〈∇sF,∇sG〉 +
(

1− e−
κ
2 (t1−t0))

∫ ∞

t1

e
κ
2 (s−t1)〈∇sF,∇sG〉

)

dΓx .

(183)

It is again fairly easy to check that these actually define Dirichlet forms because∇s are closed
derivations. Thus there exists a unique closed linear operator Lt1

t0,κ : L2(PxM)→ L2(PxM) such that

Et1
t0,κ[F,G] =

∫

PxM
〈F, Lt1

t0,κG〉 dΓx , (184)

for all F,G in the appropriate domains. It is not hard to check that the operatorsLt1
t0,κ preserveFT

measurable functions, and therefore define operators on time restricted path spaceL2(PT
x (M), Γx)

for everyT > 0.

8.3. Proof that (R5)⇐⇒ (R6): In this Section we prove the spectral gap for the family of twisted
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operators is equivalent to the martingale estimate of (R5). As an application,
we conclude from this spectral gap estimates on the classical Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator which
are sharper than those currently in the literature. We will apply these estimates to the simplest
functions on path space in order to recover some of the Bakry-Emery estimates. Let us begin by
proving the spectral gap of (R6):

Proof that(R5) =⇒ (R6). Let F be aFT-measurable smooth cylinder function, and letF t be the
martingale induced by lettingF t be the function obtained by projectingF to theFt-measurable
functions. Applying the Ito formula [K06] to the function|F t|2 gives the formula

∫

P(M)
|F t1 − F t0 |2 dΓx =

∫

P(M)
|F t1 |2dΓx −

∫

P(M)
|F t0|2 dΓx =

∫

P(M)

∫ t1

t0

[dFt] dΓx . (185)

Now let us recall that (R5) gives us the estimate

∫

P(M)
[dFt] dΓx ≤ e

κ
2 (T−t)

∫

P(M)
|∇tF |2 +

∫ T

t

κ

2
e
κ
2 (s−t)|∇sF |2 dΓx , (186)
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Plugging this into (185) gives the estimate
∫

P(M)
|F t1 − F t0 |2 dΓx ≤

≤ e
κ
2T

∫

P(M)

(

∫ t1

t0

e−
κ
2 t|∇tF |2 +

∫ t1

t0

∫ T

t

κ

2
e
κ
2 (s−2t)|∇sF |2ds dt

)

dΓx

= e
κ
2T

∫

P(M)

(

∫ t1

t0

e−
κ
2 t|∇tF |2 +

∫ t1

t0

∫ t1

t

κ

2
e
κ
2 (s−2t)|∇sF |2 +

∫ t1

t0

∫ T

t1

κ

2
e
κ
2 (s−2t)|∇sF |2

)

dΓx

= e
κ
2T

∫

P(M)

(

∫ t1

t0

e−
κ
2 t|∇tF |2 +

1
2

∫ t1

t0

∫ t1

t

κ

2
e
κ
2 (s−2t)|∇sF |2 +

∫ t1

t0

∫ T

t1

κ

2
e
κ
2 (s−2t)|∇sF |2

)

dΓx

= e
κ
2T

∫

P(M)

(

∫ t1

t0

e−
κ
2 t|∇tF |2 +

∫ t1

t0

∫ s

t0

κ

2
e
κ
2(s−2t)|∇sF |2dtds+

∫ T

t1

∫ t1

t0

κ

2
e
κ
2 (s−2t)|∇sF |2dtds

)

dΓx

= e
κ
2 (T−t0)

∫

P(M)

(

∫ t1

t0

e−
κ
2 (t−t0)|∇tF |2 +

∫ t1

t0

1
2
(

e
κ
2(s−t0) − e−

κ
2 (s−t0))|∇sF |2

+

∫ T

t1

1
2

e
κ
2 (s−t0)(1− e−κ(t1−t0))|∇sF |2

)

dΓx

= e
κ
2 (T−t0)

∫

P(M)

(

∫ t1

t0

cosh
(κ

2
(t − t0)

)

|∇tF |2 +
(

1− e−κ(t1−t0))
∫ T

t1

1
2

e
κ
2(s−t0)|∇sF |2

)

dΓx ,

= e
κ
2 (T−t0)Et1

t0,κ[F, F]

= e
κ
2 (T−t0)

∫

〈F, Lt1
t0,κ〉 dΓx , (187)

which proves the desired estimate.
�

Let us now remark on the following corollary. By lettingt0 = 0 andt1 = T, and making the
observation that the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operatorLx satisfies the estimate

LT
0,κ ≤ cosh(

κ

2
T)Lx, (188)

we immediately obtain the following:

Corollary 8.2. If (Mn, g, e− f dvg) is a smooth metric measure space with|Ric+∇2 f | ≤ κ, then for the
standard Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator we have the spectral-gap estimate for allFT-measurable
functions:

∫

PxM

∣

∣

∣F −
∫

F
∣

∣

∣

2
dΓx ≤

1
2
(

eκT + 1
)

∫

PxM
|∇H1F |2 dΓx . (189)

Before continuing and proving the implication (R6) =⇒ (R5) let us first use (R6) to recover
one of the classical Bakry-Emery estimates:
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Theorem 8.3. If (R6) holds, then for each smooth u: M → R and t> 0 we have the estimate
∫

M
|u−

∫

M
uρt|2ρt(x, dy) ≤ κ−1 (

eκt − 1
)

∫

M
|∇u|2ρt(x, dy) . (190)

Proof. The proof follows the same structure as Theorems 6.6 and 7.3.Namely, if F(γ) = u(γ(t))
then we have that

∫

P(M)
F dΓx =

∫

M
uρt(x, dy) ,

∫

P(M)
F2 dΓx =

∫

M
u2ρt(x, dy) , (191)

as well as

|∇sF | = |∇u|(γ(t)) , (192)

for everys≤ t. Plugging this into (R7) gives
∫

M
|u−

∫

M
uρt|2ρt(x, dy) =

∫

P(M)
|F −

∫

F |2dΓx =

∫

P(M)
|FT − F0|2dΓx

≤ e
κ
2T

∫

P(M)

(

∫ T

0
cosh(

κ

2
t)|∇tF |2 dt

)

dΓx

= e
κ
2T

∫ T

0
cosh(

κ

2
t)dt

∫

M
|∇u|2(y)ρt(x, dy)

= κ−1(eκT − 1)
∫

M
|∇u|2(y)ρt(x, dy) , (193)

as claimed. �

Let us now finish this section by proving the converse relation (R6) =⇒ (R5):

Proof that(R6) =⇒ (R5). Let F be aFT-measurable smooth cylinder function, and letF t be the
martingale induced by lettingF t be the function obtained by projectingF to theFt-measurable
functions. The spectral gap of (R6) tells us that we can estimate

∫

P(M)

∫ t1

t0

[dFt] dΓx =

∫

P(M)
|F t1 − F t0 |2

≤ e
κ
2 (T−t0)

∫

P(M)

(

∫ t1

t0

cosh
(κ

2
(t − t0)

)

|∇tF |2 +
(

1− e−κ(t1−t0))
∫ T

t1

1
2

e
κ
2 (t−t0)|∇tF |2

)

dΓx .

(194)

In particular, dividing both sides by|t1 − t0| and limiting |t1 − t0| → 0 we obtain
∫

P(M)
[dFt] dΓx ≤ e

κ
2

∫

P(M)

(

|∇tF |2 +
κ

2

∫ T

t
e
κ
2(s−t)|∇sF |2

)

dΓx , (195)

which is precisely the inequality (R5), and proves the result. �
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8.4. Proof that (R4) =⇒ (R7): In this Section we prove the log-Sobolev estimate for the family
of twisted Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operators. As an application, we conclude from this a log-Sobolev
estimate on the classical Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator which are sharper than those currently in the
literature. We will also apply these estimates to recover the Bakry-Ledoux log-sobolev estimate
for the heat kernel on a space with lower Ricci curvature bounds. In particular, this will show us
that these estimates on path space imply the correct lower Ricci curvature estimate. Let us begin
by deriving the log-Sobolev estimates:

Proof that(R4) =⇒ (R7). Let F be aFT-measurable smooth cylinder function, and letHt ≡ (F2)t

be the martingale induced by projectingF2 to theFt-measurable functions. Applying the Ito
formula [K06] to the functionHt ln Ht gives the formula

∫

P(M)
Ht1 ln Ht1 dΓx −

∫

P(M)
Ht0 ln Ht0 dΓx =

1
2

∫

P(M)

∫ t1

t0

(Ht)−1[dHt] dΓx . (196)

Now let us recall that (R4), and in particular its consequence in Theorem 7.4, gives us the estimate

√

[dHt](γ) ≤
∫

P(M)
|∇tF

2|(γt ◦ σ) +
∫ T

t

κ

2
e
κ
2 (s−t)|∇sF

2| dΓγ(t)

= 2
∫

P(M)
F
(

|∇tF |(γt ◦ σ) +
∫ T

t

κ

2
e
κ
2 (s−t)|∇sF |

)

dΓγ(t) . (197)

Applying the Cauchy-Schwartz and the same computational scheme as in Section 6.3 we then have
that

[dHt](γ) ≤ 4
∫

P(M)
F2 dΓγ(t) · e

κ
2 (T−t)

∫

P(M)

(

|∇tF |2(γt ◦ σ) +
∫ T

t

κ

2
e
κ
2 (s−t)|∇sF |2

)

dΓγ(t)

= 4Ht(γ) · e
κ
2 (T−t)

∫

P(M)

(

|∇tF |2(γt ◦ σ) +
∫ T

t

κ

2
e
κ
2(s−t)|∇sF |2

)

dΓγ(t) . (198)
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Plugging this into (196) gives the estimate
∫

P(M)
Ht1 ln Ht1 dΓx −

∫

P(M)
Ht0 ln Ht0 dΓx ≤

≤ 2
∫

P(M)

(

∫ t1

t0

e
κ
2 (T−t)

∫

P(M)

(

|∇tF |2(γt ◦ σ) +
∫ T

t

κ

2
e
κ
2 (s−t)|∇sF |2

)

dΓγ(t)
)

dΓx

= 2e
κ
2T

∫

P(M)

(

∫ t1

t0

e−
κ
2 t|∇tF |2 +

∫ t1

t0

∫ T

t

κ

2
e
κ
2 (s−2t)|∇sF |2ds dt

)

dΓx

= 2e
κ
2T

∫

P(M)

(

∫ t1

t0

e−
κ
2 t|∇tF |2 +

∫ t1

t0

∫ t1

t

κ

2
e
κ
2 (s−2t)|∇sF |2 +

∫ t1

t0

∫ T

t1

κ

2
e
κ
2 (s−2t)|∇sF |2

)

dΓx

= 2e
κ
2T

∫

P(M)

(

∫ t1

t0

e−
κ
2 t|∇tF |2 +

1
2

∫ t1

t0

∫ t1

t

κ

2
e
κ
2 (s−2t)|∇sF |2 +

∫ t1

t0

∫ T

t1

κ

2
e
κ
2 (s−2t)|∇sF |2

)

dΓx

= 2e
κ
2T

∫

P(M)

(

∫ t1

t0

e−
κ
2 t|∇tF |2 +

∫ t1

t0

∫ s

t0

κ

2
e
κ
2 (s−2t)|∇sF |2dtds+

∫ T

t1

∫ t1

t0

κ

2
e
κ
2 (s−2t)|∇sF |2dtds

)

dΓx

= 2e
κ
2(T−t0)

∫

P(M)

(

∫ t1

t0

e−
κ
2 (t−t0)|∇tF |2 +

∫ t1

t0

1
2
(

e
κ
2 (s−t0) − e−

κ
2 (s−t0))|∇sF |2

+

∫ T

t1

1
2

e
κ
2 (s−t0)(1− e−κ(t1−t0))|∇sF |2

)

dΓx

= 2e
κ
2(T−t0)

∫

P(M)

(

∫ t1

t0

cosh
(κ

2
(t − t0)

)

|∇tF |2 +
(

1− e−κ(t1−t0))
∫ T

t1

1
2

e
κ
2 (s−t0)|∇sF |2

)

dΓx ,

= 2e
κ
2(T−t0)Et1

t0,κ[F, F]

= 2e
κ
2(T−t0)

∫

〈F, Lt1
t0,κ〉 dΓx , (199)

which proves the estimate.
�

Before continuing let us remark on the following corollary.By letting t0 = 0 andt1 = T, and
making the observation that the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator Lx satisfies the estimate

LT
0,κ ≤ cosh(

κ

2
T)Lx, (200)

we immediately obtain the following log-sobolev estimate on the classical Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
operator:

Corollary 8.4. If (Mn, g, e− f dvg) is a smooth metric measure space with|Ric+ ∇2 f | ≤ κ, then for
the standard Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator we obtain the log-Sobolev estimate

∫

PxM
F2 ln F2 dΓx ≤

(

eκT + 1
)

∫

PxM
|∇H1F |2 dΓx , (201)

for everyFT-measurable F with
∫

F2
= 1.
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Let us end this subsection by observing how (R7) implies the classical log-sobolev estimate for
functions onM with respect to the heat kernel estimate. In particular, by theorem 4.1 we will then
see that (R7) implies the correct lower bound on the Ricci curvature ofM:

Theorem 8.5. If (R7) holds, then for each smooth u: M → R and t> 0 we have the estimate
∫

M
u2 ln u2ρt(x, dy) ≤ 2κ−1 (

eκt − 1
)

∫

M
|∇u|2ρt(x, dy) , (202)

if
∫

M
u2 ρt = 1.

Proof. The proof follows the same structure as Theorems 6.6 and 7.3.Namely, if F(γ) = u(γ(t))
then we have that

∫

P(M)
F2 ln F2dΓx =

∫

M
u2 ln u2ρt(x, dy) , (203)

as well as

|∇sF | = |∇u|(γ(t)) , (204)

for everys≤ t. Plugging this into (R7) gives
∫

M
u2 ln u2ρt(x, dy) =

∫

P(M)
F2 ln F2dΓx

≤ 2e
κ
2T

∫

P(M)

(

∫ T

0
cosh(

κ

2
t)|∇tF |2 dt

)

dΓx

= 2e
κ
2T

∫ T

0
cosh(

κ

2
t)dt

∫

M
|∇u|2(y)ρt(x, dy)

= 2κ−1(eκT − 1)
∫

M
|∇u|2(y)ρt(x, dy) , (205)

as claimed. �

8.5. (R7) =⇒ (R3). Now let us end this Section by proving the relation (R7) =⇒ (R3):

Proof that(R7) =⇒ (R3). Let F be aFT-measurable smooth cylinder function, and we can as-
sume without loss that

∫

F dΓx = 0. Let Ht be the martingale induced by projectingF2 to the
Ft-measurable functions. The log-Sobolev of (R7) tells us that we can estimate

1
2

∫

P(M)

∫ t1

t0

(Ht)−1[dHt] dΓx =

∫

P(M)
Ht1 ln Ht1 dΓx −

∫

P(M)
Ht0 ln Ht0 dΓx ,

≤ 2e
κ
2 (T−t0)

∫

P(M)

(

∫ t1

t0

cosh
(κ

2
(t − t0)

)

|∇tF |2 +
(

1− e−κ(t1−t0))
∫ T

t1

1
2

e
κ
2 (s−t0)|∇sF |2

)

dΓx .

(206)
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In particular, dividing both sides by|t1 − t0| and limiting |t1 − t0| → 0 we obtain
∫

P(M)
(Ht)−1[dHt] dΓx ≤ 4e

κ
2T

∫

P(M)

(

|∇tF |2 +
κ

2

∫ T

t
e
κ
2 (s−t)|∇sF |2

)

dΓx . (207)

Applying this tot = 0 and using (155) applied toF2 gives us the estimate

(

H0)−1
∣

∣

∣∇x

∫

F2 dΓx

∣

∣

∣

2
=

(

H0)−1[dH0] ≤ 4e
κ
2T

∫

P(M)

(

|∇0F |2 +
κ

2

∫ T

0
e
κ
2 s|∇sF |2

)

dΓx . (208)

Now let us choose a family of functionsFǫ such that

Fǫ ≡ 1+ ǫF +O(ǫ2) ,
∫

F2
ǫ ≡ 1 , (209)

which is possible because
∫

F = 0. PluggingFǫ into (208) we obtain

∣

∣

∣∇x

∫

2ǫF +O(ǫ2) dΓx

∣

∣

∣

2 ≤ 4ǫ2e
κ
2T

∫

P(M)

(

|∇0F |2 +
κ

2

∫ T

0
e
κ
2 s|∇sF |2

)

dΓx , (210)

which if we divide byǫ2 and limit gives us

∣

∣

∣∇x

∫

F dΓx

∣

∣

∣

2 ≤ e
κ
2T

∫

P(M)

(

|∇0F |2 +
κ

2

∫ T

0
e
κ
2 s|∇sF |2

)

dΓx , (211)

which is precisely (R3).
�

9. FINISHING THE PROOF OFTHEOREM 2.1

Throughout the paper, with the goal of proving Theorem 2.1, we have shown the implications

(R1) =⇒ (R2) =⇒ (R3)⇔ (R5)⇔ (R6) ,

(R1) =⇒ (R2)⇔ (R4) =⇒ (R7) =⇒ (R3) . (212)

Hence, to finish the proof of Theorem 2.1 we need the implication

(R3) =⇒ (R1) . (213)

The main goal of this Section is therefore to prove this implication. At the end of the proofs of
each of the estimates of Theorem 2.1 we have compared the estimates to the lower Ricci curvature
case. This was done by picking test functions on path space that were particularly simple, and
depend on only a single timet > 0. As a consequence we have recovered the classical Bakry-
Emery-Ledoux estimates, and in particular we have shown that (R3) implies the appropriate lower
bound on the Ricci curvature in (R1). We will see in Section 9.1 how to recover the upper bound
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by picking test functions which depend on only two times, which will finish the proof of Theorem
2.1.

9.1. Proof that (R3) =⇒ (R1). We wish to close the circle for our characterization of bounded
Ricci curvature in this section. We will describe a family oftest functions which will allow us
to recover the upper bound on the Ricci curvature from the gradient estimate. As we have seen,
we can recover the Bakry-Emery gradient estimate, and in particular lower Ricci curvature bound,
from a cylinder function which depends on just one time. We will see how to recover the upper
Ricci curvature bound from a series of cylinder functions which depend on only two times.

Let us begin with a little necessary computational background. Let us fixx ∈ M with v ∈ TxM a
unit vector. As in Lemma 4.3 let us consider a compactly supported functionu : M → R such that

u(x) = 0 ,

∇u(x) = v ,

∇2u(x) = 0 . (214)

Then let us consider the function on path space given by

F(γ) ≡ u(γ(0))+ cu(γ(t)) , (215)

wheret > 0 is arbitrary but fixed andc ∈ R is to be determined later. Let us compute the following
expansion:

Lemma 9.1. Let F : P(M) → R be given by F(γ) ≡ u(γ(0)) + cu(γ(t)), where u is as in(214).
Then the following hold:

(1) We have the following expansion:

|∇
∫

FdΓx|2(x) = |1+ c|2 + (1+ c)c〈∇∆ f u(x), v〉t +O(t2) . (216)

(2) We have the following expansion:

∫

|∇sF |2dΓx =















|1+ c|2 + (1+ c)c〈∆ f∇u(x), v〉t +O(t2) , if s = 0 ,

c2
+O(t) , if 0 < s≤ t .

Proof. Let us begin by proving (1). Indeed, for this for notice that
∫

FdΓx = u(x) + cHtu(x) , (217)

and thus

∇
∫

FdΓx = ∇u(x) + c∇Htu(x) = (1+ c)∇u(x) +
1
2

c∇∆ f u(x)t +O(t2) . (218)
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Squaring leads to (1). To prove (2) involves a little more structure, namely, we want to do the
computations on the frame bundle. Let us begin by noting thatwe can write thes-parallel gradient
of F by the formula

∇sF =















∇u(x) + cPt∇u(γ(t)) if s= 0 ,

cPt∇u(γ(t)) , if 0 < s≤ t ,

wherePt(γ) : Tγ(t)M → TxM is the stochastic parallel translation map discussed in Section 5.5. To
write this in a computationally more friendly manner we proceed as follows. LetFM be the frame
bundle overM with H1, . . . ,Hn the canonical horizontal vector fields. Withx ∈ M let x̃ ∈ FxM be
a fixed frame. Note that ˜x gives us an isometric identificationRn ≡ TxM.

Now givenγ ∈ PxM let us denote by ˜γ ∈ F x̃M its (stochastic) horizontal lift. Then we can
identify the parallel translations of the gradients by

x̃ ◦ Pt∇ui(γ(t)) = Hαu(γ̃(t)) ∈ Rn , (219)

and hence we can rewrite

x̃ ◦ ∇sF =















Hαu(x̃) + cHαu(γ̃(t)) if s= 0 ,

cHαu(γ̃(t)) , if 0 < s≤ t .

In particular, we get that

|∇sF |2(γ(t)) =














|Hαu|2(x̃) + 2c〈Hαu(x̃),Hαu(γ̃(t))〉 + c2|Hαu|2(γ̃(t)) if s= 0 ,

c2|Hαu|2(γ̃(t)) , if 0 < s≤ t .

Now let ρ̃t(x̃, dỹ) be the heat kernel onFM with respect to1
2∆H, f =

1
2

∑(

HαHα − Hα f̃ · Hα
)

. In
particular, ifπFM : FM → M is the projection map then we get thatπFM,∗ρ̃t(x̃, dỹ) = ρt(x, dy), and
thus if Γ̃x̃ is the induced Wiener measure onFM, thenπFM,∗Γ̃x̃ = Γx. Then we can compute for
s= 0

∫

PxM
|∇0F |2(γ(t)) dΓx =

∫

Px̃FM
|∇0F |2(γ̃(t)) dΓ̃x̃

=

∫

FM

(

|Hαu|2(x̃) + 2c〈Hαu(x̃),Hαu(ỹ)〉 + c2|Hαu|2(ỹ)
)

ρ̃t(x̃, dỹ) ,

= |1+ c|2|Hαu|2(x̃) + 2c〈Hαu(x̃),
1
2
∆H, f Hαu(x̃)〉t +

1
2
∆H, f |Hαu|2(x̃) +O(t2) ,

= |1+ c|2|∇u|2(x) +
(

c(1+ c)〈∇u,∆ f∇u〉(x) + |∇2u|2(x)
)

t +O(t2) . (220)

Using that∇2u(x) = 0 we have shown (2) fors = 0. A verbatim computation fors > 0 proves the
other estimate. �
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With this in hand let us prove the implication (R3) =⇒ (R1), and thus finish the proof of
Theorem 2.1:

Proof of Theorem 2.1.We have seen that (R3) =⇒ Ric+ ∇2 f ≥ −κg, and thus we need to show
that (R3) =⇒ Ric+ ∇2 f ≤ κg to close the circle. Letx ∈ M with v ∈ TxM a unit vector, and let
F : P(M) → R be as in (215). Then (R3) is the estimate

∣

∣

∣∇x

∫

P(M)
F dΓx

∣

∣

∣

2 ≤ e
κ
2 t

∫

P(M)
|∇0F |2 +

∫ t

0

κ

2
e
κ
2 s|∇sF |2 ds· dΓx . (221)

Now using Lemma 9.1 we can expand both sides to get

|1+ c|2 + (1+ c)c〈∇∆ f u(x), v〉t +O(t2) ≤ (1+
κ

2
t)
(

|1+ c|2 + (1+ c)c〈∆ f∇u(x), v〉t +O(t2)
)

+
κ

2
tc2
+O(t2) ,

which by collecting terms gives us that

(1+ c)c
(

〈∇∆ f u(x), v〉 − 〈∆ f∇u(x), v〉
)

t ≤
κ

2

(

1+ 2c+ 2c2
)

t +O(t2) , (222)

or that

−(1+ c)c
(

Rc+ ∇2 f
)

(v, v) ≤ κ
2

(

1+ 2c+ 2c2
)

+O(t) . (223)

Now let us choosec = −1
2 in our computation. Then we arrive at the estimate

1
4

(

Rc+ ∇2 f
)

(v, v) ≤
κ

4
+O(t) , (224)

or that
(

Rc+ ∇2 f
)

(v, v) ≤ κ +O(t) . (225)

By letting t → 0 we arrive at the result. �

10. d-DIMENSIONAL RICCI CURVATURE AND THE PROOF OFTHEOREM 2.3

In this Section we show how to extend the results of Theorem 2.1 to the case where thed-
dimensional Ricci curvature is bounded. In fact, the proof of Theorem 2.3 is essentially just a
combination of Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 4.4 once a few observations are made.

Proof of Theorem 2.3.Let F be a smooth cylinder function given by

F(γ) = u(γ(t1), . . . , γ(tN)) . (226)

Let us observe that if
∫

P(M)
F dΓx is induced the function onM, then we have the equality

Ht

∫

P(M)
F dΓx =

∫

P(M)
F+t dΓx , (227)
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whereF+t is the smooth cylinder function given by

F+t(γ) = u(γ(t1 + t), . . . , γ(tN + t)) . (228)

Conversely, it is then clear that ifF is a smooth cylinder function which isFT
t -measurable, then

there exists a smooth cylinder functionF−t which isFT−t
0 -measurable such that

∫

P(M)
F dΓx = Ht

∫

P(M)
F−t dΓx . (229)

Now let us assume thed-dimensional Ricci curvature bound

−κg+ 1
d− n

∇ f ⊗ ∇ f ≤ Ric+ ∇2 f ≤ κg . (230)

In particular the lower bound gives us that Theorem 4.4 holdsand the bound gives us that Theorem
2.1 holds. To prove Theorem 2.3.2 letF be aFT

t -measurable function and let us apply Theorem
4.4.2 to the function

∫

F−t dΓx at timet to get the inequality

|∇Ht

∫

F−t dΓx|2 +
eκt − 1

dκ

∣

∣

∣∆ f Ht

∫

F−t dΓx

∣

∣

∣

2 ≤ eκtHt|∇
∫

F−t dΓx|2

=⇒ |∇
∫

F dΓx|2 +
eκt − 1

dκ

∣

∣

∣∆ f

∫

F dΓx

∣

∣

∣

2 ≤ eκt
(

e
κ
2 (T−t)

∫

P(M)
|∇0F−t|2 +

∫ T−t

0

κ

2
e
κ
2 s|∇sF−t|2 dΓx

)

= eκt
(

e
κ
2 (T−t)

∫

P(M)
|∇0F |2 +

∫ T

t

κ

2
e
κ
2 (s−t)|∇sF |2 dΓx

)

= e
κ
2T

∫

P(M)
e
κ
2 t|∇0F |2 +

∫ T

t

κ

2
e
κ
2 s|∇sF |2 dΓx

= e
κ
2T

∫

P(M)
|∇0F |2 +

∫ T

0

κ

2
e
κ
2 s|∇sF |2 dΓx , (231)

as claimed. To prove (3) from (2) we proceed as in the proof of (R3) =⇒ (R5). To prove (4) we
proceed as above, but use Theorem 4.4.3 and the techniques of(R5) =⇒ (R6).

To prove the converse direction let us assume that Theorem 2.3.2 holds, and see from this that
−κg + 1

d−n∇ f ⊗ ∇ f ≤ Ric + ∇2 f ≤ κg. The other implications are proved in a similar fashion.
Now if Theorem 2.3.2 holds, then in particular so does (R3). It follows in particular from Theorem
2.1 that Ric+ ∇2 f ≤ κg. Also by applying Theorem 2.3.2 to the functionF(γ) ≡ u(t), we see in
a manner similar to Theorem 6.6 that Theorem 4.4.2 holds, andhence we have the lower bound
−κg+ 1

d−n∇ f ⊗ ∇ f ≤ Ric+ ∇2 f , as claimed.
�
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Part 2. The Case of Nonsmooth Metric-Measure Spaces

In this part of the paper we focus on metric measure spaces (X, d,m) and we make the basic
assumptions

(X,d,m) is a locally compact, complete length space such that

m is a locally finite,σ-finite Borel measure with suppm= X . (232)

The primary objective of this part of the paper is to provide the necessary tools so that we can
use Theorem 2.1 in order to define the notion of bounded Ricci curvature on a metric measure
space. We will then spend the rest of this part of the paper analyzing the properties of such spaces.

In Section 11 we remark on some preliminaries. Most of the notions in Section 11 have appeared
elsewhere in one form or another, even if not so systematically or in the same context. In Section
12 we recall the notion of a lower Ricci curvature bound for metric measure spaces. In Section 13
we introduce the notion of a variation of a curve, and discussmany of their properties. In particular
we define in Section 13.3 the notion of a parallel variation. In Section 14 we use these notions in
order to construct the parallel gradients of functions on path space, and then we spend some time
discussing their properties and the properties of the associated energy functions.

In Section 15 we use all of this to give the formal definition ofa metric measure space with
bounded Ricci curvature. We begin by proving some basic structure on such spaces, and in partic-
ular Theorem 3.5 and Theorem 3.6 that such spaces have lower Ricci curvature bounds.

Section 16 is dedicated to studying the relationship between bounded Ricci curvature and mar-
tingales in the nonsmooth case. In particular Section 16.1 is dedicated to proving that spaces with
lower Ricci curvature bounds have the continuous martingale property, and Section 16.3 is dedi-
cated to proving that spaces with bounded Ricci curvature have the Hölder martingale property.

In Section 17 we use the structure of Section 14 to introduce the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator on
the path space of a metric-measure space and prove Theorem 3.4 on the properties of this operator.

11. PRELIMINARIES ON NONSMOOTH METRIC-MEASURE SPACES

Let us record here a variety of basic notation and structure which will be used frequently. Sec-
tion 11.1 is dedicated to basic notation which is relativelycommonplace. In Section 11.2 we
introduce and discuss a little the notion of a weakly Riemannian and almost Riemannian space.
The terminology is not completely standard, and some mild variations appear elsewhere in the lit-
erature. For our purposes we will see that being weakly Riemannian is the minimum structure on
a metric-measure space needed to make sense of a Wiener measure.

11.1. Basic Notation. The structure in this Section is all either common or slight adaptations of
common notation.
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11.1.1. The∆-Simplex.In the first part of the paper we used commonly partitions of intervals
when discussing the evaluation maps and cylinder functions. We discuss the collection of partitions
in more detail here, since this structure will be important in the second part of the paper. Let us
begin by describing the standard simplex. Let us denote by

∆
N[0,T] ≡ {t = (t1, . . . , tN) : 0 ≤ t1 ≤ · · · ≤ tN ≤ T} , (233)

theN-simplex of partitions of the interval [0,T], and by

∆[0,T] ≡
⋃

∆
N[0,T] , (234)

the collection of all partitions of [0,T], where 0< T ≤ ∞. For an arbitrary partitiont ⊆ [0,T] we
denote by|t| the length of the partition. That is, we say|t| = N if t ∈ ∆N[0,T].

A particularly important structure on∆[0,T] that will play a role is that it is a directed set.
Namely, we have a partial ordering on∆[0,T] given bys ≤ t iff sa ∈ t for eachsa ∈ s, and further
given any two partitionss, t ∈ ∆[0,T] there always exists a third partitionr ∈ ∆[0,T] such that
s≤ r andt ≤ r . We call a function

f : ∆[0,T] → R , (235)

a∆-net. Since∆[0,T] is a direct set it makes sense to ask if such a functionf has a limit. If so we
denote by

lim
t→∆

f (t) , (236)

the limit of f . Similarly since∆[0,∞) is a directed set we may for every∆-net f consider
lim supt→∆ f (t) and lim inft→∆ f (t).

11.1.2. Cylinder Functions.As in most cases when one does analysis it is important to havea
collection of well behaved functions which are dense in the various topologies. In Section 2 we
had described the collection of smooth cylinder functions on the path space of a smooth manifold.
On a general metric space this collection needs to be replaced by a similar but more appropriate
collection. Thus recall for each partitiont ∈ ∆[0,T] that we have the associated evaluation map

et : P(X) → X|t | , (237)

given by

et(γ) ≡
(

γ(t1), . . . , γ(t|t|)
)

. (238)

As in Part 1 we denote byFT
t the bi-family ofσ-algebras onP(X) generated by the mappingset

with t a partition of [t,T]. Now we consider the collection of cylinder functions associated to the
evaluation maps given by

Cyl(X) ≡
{

F : P(X) → R : ∃ t ∈ ∆[0,∞) andu ∈ Lip(X|t |) with F ≡ e∗t u
}

, (239)
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whereLip(X|t |) is the space the Lipschitz functions with compact support.
Note that the cylinder functions Cyl(X) ⊆ C0(P(X)) are continuous functions, and further it can

be checked without too much difficulty that they form a subalgebra ofC0(P(X)). It is clear that the
cylinder functions also define continuous functions on based path spacesPx(X), and that a cylinder
functionF ∈ Cyl(X) is FT

t -measurable if and only if we can writeF = e∗t u, wheret is a partition
of [t,T].

11.2. Weakly Riemannian and Almost Riemannian Metric-Measure Spaces. We introduce in
this Section two types of metric-measure spaces which are especially important to study. The
first are the weakly Riemannian spaces. In short, we will see that these are precisely the metric-
measure spaces whose laplace operator is a linear operator.The second class we will introduce are
the almost Riemannian spaces. These are weakly Riemannian spaces whose energy structure and
metric structure agree, see Section 11.2.3 for more.

11.2.1. The Cheeger Energy.We begin in this subsection by recalling the Cheeger energy of a
metric measure space (X, d,m). We use this to define when such a metric-measure space is weakly
Riemannian, and prove some basic properties about such spaces. We will study the diffusion
measures on general metric-measure spaces, and in particular we will see in Section 11.3 that there
exists diffusion measures on path spaceP(X) if and only if X is weakly Riemannian. The basic
sources which are most relevant for this section are [C99] ,[AGS12],[FOT10].

As always we let (X, d,m) be a metric-measure space which satisfies (57). Following [C99] we
define an upper gradient for a function by the following:

Definition 11.1. We define

(1) Let u,G : X → R be Borel functions withG bounded and nonnegative. Then we sayG
is an upper gradient foru if we have that|u(x) − u(y)| ≤

∫

γ
G|γ̇|dt for all rectifiable curves

connectingx andy.
(2) Givenu,G ∈ L2(X,m) with G nonnegative, we say thatG is a weak upper gradient if there

exists a sequenceui,Gi with ui → f in L2(X,m) andGi ⇀ G weakly inL2(X).
(3) Givenu ∈ L2(X,m) we define its Cheeger gradient|∇u| to be the (unique) weak upper

gradient ofu with minimal L2-norm.

It is a consequence of [C99] that (3) is well defined above. Nowgiven a functionu ∈ L2(X) we
define its Cheeger energy by the formula

EX[u] ≡
1
2

∫

X
|∇u|2dmX , (240)

The fundamental result for our purposes is the following:

Theorem 11.2([C99]). The energy function EX : D(EX) ⊆ L2(X,m) → R is convex, nonnegative,
2-homogeneous and lower-semicontinuous. Furthermore, thefollowing hold:
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(1) (closed) The functional||u||1 ≡
√
||u||L2 + EX[u] defines a complete norm onD(E).

(2) (regular) The continuous functions with compact support Cc(X) ⊆ D(E) form a dense
subset ofD(E).

(3) (strongly local) If u,w ∈ D(E) are such that g is a constant on supp(u) ⊆ X, then E[u+w] =
E[u] + E[w].

The above allows one to apply standard techniques and ideas from the theory of convex func-
tionals on Hilbert spaces to deduce the existence of denselydefined mapping∆X ≡ ∇E : D(∇E) ⊆
L2(X) → L2(X) such that at each pointu ∈ D(∇E) of the domain,∇E(u) is the unique element of
L2(X) with minimal norm which satisfies the functional inequality

E(u) + 〈∇E(u), v− u〉 ≤ E(v) , (241)

for eachv ∈ L2(X). Of course, whereE is differentiable we have that∇E simply corresponds to
the gradient. Further we have for eacht > 0 the induced gradient flow of12∇E given by

Ht : L2(X) → L2(X) . (242)

See [FOT10] for a more complete introduction, but note in particular thatHtu → u ast → 0 for
eachu ∈ L2(X), and||Ht|| ≤ 1 is a contraction mapping.

11.2.2. Weakly Riemannian Spaces.Classically, we identifyD(E) with the Sobolev spaceW1,2(X).
If we are dealing with a smooth metric-measure space then it is well known thatW1,2(X) is a Hilbert
space. In general, this can fail andD(E) may only be a Banach space. That is, the parallelogram
law

2E[u] + 2E[w] = E[u+ w] + E[u− w] , (243)

may fail. Equivalently, the laplace operator∆X defined in the previous section is not linear. This
brings us to the notion of a weakly Riemannian space:

Definition 11.3. We say a metric-measure space (X, d,m) satisfying (232) isweakly Riemannian
if one of the following equivalent conditions is satisfied:

(1) (D(E), || · ||1) is a Hilbert space.
(2) For eachu,w ∈ D(E) we have the identity 2E[u] + 2E[w] = E[u+ w] + E[u− w].
(3) ∆X is a self-adjoint linear mapping.
(4) Ht are linear contractions.

In the case whereEX satisfies the parallelogram law we can write

EX[u,w] ≡
1
2

(

EX[u+ w] − EX[u− w]
)

, (244)

and we see thatEX[u,w] is a closed bilinear form withEX[u, u] = EX[u]. In the rest of this
subsection we will assume (X, d,m) is weakly Riemannian and discuss ideas from [AGS12-2].
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In particular, we wish to understand the energy measure [u] from [FOT10] and its relationship
to the cheeger energy. Beginning with the definition, we havefor u ∈ W1,2(X,m) the measure [u]
defined in [FOT10] by

[u](φ) ≡ 2EX[u, uφ] − EX[u2, φ] . (245)

Apriori the above is only well defined for sufficiently regular φ, but it is seen in [FOT10] it extends
to a measure. In comparison to the smooth manifold case one would hope for the equality [u] ≡
|∇u|2m, and in particular that [u] can be identified with anL1 function. It is an important result of
[AGS12-2] that this can in fact be done, giving us the following.

Theorem 11.4([AGS12-2]). Let X be a weakly Riemannian space with u,w ∈ W1,2(X,m), then it
holds that[u] = |∇u|2m.

Let us end this subsection by remarking that using [FOT10] one can also define the energy
measure [u] through the heat flow or laplace operator by

[u] ≡ 1
2
(

∆Xu2 − 2u∆Xu
)

. (246)

11.2.3. Almost Riemannian Metric-Measure Spaces.To motivate the definition of an almost Rie-
mannian metric-measure space let us first illustrate a particular degeneracy which may occur with
an example1:

Example11.1. Take (X, d) ≡ Rn to be the standard geometry onRn, and letm ≡
∑

2− jδqj be the
probability measure obtained given an enumeration{q j} of the rationals and their associated dirac-
delta measuresδqj . It is trivially clear that as a metric spaceX is a length space and satisfies any
other criteria of ’nice’ as a metric space. However, it is also not difficult to check that given any
lipschitz functionf : Rn → R the cheeger gradient|∇ f | ≡ 0 is identically zero. In particular, the
metric measure space (X, d,m) is weakly Riemannian, and even satisfies the Bakry-Emery criteria
|∇Htu| ≤ Ht|∇u| for nonnegative Ricci curvature. On the other hand, (X, d,m) does not satisfy the
criteria for a lower Ricci curvature bound in the sense of Lott-Villani-Sturm.

The above example illustrates that for a given metric-measure space it is possible that the energy
function EX is not compatible with the underlying geometry of the space.To make this more
precise we define:

Definition 11.5. We define the energy distance onX by

dE(x, y) ≡ sup{
∣

∣

∣u(x) − u(y)
∣

∣

∣ : u ∈ C0(X) with |∇u| ≤ 1 a.e.} . (247)

Of course on a smooth metric-measure space it is standard that the above distance function
agrees with the underlying distance function. On a general metric-measure space this may not be
the case. The following is a relatively simple and follows from just playing with the definitions.

1The author is in debt to Luigi Ambrosio to many useful conversations on this issue.
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Theorem 11.6.Let (X, d,m) satisfy (232), then the following are all equivalent:

(1) The energy distance function agrees with the standard distance function on X, that is,
dE(x, y) = d(x, y).

(2) A function f∈W1,2(X) satisfies|∇ f | ≤ 1 a.e. iff Lip f ≤ 1.
(3) For a lipschitz function u we have for a.e.x ∈ X the equality

|∇u|(x) = |Lip u|(x) ≡ lim sup
y→x

|u(y) − u(x)|
d(x, y)

. (248)

We therefore end up with the following definition of an almostRiemannian space:

Definition 11.7. We call a weakly Riemannian metric-measure space (X, d,m) an almost Riemann-
ian space if any of the equivalent conditions of Theorem 11.6hold.

This is a well studied notion, and we end this Section with some examples. We begin with the
following, which is a result of [C99]:

Example11.2 (Doubling+Poincare). Let (X, d,m) be a weakly Riemannian metric-measure space
such thatm satisfies a doubling condition

m(B2r(x)) ≤ C m(Br(x)) , (249)

and a local weak Poincare
∫

Br (x)
|u−

∫

Br

u| dm≤ Cr−2

∫

B2r(x)
|∇u|2 dm. (250)

Then (X, d,m) is an almost Riemannian metric-measure space. See [C99].

We also have the following, which is a result of [AGS13]:

Example11.3 (Dirichlet Forms). Let (X,m) be a Polish measure space with suppm= X, and letE
be a regular strongly local dirichlet form onL2(X,m). Let us also assume that the induced distance

dE(x, y) ≡ sup{
∣

∣

∣u(x) − u(y)
∣

∣

∣ : u ∈ C0(X) with [u] ≤ m a.e.} , (251)

where [u] is the energy measure defined by [u]( f ) ≡ 2E(u, u f) − E(u2, f ), induces the same topol-
ogy onX. Then the triple (X, dE,m) is an almost Riemannian space if and only ifE satisfies the
additional upper semicontinuity property

For everyf ∈ D(E) ∃ f j ∈ D(E) ∩C(X) and upper semicontinuousg j : X→ R (252)

such that [f j] ≤ g2
j m, f j → f in L2(X,m), and lim sup

∫

X
g2

n dm≤ E( f , f ) . (253)

Now we end with a final example, which is an application of the above and the standard proper-
ties of the cheeger energy:

Example11.4 (Nondegenerate Weakly Riemannian Space). Let (X, d,m) be a weakly Riemannian
space, and let us assume that the energy distancedE from Definition 11.5 is nondegenerate in that
it induces the same topology onX. Then the triple (X, dE,m) is an almost Riemannian space.
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11.3. Diffusion Measures on Weakly Riemannian Spaces.In the previous Section we saw that
a weakly Riemannian metric space is one for which the heat flowmapHt is linear. In fact, once
it is known that the energy functionalEX is quadratic, then the content of Theorem 11.2 is thatEX

defines a regular, strongly local Dirichlet form onL2(X,m). We can obtain from this a good deal
more information than just linearity of the heat flow.

To begin with, associated with the heat flow has a kernel [FOT10]. More precisely, for each
x ∈ X and t > 0 there exists a measureρt(x, dy) with the property that for every continuous
functionu ∈ C0(X) we have that

Htu(x) =
∫

X
u(y)ρt(x, dy) . (254)

The kernel may be viewed as a functionρt : X × B(X) → R+ is such thatρt(x, ·) is a measure for
eachx ∈ X andρt(·,U) is a measurable function for each Borel setU ∈ B(X). Note that using
this we can extend the heat flow to a contraction mappingHt : C0(X) → C0(X) on the bounded
continuous functions, that is||Ht ||C0 ≤ 1.

Using the theory of Dirichlet forms these ideas may be pushedfurther. As in Section 5.4 one
would like to build the diffusion measures onP(X). Namely, for each measureµ on X we would
like there to be a corresponding measureΓµ such that for every partitiont ∈ ∆[0,∞) we have that
the pushforward measureet,∗Γµ on X|t | is given by

et,∗Γµ =

∫

M
ρt1(x, dy1)ρt2−t1(y1, dy2) · · ·ρtk−tk−1(yk−1, dyk)dµ(x) . (255)

Using [FOT10] and Theorem 11.2 we see that such a measure doesexist, and given that the eval-
uation mapset generate the standardσ-algebra onP(X) it is clear that it is unique. Conversely, if
such measures exist then for eachx ∈ X we can consider the diffusion measureΓx ≡ Γδx. Using
(255) we see that there exists a kernel forHt, and in particular thatHt is linear. Hence, in this case
we have thatX is weakly Riemannian. Summarizing we have the following

Theorem 11.8. Let (X, d,m) satisfy (232), then there exists for each Borel measureµ on X a
diffusion measureΓµ on P(X) satisfying (255) if and only if X is weakly Riemannian.

11.3.1. Stochastic Completeness.We end this Section by having a brief discussion of stochastic
completeness. To describe this let us denote by

X∗ ≡ X ∪ {∗} , (256)

the one point compactification ofX. In the case whereX is already compact we simply letX∗ ≡ X.
The point∗ is often referred to as the cemetery in the Dirichlet form literature. In the general case,
even for a complete smooth manifold, ifµ is a probability measure onX then the diffusion measure
Γµ need not be a probability measure onP(X). However, it turns out thatΓµ extends uniquely to
a probability measure onP(X∗) such that forΓµ-a.e. γ ∈ P(X∗) we have that ifγ(t) = ∗ for some
t ≥ 0, thenγ(t′) = ∗ for all t′ ≥ t.
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Using this it is natural to define forγ ∈ P(X∗) the hitting map

T∗(γ) ≡ min
{

t > 0 : γ(t) ∈ ∗
}

. (257)

The mappingT∗ is often referred to as the lifetime ofγ.
The following characterizes the notion of stochastic completeness, it tells us when the diffusion

measuresΓµ are probability measures onP(X):

Definition 11.9. We say thatX is stochastically complete if one of the following equivalent con-
ditions is satisfied:

(1) Ht1 = 1 a.e.
(2) ρt(x, ·) is a probability measure onX for eacht > 0 andx ∈ X.
(3) For each measureµ on X we have thatT∗(γ) = ∞ for Γµ-a.e.γ ∈ P(X∗).
(4) For each probability measureµ on X we have thatΓµ a.e.γ ∈ P(X∗) satisfiesγ ∈ P(X).

Remark11.1. One also says the Dirichlet formEX is conservative if any of the above conditions is
satisfied.

The metric-measure spaceX need not be stochastically complete, even for a complete Riemann-
ian manifold. It is known on a complete Riemannian manifold with Ricci curvature bounded from
below thatX is stochastically complete, and similarly in Section 15.2 we will see that a metric-
measure space with bounded Ricci curvature is stochastically complete.

12. LOWER RICCI CURVATURE ON METRIC-MEASURE SPACES

As in the smooth case we give a brief introduction to lower Ricci curvature in the context of non-
smooth metric-measure spaces. Primarily, this gives us an excuse to introduce some terminology
and notation which will be used later. There are many possible notions of lower Ricci curvature
bounds in the metric-measure setting. The three that will play the most important role for us are
the Bakry-Emery conditions introduced in [BE85], the curvature dimensionCD(n, κ) condition in-
troduced in [LV09], [St06], [St12], and the Riemannian curvature dimensionRCD(n, κ) condition
introduced in [AGS12-2],[St12].

The Bakry-Emery criteria for a lower Ricci curvature bound can be summarized with the results
of Theorem 3.5 and Theorem 3.9. The one observation we make isthat to truthfully equate this
with the notion of a lower Ricci curvature bound as introduced in [BE85] one needs Theorem 11.4,
namely that the energy measure [u] ≡ 1

2

(

∆Xu2− 2u∆Xu
)

can be identified with the measure|∇u|2m.
To discuss the curvature dimension or Riemannian curvaturedimension criteria for a lower Ricci

curvature bound we recall first the Wasserstein distance andthe space of probability measures.
Recall thatP2(X) denotes the space of probability measures onX with finite second moments. That
is, µ ∈ P2(X) if µ satisfies

∫

X
d2(x0, y) dµ(y) < ∞. On the spaceP2(X) we denote the Wasserstein
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distance by

W2(µ, ν) ≡ inf
π

∫

X×X
d2(x, y) dπ , (258)

where the infimum is over all probability measuresπ on X×X whose marginals areµ andν. There
are many other characterizations of the Wasserstein distance, but we will not discuss them here.
Recall that sinceX is a separable complete length space, so isP2(X).

The notion of a lower Ricci curvature bound is now tied in withthe entropy functional defined
by

Entm(ρm) ≡
∫

X
ρ lnρ dm (259)

on measuresρm which are absolutely continuous with respect tom, andEntm ≡ ∞ otherwise. To
understand the connection between Ricci curvature and the entropy functional recall that a real
valued functionu : I → R defined on an intervalI ⊆ R is calledκ-convex ifu′′ ≥ κ. Following
[St12] we also call the function (d, κ)-convex if u′′ ≥ κ + 1

d(u′)2. Similarly, given a function
u on a length space we callu weakly (d, κ)-convex if for any two points there existssomeunit
speed minimizing geodesicγ(t) connecting the points such thatu(γ(t)) is (d, κ)-convex. We callu
strongly (d, κ)-convex if foreveryminimizing geodesicγ(t) we have thatu(γ(t)) is (d, κ)-convex.
Now following [LV09],[St06], [AGS12-2],[St12] we define the following:

Definition 12.1. Given a metric-measure space (X, d,m) satisfying (232) we say:

(1) X satisfies the curvature dimensionCD(d, κ) criteria if Entm is weakly (d, κ)-convex on
P2(X) with respect to the Wasserstein geometry.

(2) X satisfies the Riemannian curvature dimensionRCD(d, κ) criteria if X is weakly Riemann-
ian andEntm is strongly (d, κ)-convex onP2(X) with respect to the Wasserstein geometry.

Remark12.1. The criteriaCD(d, κ) was defined slightly differently in [St06], and strictly speaking
the notion defined is called the entropic curvature dimension condition in [St12]. In this paper we
will primarily be interested in the conditionRCD(d, κ), which is stronger than any of the other
notions anyway. See [AGS13], [St12] for more on that.

13. VARIATIONS OF A CURVE

In this section we consider a complete metric space (X, d) and are interested in finding replace-
ments for the notion of a vector field along a continuous curveγ, we will call these objects varia-
tions ofγ. Once these are introduced and some basic structure is proven, we will define the notion
of a parallel variation, which will of course take the place of a parallel translation invariant vector
field along a curve.

We begin in Section 13.1 by discussing some preliminaries, and in particular we will consider
the space of point variationsΣX on X. In essence this is nothing more than the space of Cauchy
sequences onX, however it will be useful to consider and describe a varietyof structure on this
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space. In particular, we will describe an equivalence relation on the space which will be particularly
important later when describing variations of curves. On a general metric space we will viewΣX
as a replacement for a tangent space.

In Section 13.2 we extend the notion of a variation of a point to a variation of a curve. These vari-
ations have apriori little or no regularity, and can be viewed in the smooth case as corresponding,
up to equivalence, to measurable vector fields along a curve.We will again consider an equivalence
classes of such variations, a point which will be important for the regularity theory of variations as
well as for comparisons in the smooth case and seeing that up to equivalence the parallel variations
may be identified with the parallel translation invariant vector fields along a nice curve.

In Section 13.3 we introduce the notion of a parallel variation of a rectifiable curve. There will
be several structural theorems which we will prove about such variations, and we will end the
subsection with a discussion of the smooth case. In the smooth case it is important to extend this
to more general continuous curves, however we will see how toavoid in this in Section 14.

13.1. Variations of a Point. A variation of a point is meant to replace the notion of a tangent
vector at a point. The natural replacement of such a notion ona metric space is a Cauchy sequence.
In the same manner that two vectors at a point are the same iff their induced directional derivatives
act identically on all smooth functions, we will want to say two Cauchy sequences are equivalent
if their induced actions on all lipschitz functions are equivalent. More specifically, we start with
the following:

Definition 13.1. If X is a complete metric space, then we make the following definitions:

(1) We denote byΣX the space of all Cauchy sequencesv ≡ {xj} on X such thatxj = x∞ for at
most a finite number ofj.

(2) We letΣxX ⊆ ΣX be the subset of Cauchy sequencesv ≡ {xj} such thatxj → x.
(3) If f : X→ R is a Lipschitz function andv ∈ ΣxX then we denote the directional derivative

by

|dv f | ≡ lim sup

∣

∣

∣ f (xj) − f (x)
∣

∣

∣

d(xj , x)
. (260)

(4) We say two Cauchy sequencesv,w ∈ ΣxX are equivalent and writev ∼ w iff for every
Lipschitz functionf : X→ R we have that|dv f | = |dw f |.

Since we will generally only be interested in equivalence classes of variations, one could easily
have definedΣX as the equivalence classes of such variations. However, though this is possible
it adds little to the discussion while making each proof moreconvoluted than is necessary, so we
avoid this.

Let us remark on a few properties ofΣX. Let v = {xj} andw = {yj} be Cauchy sequences and
assume thatyj ∈ v for all but a finite number ofj, and conversely thatxk ∈ w for all but a finite
number ofk. Then we have thatv ∼ w. In particular, up to equivalence the elements ofΣX only
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depend on the asymptotic behavior of the sequence, and only up to rearrangement and repetition.
Note also that there is a canonical mapping

ΣX→ X , (261)

given byx→ x∞, whose fiber abovex ∈ X is ΣxX. We call elements ofΣxX variations ofx.
The following gives us a basic characterization of when two variations are equivalent.

Lemma 13.2. For a complete metric space X and two variationsv = {xj},w = {yj} ∈ ΣxX, we
have that the following are equivalent:

(1) The sequencesv ∼ w define the same equivalence class.
(2) There exists variationsv′ ≤ v andw′ ≤ w with v′ ∼ v andw′ ∼ w, such that

lim
j→∞

d(x′j , y
′
j)

d(y′j , x)
= 0 . (262)

Remark13.1. The second statement tells us that two Cauchy sequences satisfy v ∼ y iff up to
rearrangement they differ by an error which decays faster than they converge.

Proof. Let us first prove (2)=⇒ (1). Specifically let{x} and{y} be two Cauchy sequences which
satisfy (2) and letf be a Lipschitz function, then we have that

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣ f (x′j) − f (x)
∣

∣

∣

d(x′j , x)
−

∣

∣

∣ f (y′j) − f (x)
∣

∣

∣

d(y′j , x)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤

∣

∣

∣ f (x′j) − f (y′j)
∣

∣

∣

d(x′j, x)
+

∣

∣

∣ f (y′j) − f (x)
∣

∣

∣

d(x′j, x)

(

1−
d(x′j , x)

d(y′j , x)

)

,

≤ 2Lip( f )
d(x′j, y

′
j)

d(x′j, x)
→ 0 , (263)

as claimed.
Let us prove (1)=⇒ (2). Define a mappingI : N → N whereI (k) is defined to be the integer

j which minimizes minj d(xk, yj). Let us first see that the variationv′ ≡ {xI( j)} satisfies

lim
j→∞

d(xI( j), yj)

d(yj , x)
= 0 . (264)

In particular, this implies thatv′ ∼ w and hencev′ ∼ v. So assume (264) fails, so that we can find
a subsequenceyjk such that

lim inf
k→∞

d(xI( jk), yjk)

d(yjk, x)
> ǫ , (265)

for someǫ > 0. Now let rk ≡ ǫ
10d(yjk, x), and letϕ be theL∞ function such thatϕ(y) = 1 if for

somek we have thaty ∈ Brk(yjk) andϕ ≡ 0 otherwise. Then we can consider the lipschitz function
f (y) ≡ d(x, y)ϕ(y). Note that for everyj we have that

| f (xj) − f (x)|
d(xj , x)

= 0 , (266)
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while for everyk we have that

| f (yjk) − f (x)|
d(yjk, x)

= 1 , (267)

which is a contradiction to the equivalence ofv andw, and hence shows (264) and proves the
Lemma withw′ ≡ w. �

13.2. Variations of a Curve. We want to introduce the notion of a variation of a curve. Sucha
variation of a continuous curveγ is our replacement for a vector field alongγ, and is nothing more
than the assignment to each pointγ(t) a Cauchy sequence inX which converges toγ(t). That is, a
variationV is a section of the bundleΣX aboveγ. Let us begin with the definition:

Definition 13.3. If γ ∈ P(X) is a continuous curve, then a variation ofγ is a mappingV : [0,∞)→
ΣX such that limV j(t) = γ(t) for eacht. We denote byΣγX the collection of all variations ofγ.

Equivalently, a variationV is a sequence of mappings{V j} : [0,∞) → X such that limV j(t) =
γ(t). Notice from this point of view thatapriori we are not even assuming the mappingsV j are
measurable. In principle, we do not want to force too much regularity on the mappingsV j, for
instance continuity, as this will not be the case fors-parallel variations. On the other hand, it will
be not so hard to see that for reasonable variations, for instance parallel variations, there will exist
anequivalentvariation which is continuous.

It will turn out to be a useful observation that for any partition t ∈ ∆[0,∞) we have thatV(t) ∈
Σγ(t)X|t |. That is, we may viewV(t) as a point variation inX|t |. With this in mind let us quickly
address the correct notion of equivalence for variations:

Definition 13.4. We say two variationsV,V′ ∈ ΣγX of a continuous curveγ are equivalent, and
write V ∼ V′ if for each t ∈ ∆[0,∞) there existst ≤ t′ such thatV j(t′) ∼ V′j (t

′) as elements of
Σγ(t′)X|t

′ |.

It will be convenient when studying a variation to consider its pointwise length, namely we have
the simple notation that ifV = {V j} is a variation then we denote

|V j |(t) ≡ d(V j(t), γ(t)) . (268)

Now let us consider the prototypical example:

Example13.1. Let X be a smooth manifold withγ ∈ P(X) and letvj(t) a sequence of vector fields,
not necessarily continuous, alongγ such thatvj(t)→ 0 pointwise. Then we have that

V j(t) ≡ expγ(t)
(

vj(t)
)

, (269)

is a variation ofγ. In particular, ifvj(t) are all parallel translation invariant vector fields then we
might callV a parallel variation ofγ. This notation will be made more rigorous and clear in the
next subsection.
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13.3. Parallel Variations of Rectifiable Curves. In Section 13.2 we introduced the notion of
a variation of a curve. In this subsection we discuss the notion of a parallel variationV over
a rectifiable curveγ ∈ P(X). We will be particularly interested in applying this to piecewise
geodesics, and in Section 14 we will see how the results of this Section can be used to help define
the parallel gradient in the nonsmooth context.

The notion of a parallel variation is not completely well defined on a nonsmooth space, and
there are various conditions, some more restrictive and some less, which could be used. For the
purposes of this paper we will want to stick with a definition which assumes as little as possible.
In fact, although there are many properties one might expectto hold for a parallel variation, there
are only two conditions thatmustbe satisfied for a parallel variationV ≡ {V j} of a rectifiable curve
in order for the Theorems of the remainder of the paper to hold. These are the following:

(A) (parallel norm) For anys, t ≥ 0 we have

lim

∣

∣

∣ |V j(t)| − |V j(s)|
∣

∣

∣

|V j(s)|
= 0 .

(B) (reduction in smooth case) IfX is a smooth manifold then up to equivalence a parallel variation
V is equivalent to a variation ofγ induced by a parallel translation invariant vector field, see
Example 13.1 and Theorem 13.11.

In Section 13.3.1 we discuss some elementary properties of parallelograms inRn. This gives us
a geometric way of identifying parallel vectors inRn. Using the properties discussed there we will
define the notion of a parallel translation invariant variation in Section 13.3.2.

13.3.1. Parallelograms and Parallel Translation.Given pointsx, y ∈ Rn and a variationvx = {xi}
of x, it is clear that up to equivalence the only variation ofy which could reasonably be considered
the parallel translation ofvx is the variationvy = {yi} ≡ {xi − x+ y}. One can also identify the point
yi as the unique element ofRn such that the quadruple (x, y, yi, xi) is a parallelogram. To generalize
this to more complicated situations let us begin with the following very classical statement:

Theorem 13.5(Parallelogram Law). Letx = (x1, x2, x3, x4) be a quadruple inRn. Then the quadru-
ple forms a parallelogram if and only if for any xj we have that

ej(x) ≡ 2|xj+1 − xj |2 + 2|xj − xj−1|2 − |x3 − x1|2 − |x4 − x2|2 = 0 . (270)

Hence at least inRn the numbersej(x) give a quantitative measurement of how closex is to a
parallelogram. To exploit this in the context of a metric space let us record the following, which
gives a more complete understanding the error functionsej:

Lemma 13.6.Letx = (x1, x2, x3, x4) be a quadruple inRn, and let v1 ≡ x4− x1, v2 ≡ x3− x2. Then
the following hold:

(1) e1 + e2 = 4〈v1 − v2, x2 − x1〉.
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(2) e3 + e4 = 4〈v2 − v1, x3 − x4〉.
(3) e2 − e1 = 2

(

|v2|2 − |v1|2
)

.
(4) e3 − e4 = 2

(

|v2|2 − |v1|2
)

.
(5) e1 + e3 = e2 + e4 = 2|v2 − v1|2.

Now with the above in hand we will make sense of a parallelogram in a metric spaceX. More
completely, we would like to define a quantitative version ofa parallelogram in a metric space.
Thus let us consider a quadruplex = (x1, x2, x3, x4) in a metric spaceX, and let us denote the error
functions by

ej(x) ≡ 2d(xj+1, xj)
2
+ 2d(xj , xj−1)

2 − d(x3, x1)
2 − d(x4, x2)

2 , (271)

as well as the perimeter functions

Pv ≡ max{d(x1, x4), d(x2, x3)} ,
Px ≡ max{d(x1, x2), d(x3, x4)} . (272)

Then motivated by Lemma 13.6 and the constructions of the next subsection we make the fol-
lowing definition:

Definition 13.7. Let x = (x1, x2, x3, x4) be a quadruple in a metric spaceX, then we say thatx is an
ǫ-parallelogram if the following inequalities hold:

(1) |e1 + e2| ≤ ǫ Px · Pv.
(2) |e3 + e4| ≤ ǫ Px · Pv.
(3) |e2 − e1| ≤ ǫ P2

v.
(4) |e4 − e3| ≤ ǫ P2

v.
(5) |e1 + e3| = |e2 + e4| ≤ ǫ P2

v.

13.3.2. Parallel Variation along Rectifiable Curves.Now let us use the notion of anǫ-parallelogram
to define a parallel variation along a finite length rectifiable curve. Since we will mainly be inter-
ested in applying this to piecewise geodesics, one could easily restrict to this set as well. First we
recall that a curveγ : [0,T] → X with T < ∞ rectifiable if we have that

lim
t∈∆[0,T]

∑

d(γ(t j), γ(t j+1)) < ∞ . (273)

Since this is a monotone function on the directed set∆[0,T] there therefore exists a limit, which
we denote byℓ(γ).

Now we define the notion a parallel variationV of a rectifiable curveγ. Roughly, it is just
the statement that the quadrilaterals (γ(t), γ(t),V j(t),V j(s)) are converging toward parallelograms.
Precisely:

Definition 13.8. Let γ : [0,T] → X with T < ∞ be a rectifiable curve withV a variation
of γ. Then we say thatV is a parallel variation if for everyǫ > 0 there exists a partition
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t′ ∈ ∆[0,T] such that for all partitionst′ ≤ t and all j ≥ J(t, ǫ) sufficiently large we have that
(

γ(ta), γ(ta+1),V j(ta+1),V j(ta)
)

is aǫ · d(γ(ta), γ(ta+1))-parallelogram.

Now we spend the rest of this section exploring properties ofa parallel variation. First we see
the following, which is almost immediate from the definition

Lemma 13.9.Letγ : [0,T] → X be a rectifiable curve with V a parallel variation ofγ. Then if V′

is a variation ofγ which is equivalent to V, then V′ is also a parallel variation.

Hence, we see that the notion of a parallel variation is independent of equivalence class. Now
let us prove the parallel norm property from the introduction:

Theorem 13.10.Let γ : [0,T] → X be a rectifiable curve with V a parallel variation ofγ. Then
for any s, t ≥ 0 we have

lim

∣

∣

∣ |V j(t)| − |V j(s)|
∣

∣

∣

|V j(s)|
= 0 . (274)

Proof. Fix ǫ > 0 and lett be a partition withs, t ∈ t such that forj sufficiently large we have,
as in Definition 13.8, that

(

γ(ta), γ(ta+1),V j(ta+1),V j(ta)
)

areǫ · d(γ(ta), γ(ta+1))-parallelograms. In
particular, using Definition 13.7 we have that

∣

∣

∣|V j(ta+1)|2 − |V j(ta)|2
∣

∣

∣ ≤ ǫmax{|V j(ta)|2, |V j(ta+1)|2} d(γ(ta), γ(ta+1)) , (275)

which gives us that
∣

∣

∣|V j(ta+1)| − |V j(ta)|
∣

∣

∣ ≤ ǫ |V j(ta+1)| · d(γ(ta), γ(ta+1)) . (276)

Now first let tmax ∈ t be such that|V j(tmax)| ≡ max{|V j(ta)|}. Then for any other element of the
partition we have that

∣

∣

∣|V j(tmax)| − |V j(ta)|
∣

∣

∣

|V j(tmax)|
≤ ǫ

∑

d(γ(ta), γ(ta+1)) ≤ ǫℓ(γ) . (277)

In particular, forǫ sufficiently small andj sufficiently large we have that for all|V j(ta)| that

1
2
|V j(tmax)| < |V j(ta)| ≤ |V j(tmax)|. (278)

Now returning to (276) and summing between all elements of the partition betweens and t we
have the estimate

∣

∣

∣|V j(t)| − |V j(s)|
∣

∣

∣ ≤ ǫ |V j(tmax)|
∑

d(γ(ta), γ(ta+1)) ≤ 2ǫ |V j(s)| · ℓ(γ) , (279)

or that
∣

∣

∣|V j(t)| − |V j(s)|
∣

∣

∣

|V j(s)|
≤ 2ǫ · ℓ(γ) , (280)

for all j sufficiently large. Sinceǫ > 0 was arbitrary, we have proved the result.
�
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Now we end this subsection by studying a parallel variation along a rectifiable curve in a smooth
manifold:

Theorem 13.11.Let (Mn, g) be a smooth manifold withγ : [0,T] → M a piecewise smooth curve.
Then

(1) If vj ∈ Tγ(0)M is any sequence of tangent vectors with vj → 0, then the variation Vj(t) ≡
expγ(t)(P

−1
t vj), where Pt is the parallel translation map, is a parallel variation.

(2) If V is any parallel variation ofγ then there exists v′j ∈ Tγ(0)M such that the induced
parallel variation V′ as above is equivalent to V.

Proof. To begin letx ∈ M and let us consider exponential coordinates centered atx on the ball
Bιx(x), whereιx ≤ min{12inj(x)} is such thatBιx(x) is a convex set. Standard computations tell us
that the metricgi j is such coordinates may be written

∣

∣

∣gi j (y) − δi j
∣

∣

∣ ≤ C d(x, y)2 ,
∣

∣

∣∂kgi j

∣

∣

∣(y) ≤ Cd(x, y) ,
∣

∣

∣∂k∂ℓgi j

∣

∣

∣(y) ≤ C , (281)

where in general theC depends on the full curvature tensor bounds ofM in the neighborhood of
x. Now using (281) let us observe the following properties. First if (x1, x2, x3, x4) ⊆ Br(x) ⊆ Bιx(x)
then let us denote byv1 ≡ x4 − x1 and v2 ≡ x3 − x2 ∈ Rn the coordinate difference, and by
v′1 ∈ Tx1 M, v′2 ∈ Tx2 M the vector difference defined byx4 ≡ expx1

(v′1), x3 ≡ expx2
(v′2). Then

if P : Tx2 M → Tx1 M is the isometry defined by parallel translation along the unique geodesic
connectingx1, x2, then using (281) we have the estimates

C−1r2 max{|v1|, |v2|} ≤
∣

∣

∣|v1 − v2| − |v′1 − Pv′2|
∣

∣

∣ ≤ Cr2 max{|v1|, |v2|} ,

1−Cr2 ≤ |v1|
|v′1|
,
|v2|
|v′2|
≤ 1+Cr2 . (282)

Note in particular that by using this and Lemma 13.6 this thentells us that ifx ⊆ Br(x) ⊆ Bιx(x) is
anǫ-parallelogram, then we have the estimate

|v′1 − Pv′2| ≤ (ǫ +Cr2) max{|v′1|, |v′2|} . (283)

Similarly, we have from (281) and (282) that ifv(t) is a parallel translation invariant vector field
alongγ ands, t ∈ [0,T], then the quadruplex = (γ(s), γ(t), expγ(t)(v), expγ(s)(v)) is aC

(

|t−s|2+ |v|2
)

-
parallelogram. In particular, ifvj ∈ Tγ(0)M with |vj | → 0 then for every partitiont we see that by
letting j be sufficiently large, namely such that|vj | < max|ta+1 − ta|, then this gives us that the
variationV given byV j(t) = expγ(t)(P

−1
t vj) is a parallel variation, as claimed.

To prove the second claim letV be a variation ofγ and let v′j(t) ∈ Tγ(t)M be defined by
expγ(t)(v

′
j) = V j(t). Using (283) we therefore see that for all partitionst that if j is sufficiently
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large then

|v′j(ta) − Pv′j(ta+1)| ≤ C|ta+1 − ta|2 max{|v′j |(ta), |v′j |(ta+1)} . (284)

Now by Theorem 13.10 we know that
|v′j |(t)
|v′j |(0) → 1, which in combination with the above tells us that

if vj(t) ≡ P−1
t vj is the parallel translation invariant vector field alongγ with vj(0) = v′j(0), then

lim
j

∣

∣

∣vj(t) − v′j(t)
∣

∣

∣

|vj |(t)
→ 0 , (285)

which precisely proves that the variationV′ given byV′j (t) = expγ(t)(vj(t)) is equivalent toV, as
claimed. �

14. THE PARALLEL GRADIENT ON PATH SPACE

One of the key purposes of the the structure of the previous Sections has been to build a geo-
metric structure on path spaceP(X). Even in the smooth case this required some work since the
geometry of interest is not compatible with the structure ofthe underlying curves. In this Section
we give a construction of the parallel gradients of a function onP(X) that will work on an arbitrary
metric-measure spaceX, without the need for a smooth structure. We will show in Section 14.3
that the constructions of this Section and those of Section 6.1 give rise to the same gradients on
the path space of a smooth manifold. These constructions will be used in Section 15 to define
the notion of bounded Ricci curvature on a metric-measure space, and they will be generalized in
Section 17 to define theH1-gradient and Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operators on path space.

In Section 14.1 we introduce the parallel slope and discuss its basic properties. As in the case of
the cheeger gradient on a metric-measure space, one must first define the slope operator, and then
take the lower semicontinuous refinement in order to define the gradient, which is done in Section
14.2. On a smooth metric-measure space this definition of gradient isapriori quite different than
the one given in Section 6.1. However, in Section 14.3 we showthe two definitions agree on a
smooth metric-measure space.

14.1. The Slope on Path Space.In this section we introduce the parallel slopes for a cylinder
function on path space and prove some basic properties aboutthem. As was previously remarked,
we will take the lower semicontinuous refinement in order to define the gradient. On a sufficiently
nice metric-measure space, for instance a smooth metric-measure space, the slope and gradient
will coincide, but apriori this may not be the case and cannotbe assumed.

We use heavily the notation and constructions of Section 11 and Section 13. We begin by
introducing some terminology, in particular, it will be important to consider approximations of
continuous curves by piecewise geodesics. Precisely:

Definition 14.1. We make the following definitions:
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(1) Given a partitiont ∈ ∆[0,∞) we call a curveγ : [0, t|t|] → X a t-geodesic if the restriction
of γ to each interval [ta, ta+1] is a minimizing geodesic. Ifγ is a t-geodesic with respect to
some partition we may just callγ a piecewise geodesic.

(2) Given a curveγ ∈ P(X) and a partitiont ∈ ∆[0,∞) we call a curveγt : [0, t|t|] → X a
t-approximation ofγ if γt is at-geodesic withγt(ta) = γ(ta) for eachta ∈ t.

To define the parallel slopes we will need to define the directional derivative of a cylinder func-
tion with respect to a parallel variation. We will be primarily interested in studying these along
t-geodesics. Specifically, letF ∈ Cyl(X) be a cylinder function withγ ∈ P(X) a t-geodesic and
V = {V j} a s-parallel variation ofγ. We define the (normalized) directional derivative ofF in the
directionV by the formula

|DVF |(γ) ≡ lim sup
j→∞

|F(γ) − F(V j)|
|V j |(s)

. (286)

Now we are in a position to use the above to define the parallel slopes of a cylinder function:

Definition 14.2. Let F ∈ Cyl(X) be a cylinder function on path space andγ ∈ P(X) a continuous
curve. Then we define the parallel slope|∂sF | : P(X) → R by the formula

|∂sF |(γ) ≡ lim sup
t→∆

{|DVt F |(γt) : γt is at-approximation ofγ, andVt is a s-parallel variation ofγt}.

(287)

Recall in the above definition that∆[0,∞) is a directed set, and therefore we may consider limits
with respect it, see Section 11.1.1.

Let us begin with a few simple estimates that will be useful throughout. Among other things
they tell us that a cylinder functionF is a lipschitz function with respect to any of the parallel
slopes.

Lemma 14.3. Let F = e∗t u ∈ Cyl(X) be a cylinder function witht ∈ ∆[0,T] and u ∈ Lipc(X|t |).
Then the following hold:

(1) For all 0 ≤ s≤ T we have that|∂sF |(γ) ≤
√
|t| · |Lip u|(γ(t)).

(2) For all s> T we have that|∂sF | = 0.
(3) If t = {0 ≤ t1 < . . . < t|t| ≤ T} and if for some k we have that tk < s < s′ ≤ tk+1, then we

have that|∂sF |(γ) ≤ |∂s′F |.

Remark14.1. The first property tells us in particular that ifF is a cylinder function then|∂sF |(γ)
is uniformly bounded independent ofγ ands.

Proof. Let γ ∈ P(X) be a piecewise geodesic withV ≡ {V j} a s-parallel variation ofγ. Note now
that if tk ∈ t is an element of the partition withtk < s thenV j(tk) = γ(tk). On the other hand, if
tk ≥ s then by Theorem 13.10 we have that

|V j |(tk) − |V j |(s)
|V j |(s)

j→∞
−→ 0 . (288)
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In particular, letk be the largest integer such thattk < s. Then the above observation gives us that

lim
j→∞

√

∑

a d(γ(ta),V j(ta))2

d(γ(s),V j(s))
→

√

|t| − k , (289)

and in particular we have

|DVF |(γ) ≡ lim
j→∞

|F(γ) − F(V j)|
|V j |(s)

= lim
j→∞

|u(γ(t)) − u(γ j(t))|
(|t| − k)−1/2dX|t|(γ(t),V j(t))

≤
√

|t| − k · |Lip u|(γ(t)) . (290)

By estimating|t| − k ≤ |t| and observing that this holds for an arbitraryt′-geodesic we obtain the
first claim, while ifT < s and sok = |t| we obtain the second claim.

To prove the third claim we require the following observation. Let Vs ≡ V j be as-parallel
variation. Then the it follows that the variationVs′ ≡ {V′j} defined byV′j (t) = 0 if t < s′ and
V′j (t) = γ j(t) if t ≥ s is a s′-parallel variation. Further using Theorem 13.10 once again we have
that

|DVsF |(γ) = lim sup
|F(γ) − F(V j)|
|V j |(s)

= lim sup
|F(γ) − F(V′j )|
|V′j |(s)

= |DVs′F |(γ) . (291)

Since this held for every piecewise geodesicγ and anys-parallel variation ofγ we immediately
get |∂sF | ≤ |∂s′F | as claimed.

�

Now that we’ve seen a few basic estimates on the parallel slope, and that in particular the cylinder
functions are well behaved with respect to it, let us now discuss a few more refined properties.

Theorem 14.4.The following properties hold for the parallel slopes:

(1) (Convexity) If F,G ∈ Cyl(X) are cylinder functions, then we have the convexity estimates

|∂s(F +G)|(γ) ≤ |∂sF |(γ) + |∂sG|(γ) . (292)

(2) (Strongly Local) If F,G ∈ Cyl(X) are cylinder functions with F= const on a neighborhood
of the support of G, then

|∂s(F +G)|(γ) = |∂sF |(γ) + |∂sG|(γ) . (293)

(3) (Stability under Lipschitz Calculus) If F∈ Cyl(X) is a cylinder function andφ : R→ R is
lipschitz, then

|∂s
(

φ ◦ F
)

|(γ) ≤ ||φ||Lip · |∂sF |(γ) . (294)

(4) (Strong Convexity) If F,G, χ ∈ Cyl(X) are cylinder functions with0 ≤ χ ≤ 1, then we have
the pointwise convexity estimate

|∂s(χF + (1− χ)G)| ≤ χ|∂sF | + (1− χ)|∂sG| + |∂sχ| · |F −G| . (295)
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Proof. Throughout we letγ ∈ P(X) be a piecewise geodesic withV = {γ j} a s-parallel variation of
γ. The first statement follows easily from the triangle inequality

|DV(F +G)| = lim sup

∣

∣

∣(F +G)(γ) − (F +G)(γ j)
∣

∣

∣

d(γ(s), γ j(s))
≤ lim sup

∣

∣

∣F(γ) − F(γ j)
∣

∣

∣

d(γ(s), γ j(s))
+ lim sup

∣

∣

∣G(γ) −G(γ j)
∣

∣

∣

d(γ(s), γ j(s))

≤ |∂sF | + |∂sG| . (296)

To prove the second statement let us first note that there is noharm in assumingF = e∗t f and
G = e∗t g for some commont ∈ ∆[0,T]. Of course, this can always be forced by taking a common
refinement of partitions. IfF is constant on a neighborhood of the support ofG, then this implies
that f is constant on a neighborhood of the support ofg. Hence for each variationV = {γ j} we
have that forj sufficiently large that for eachta ∈ t that eitherF(γ(ta)) = F(γ j(ta)) = const or
G(γ(ta)) = G(γ j(ta)) = 0. The result then easily follows.

The third statement is proved in the same manner as the first with the pointwise estimate
∣

∣

∣φ ◦ F(γ) − φ ◦ F(γ j)
∣

∣

∣

d(γ(s), γ j(s))
≤ ||φ||Lip

∣

∣

∣F(γ) − F(γ j)
∣

∣

∣

d(γ(s), γ j(s))
. (297)

The fifth statement is also proved in the same manner as the first with the estimate
∣

∣

∣

(

χF + (1− χ)G
)

(γ) −
(

χF + (1− χ)G
)

(γ j)
∣

∣

∣

d(γ(s), γ j(s))

=

∣

∣

∣χ(γ)
(

F(γ) − F(γ j)
)

+ (1− χ(γ))
(

G(γ) −G(γ j)
)

+
(

χ(γ) − χ(γ j)
)(

F(γ j) −G(γ j)
)

∣

∣

∣

d(γ(s), γ j(s))

≤

∣

∣

∣χ(γ)
∣

∣

∣ ·
∣

∣

∣F(γ) − F(γ j)
∣

∣

∣

d(γ(s), γ j(s))
+

∣

∣

∣1− χ(γ)
∣

∣

∣ ·
∣

∣

∣G(γ) −G(γ j)
∣

∣

∣

d(γ(s), γ j(s))
+

∣

∣

∣χ(γ) − χ(γ j)
∣

∣

∣ ·
∣

∣

∣F(γ j) −G(γ j)
∣

∣

∣

d(γ(s), γ j(s))
. (298)

�

14.2. The Parallel Gradients. Section 14.1 was dedicated to defining the slope and proving some
basic properties about it. This will be done by taking the lower semicontinuous refinement of the
slope, see [C99] and [AGS12].

In addition to the standard assumptions about the metric measure space (X, d,m), in this Section
we assume thatX is weakly Riemannian. That is, the laplacian∆X of the metric measure space is
linear, see Section 11.2. As was shown this condition is equivalent to the existence of the diffusion
measuresΓµ on P(X), whereµ is a measure onX. In particular, this condition is equivalent to the
existence of the Wiener measuresΓx on P(X). Throughout this Section we will be pairing path
spaceP(X) with the diffusion measureΓm. Let us begin by defining the upper parallel gradient.

Definition 14.5. Given F ∈ L2(P(X), Γm) we say thatG ∈ L2(P(X), Γm) is a uppers-parallel
gradient forF if there exists a sequence of cylinder functionsFi ∈ Cyl(X) such thatFi → F
strongly inL2(P(X)) and|∂sFi |⇀ G′ weakly inL2(P(X)) with G′ ≤ G a.e.
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We will want to define the parallel gradient ofF as the uniqueminimalupper parallel gradient
for F. First we must study some basic properties of the upper gradients, and in particular using
Theorem 14.4 we arrive at the following:

Lemma 14.6.For F ∈ L2(P(X), Γm) and each s≥ 0 the following hold:

(1) The collection of upper s-parallel gradients for F is a closed convex subset of L2(P(X)).
(2) If G1, G2 are upper s-parallel gradients for F then so is G(x) ≡ min{G1(x),G2(x)}.

Proof. To prove the first statement let us remark on the convexity first. Namely assumeG1 andG2

are uppers-parallel gradients forF and letF1i, F2i ∈ Cyl(X) be cylinder functions with

|∂sF1i |⇀ G′1 ,

|∂sF2i |⇀ G′2 . (299)

For any 0≤ t ≤ 1 if we consider the sequenceFi ≡ tF1i + (1− t)F2i, then we clearly still have that
Fi → F strongly. Further, by Theorem 14.4 we have that

|∂sFi | ≤ t|∂sF1i | + (1− t)|∂sF2i |⇀ tG′1 + (1− t)G′2 ≤ tG1 + (1− t)G2 , (300)

which proves the convexity claim. To prove that the set is closed letG j be a sequence of upper

s-parallel gradients forF with G j ⇀ G. If Fi j ∈ Cyl(X) are cylinder functions withFi j
i→∞→ F and

|∂sFi j |
i→∞
⇀ G′j ≤ G j. Now we can use the usual diagonalization procedure to pick asubsequence

Fi = Fi j i such thatFi → F and|∂sFi |⇀ G′ ≤ G as claimed.
To prove the second claim we prove the following stronger statement. Namely, letB ⊆ P(X) be

a Borel set, then ifG1,G2 are uppers-parallel gradients forF, then so isχBG1 + χP(X)\BG2, where
χB is the characteristic function of the setB. To prove this it is enough, by the closed property of
the set of upper gradients, to show this for cylinder setse∗tB, whereB ⊆ X|t | is a compact subset.
That is, since the collection of cylinder sets is a an algebraof sets which generates the Borelσ-
algebra onP(X), if B is a Borel subset ofP(X) then there exists compact Borel cylinder setsB j

which converge in measure toB. In particular, we have thatχB jG1 + χBc
j
G2 ⇀ χBG1 + χBcG2, so

it is enough to prove that for eachj thatχB jG1 + χBc
j
G2 is an uppers-parallel gradient.

Now letB be a compact cylinder set, and for eachǫ > 0 letχǫ be a lipschitz cutoff function on
X|t | with χǫ ≡ 1 onB andχǫ ≡ 0 outside ofBǫ(B) andLip(χǫ ) < 2ǫ−1. We will show for each
ǫ > 0 thatχǫG1 + (1− χǫ)G2 is a weak upper gradient forF. Again, by using the closed property
of the upper gradients this then proves the claim. To see thislet F1i → F andF2i → F such that
|∂sF1i | ⇀ G′1 ≤ G1 and|∂sF2i | ⇀ G′2 ≤ G2. Let us consider the sequenceFi ≡ χǫF1i + (1− χǫ)F2i.
Clearly we haveFi → F, and further by using Theorem 14.4.5 we have that

|∂sFi | ≤ χǫ |∂sF1i | + (1− χ)|∂sF2i | + |∂sχǫ | · |F1i − F2i |
⇀ χǫG

′
1 + (1− χǫ)G′2 ≤ χǫG1 + (1− χǫ)G2 , (301)
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where we have used from Lemma 14.3 that|∂sχǫ | is uniformly bounded, which proves the claim.
�

Let us write down the primary application of the above:

Theorem 14.7.Let F ∈ L2(P(X), Γm), then there exists a unique upper s-parallel gradient G∈
L2(P(X), Γm) such that for any other upper s-parallel gradient G′ we have that G≤ G′ a.e. Further,
there exists a sequence of cylinder functions Fi → F such that|∂sFi | → G strongly.

Proof. To prove the first statement we note that since the set of uppers-parallel gradients is a closed
convex subset by Lemma 14.6, there exists an elementG with minimal L2 norm. If G′ is any other
upper gradient, then since min{G′,G} is also a upper gradient, we must have that min{G,G′} = G
a.e.

The second statement is a standard application of Mazur’s theorem. Namely, letFi → F be
any sequence such that|∂sFi | ⇀ G. By Mazur’s theorem we can find convex combinations
∑N(i)

j=i ci
j |∂sF j | with ci

j

j→∞
−→ 0 which converge strongly toG. In particular if we define the new

sequence

F′i ≡
N(i)
∑

j=i

ci
jF j , (302)

then clearlyF′i → F strongly still, while by using Theorem 14.4 we have that

|∂sF
′
i | ≤

N(i)
∑

j=i

ci
j |∂sF j | → G . (303)

BecauseG is minimal, we also have that lim inf|∂sF′i | ≥ G, and hence|∂sF′i | → G. �

Using the above we can make rigorous the notion of the parallel gradient.

Definition 14.8. Given F ∈ L2(P(X), Γm) we define thes-parallel gradient|∇sF | as the unique
minimal upper parallel gradient ofF as in Theorem 14.7.

Let us observe the following simple estimate:

Lemma 14.9.For any cylinder function F∈ Cyl(X) we have that the gradient satisfies the estimate

|∇sF | ≤ |∂sF | , (304)

Proof. Note that|∂sF | is the uppers-parallel gradient obtained by taking the constant sequence
Fi ≡ F. �

Now using Theorem 14.4 we immediately have the following important properties of the parallel
gradients:

Theorem 14.10.The following properties hold for the s-parallel gradients:
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(1) (Convexity) Let F,G ∈ L2(P(X), Γm), then we have the convexity estimate

|∇s(F +G)| ≤ |∇sF | + |∇sG| . (305)

(2) (Strongly Local) If F,G ∈ L2(P(X), Γm) with F = const on a neighborhood of the support
of G, then

|∇s(F +G)| = |∇sF | + |∇sG| . (306)

(3) (Stability under Lipschitz Calculus) If F∈ L2(P(X), Γm) andφ : R→ R is lipschitz, then

|∇s
(

φ ◦ F
)

| ≤ ||φ||Lip · |∇sF | . (307)

(4) (Leibnitz) If F,G ∈ L2(P(X), Γm) then we have the estimate

|∇(F ·G)|H1 ≤ |F | · |∇G|H1 + |G| · |∇F |H1 . (308)

14.2.1. Expressions of the Parallel Gradients.In this Section we discuss a notational convention
of the paper. We will often consider expressions of the form

∫ ∞

0
|∇sF | dµ(s) , (309)

or
∫ ∞

0
|∇sF |2 dµ(s) , (310)

whereµ(s) is a measure onR+. By definition we mean this to be the lower semicontinuous refine-
ment of the corresponding slope expressions. That is, in thespirit of the previous section let us
call G a (s, µ)-upper gradient forF if there existsF j → F with

∫ ∞
0
|∂sF j | dµ(s)⇀ G′ and such that

G ≤ G′. Then following the verbatim techniques as the last Sectionwe end up with the following:

Theorem 14.11.There exists for F∈ L2(P(X), Γm) a unique(s, µ)-upper gradient, which we denote
by

∫

|∇sF | dµ(s), such that for any other(s, µ)-upper gradient G we have that
∫ ∞

0
|∇sF | dµ(s) ≤ G

a.e.

The above defines for us the (s, µ)-parallel gradient ofF. A verbatim statement may be made
for

∫ ∞
0
|∇sF |2 dµ(s).

14.2.2. The Ls-Laplace operator.We end this Section with the following construction of the
Dirichlet energy associated with the parallel gradients and a listing of its basic properties, most
of which are immediate from Theorem 14.10. We begin with a definition:

Definition 14.12. Let D(Es) ⊆ L2(P(X), Γm) be the subset of functionsF with uppers-parallel
gradients. We define the path space energy functionalEs : D(Es)→ R by

Es[F] ≡
∫

P(X)
|∇sF |2 dΓx . (311)

As an immediate consequence of Theorem 14.10 we have the following:
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Theorem 14.13.The energy function Es : D(Es) → R is convex, nonnegative,2-homogeneous
and lower-semicontinuous. Furthermore, the following hold:

(1) (closed) The functional||F ||s ≡
√
||F ||L2 + Es(F) defines a complete norm onD(Es).

(2) (stability under lipschitz calculus) Given a1-lipschitz functionφ : R → R with φ(0) = 0
we have that Es[φ ◦ F] ≤ Es[F].

(3) (strongly local) If F,G ∈ D(E) are such that G is a constant on supp(F) ⊆ P(X), then
E(F +G) = E(F) + E(G).

Now we can apply standard techniques from the theory of convex functionals on Hilbert spaces
[FOT10] to build a laplace operator on path space associatedto thes-parallel gradients. Namely,
we can define the subgradient ofEs at a point in the usual manner

∂Es[F] ≡ {G : Es(F) + 〈G,H − F〉 ≤ Es(H) for everyH ∈ L2(P(X), Γm)} . (312)

Theorem 14.13 tells us, among other things, that the set∂Es[F] is a convex subset, and thus there
exists a unique element of minimalL2 norm, which we define as the gradient∇Es[F] ≡ LsF. Using
the standard theory of convex functionals on a Hilbert spacewe therefor obtain the following:

Theorem 14.14.There exists a densely defined operator Ls : D(Ls) ⊆ L2(P(X), Γm)→ R .

Let us remark that ifF isFs−-measurable, then we haveLsF = 0.

14.3. The Parallel Gradient on a Smooth Manifold. Let us now address the issue of the parallel
gradient on a smooth metric-measure space. In particular, we will see that thes-parallel gradient
as defined in Section 6.1 and as defined in this Section agree. For the sake of this Section let us
denote by|∇sF |∗ thes-parallel gradient as defined in Section 6.1. Then, we prove the following:

Theorem 14.15.Let (X, d,m) ≡ (Mn, g, e− f dvg) be a smooth metric-measure space with F∈
L2(P(M), Γm). Then for a.e.γ ∈ P(M) we have that|∇F |(γ) ≡ |∇F |∗(γ).

In fact, the main estimate of this Section will be to see that for a smooth cylinder functionF that

|∂sF | = |∇sF |∗ , (313)

where|∂sF | is the parallel slope as defined in Section 14.1. To see this requires several steps. To
begin with, let us use Theorem 13.11 and Theorem 13.10 in order to see the following connection
between the smooth parallel gradient and the parallel slopealong a piecewise geodesic:

Lemma 14.16.Let F be a smooth cylinder function andγ ∈ P(M) a piecewise geodesic in M,
then we have that

|∇sF |∗(γ) = |∂sF |(γ) . (314)
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Proof. Let us first observe by Theorem 13.11 we have that for a piecewise geodesicγ ∈ P(M)
that if v ∈ Tγ(s)M is a vector andsj → 0 is any sequence, then the variationV ≡ {V j} defined by
V j(t) = 0 for t < s andV j(t) ≡ expγ(t)(sjP−1

t Psv) is a s-parallel variation ofγ, wherePt is the usual
parallel translation map. In particular, we have by (114) and (286) that

sup
Vs

{|DVsF |(γ) : Vs is as-parallel variation} ≥ |∇sF |∗(γ) . (315)

Conversely, letV be as-parallel variation of a piecewise geodesicγ. Then by again by Theorem
13.11 we have that there exists a Cauchy sequencev′j ∈ Tγ(s)M with v′j → 0 such that if we consider
thes-parallel variationV′ given byV′j(t) = expγ(t)(P

−1
t Psv′j), thenV′ is equivalent toV in the sense

of Definition 13.4. In particular, we get easily from this, (114), and (286) the reverse inequality
from above, and hence

sup
Vs

{|DVsF |(γ) : Vs is as-parallel variation} = |∇sF |∗(γ) . (316)

Now the above holds for any piecewise geodesic. In particular, if we fix a piecewise geodesicγ
and a partitiont ∈ ∆[0,∞) we can apply the above to thet-approximationγt of γ to obtain

sup
Vs

{|DVsF |(γt) : Vs is as-parallel variation} = |∇sF |∗(γt) . (317)

Now in the case of a piecewise geodesicγ, or indeed any piecewise smooth curve, we have that

lim
t→∆
|∇sF |∗(γt)→ |∇sF |∗(γ) . (318)

In particular, combining this with the above gives

lim sup
t→∆

|DVsF |(γt) = lim sup
t→∆

|∇sF |∗(γt) = lim
t→∆
|∇sF |∗(γt) = |∇sF |(γ) , (319)

which proves the Lemma. �

On a smooth curveγ in M with v ∈ Tγ(0)M it is completely clear that if one considers any
sequence oft-approximationsγt → γ which converge toγ, then the parallel vector fieldsP−1

t v
alongγt converge uniformly toP−1

t v alongγ. Much less clear apriori is that there is a set of curves
γ ∈ P(M) of full measure along with vector fieldsV(t) along these curves such that if one again
considers any sequence oft-approximationsγt → γ which converge toγ, then the parallel vector
fieldsP−1

t v alongγt converge uniformly toV alongγ. Given this, it is maybe less surprising thatV
agrees with the stochastic parallel translationP−1

t v of v alongγ. This is a key point in the proof of
Theorem 14.15. Precisely we have the following:

Proposition 14.17.Let (Mn, g, e− f dvg) be a smooth metric-measure space with x∈ M. Then for
a.e.γ ∈ Px(M) and every v∈ TxM we have that for every increasing dense sequence of partitions
t ∈ ∆[0,∞) that the sequence of vector fields Vt ≡ P−1

t v along thet-approximationsγt converges
uniformly to the vector field V≡ P−1

t v alongγ, where Pt is usual parallel translation map alongγt

and the stochastic parallel translation map alongγ.
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Proof. Let us recall some basics of the construction of the stochastic parallel translation map. In
the construction one considers a sequence of increasingly dense partitionstm ⊆ ∆[0,∞) and the
corresponding spacePtm

x (M) ⊆ Px(M) of piecewise geodesics with vertices given bytm. On this
space one can consider the horizontal lifting mapPtm

x (M) → Px(FM) to the frame bundle, which
itself can be extended to a mappingHtm

: Px(M) → Px(FM) by composing with the projection
map Px(M) → Ptm

x (M) which takes a curveγ to its tm-approximation (which is unique away
from a set of measure zero). The basic result is thatHtm

converges in measure to a mapping
H : Px(M) → Px(FM), see [S99]. In particular, for every sequence of partitions tm then there
exists a subsequence such thatHtm

converges pointwise a.e. inPx(M). The stochastic parallel
translation map is nothing more than the identification of frames given by this lifting map.

Now let us consider sequences of increasingly dense partitions tm ∈ ∆[0,∞) such that each
elementtm

a is rational. The collection of all such sequences of rational partitions is itself a countable
set. To see this lettm be such a sequence and denote by|tm| ≡ Nm. Then we see that the sequence
tm defines an element ofQN1 ×QN2 × · · · , which is a countable set. Therefore the collection of all
such partitions is contained in the countable union of countable sets given by

⋃

~N QN1 ×QN2 × · · ·
with ~N ∈ N ×N × · · · , and thus is itself countable.

Applying the above tells us that there is a set of full measureS ⊆ Px(M) such that for every
sequence of rational partitionstm there exists a subsequence which converges pointwise onS to the
limit H(γ). We will now see that onS we must therefore have the stronger statement that forevery
sequence of increasingly dense partitionstm we have thatHtm

(γ) → H(γ), without necessarily
passing to a subsequence. This will of course prove the Theorem.

First let us apply a standard argument to make the following claim, namely that onS we have that
for every sequence of rational partitionstm that the sequenceHtm

(γ) → H(γ) converges, without
passing to a subsequence. Indeed, imagine this were not the case for some sequencetm, then we
can pick a subsequencet

′,m such thatdC0(Ht
′,m

(γ),H(γ)) > ǫ > 0 for all m. However sincet
′,m is

itself a sequence of rational partitions, there exists a subsequence which contradicts this.
Now let t ∈ ∆[0,∞) be an arbitrary partition. Note that because the evaluation maps are contin-

uous andΓx is a Borel probability measure that ift′ → t thenet′ → et in measure. In particular,
for eachǫ > 0 we can find a rational partitiont′ with |t| = |t′| such that away from a set of measure
ǫ we have for every curveγ ∈ Px(M) thatdC0(γt , γt′) < ǫ, whereγt, γt′ are the respective piecewise
geodesic approximations ofγ. Applying this toδ > 0 sufficiently small gives us that we can pick a
rational partition such that away from a set of measureǫ > 0 we have thatdC0(Ht(γ),Ht′(γ)) < ǫ.

Now let tm be an arbitrary sequence of increasingly dense partitions.Applying the previous
paragraph for eachm tells us that we can find a sequence of rational partitionst

′,m with |tm| = |t ′,m|
such that for eachmwe have that away from a set of measure 2−m we have that for eachγ ∈ Px(M)
that

dC0(Htm
(γ),Ht

′,m
(γ)) < 2−m .
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In particular, away from a set of measure 0 inS we have that every curve satisfies the above for all
but at most a finite number ofm. SinceHt

′,m
(γ) → H(γ) for everyγ ∈ S we must therefore have

that away from a set of measure 0 inS thatHtm
(γ)→ H(γ), as claimed. �

Our main application of the above is the following semi-continuity result, which will be the
main lemma allowing us to prove the main Theorem of the subsection:

Corollary 14.18. Let (Mn, g, e− f dvg) be a smooth metric-measure space with F a smooth cylinder
function. Then for a.e.γ ∈ P(M) we have that

|∇sF |∗(γ) = lim
t→∆
|∇sF |∗(γt) , (320)

whereγt is thet-approximation ofγ.

Remark14.2. Note that this does not claim that|∇F |∗ is a continuous function onP(M), which
need not be true.

Proof. For a smooth cylinder functionF = e∗t u let γm be any sequence of curves withγm → γ in
P(M), and letVm be any sequence of vector fields withVm→ V converging uniformly to a vector
field V alongγ. Then in particularVm(γm(t)) is converging uniformly toV(γ(t)) and thus

DVmF(γtm)→ DVF(γ) . (321)

Now by Proposition 14.17 we have that for a.e.γ ∈ Px(M) and any sequencetm ∈ ∆[0,∞) with
vm → v ∈ TxM, we have that thes-parallel vector fieldsVm(t) defined byVm(t) = P−1

t vm for s ≤ t
converge uniformly to thes-parallel vector fieldV(t) defined byV(t) ≡ P−1

t v alongγ. In particular,
let vm ≡ ∇sF(γtm)

|∇sF(γtm)| if ∇sF(γtm) , 0, with vm ≡ 0 otherwise. By the first paragraph, and choosing an
appropriate lim sup subsequence so thatvm→ v′ ∈ TxM, we therefore have that

lim sup|∇sF |∗(γtm) ≤ DV′F(γ) ≤ |∇sF |∗(γ) .

On the other hand, letv ≡ ∇sF(γ)
|∇sF(γ)| if ∇sF(γ) , 0, with v ≡ 0 otherwise. Then by considering the

s-parallel vectorfieldsVm(t) ≡ P−1
t v alongγtm and again applying the first paragraph we have that

|∇sF |∗(γ) = lim DVmF(γtm) ≤ lim inf |∇sF |∗(γtm) , (322)

where the lim inf is obtained by passing to the appropriate subsequence. Thus we have proved

|∇sF |∗(γ) = lim
m
|∇sF |∗(γtm) . (323)

Since this held for any increasingly dense sequencetm this proves the Corollary. �

We are now in a position to prove the main Theorem of this subsection:
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Proof of Theorem 14.15.Let F be a smooth cylinder function. In Lemma 14.16 we proved the
Theorem for any piecewise geodesicγ ∈ P(M). Now let γ ∈ P(M) satisfy the conditions of
Corollary 14.18. For any such curve we therefore have

|∂sF |(γ) = lim sup
t→∆

|∂sF |(γt) = lim sup
t→∆

|∇sF |∗(γt) = |∇sF |∗(γ) . (324)

Since this is a set of full measure this finishes the Theorem. �

15. BOUNDED RICCI CURVATURE ON A METRIC-MEASURE SPACE

In this Section we introduce the notion of bounded Ricci curvature on a metric-measure space,
and study some of its basic properties. Specifically, let us recall from Section 3 the following:

Definition 15.1. Let (X, d,m) be a metric measure space which satisfies (57) and which is weakly
Riemannian. Then we say thatX is a BR(κ,∞) space if for every functionF ∈ L2(P(X), Γm) we
have the inequality

|Lipx

∫

X
F dΓx| ≤

∫

P(X)
|∇0F | +

∫ ∞

0

κ

2
e
κ
2 s|∇sF | dΓx , (325)

for m− a.e. x ∈ X, where|Lipx · | is the lipschitz slope as in Section 11.2 and the expression on the
right hand side is as in Section 14.2.1 .

One consequence is that ifF is a cylinder function on path space, then using Lemma 14.3 we
see that the induced function

∫

P(M)
F dΓx on X is a lipschitz function.

Now having made rigorous sense of (325) in Section 14, the goal of this Section is to prove the
basic properties of such spaces. We begin in Section 15.1 by proving that spaces with bounded
Ricci curvature in the sense of (325) have Ricci curvature bounded from below in the sense of
Bakry-Emery. With the help of some estimates from this Section we prove in Section 15.2 that
a metric measure spaceX with bounded Ricci curvature is stochastically complete, and therefore
using the results of [AGS13] we will see that spaces with bounded Ricci curvature areRCD(−κ,∞)-
spaces, and in particular have lower Ricci bounded from below in the sense of Lott-Villani-Sturm.
In Section 15.3 we discuss the relationship between boundedRicci curvature and parallel transla-
tion invariant variations onP(X).

15.1. BR(κ,∞) =⇒ Bakry-Emery. In this Section we prove Theorem 3.5. That is, we prove
that a metric-measure space with Ricci curvature bounded byκ has lower Ricci curvature bounded
from below in the sense of Bakry-Emery. The proofs follow thesame moral lines as Theorems
6.6, 7.3 in Part 1 of the paper, however there are technical issues that must be addressed in the
nonsmooth cases.

We begin with the following important structural result.
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Lemma 15.2. Given a cylinder function F(γ) ≡ u(γ(t)) we have for every0 ≤ s ≤ t and a.e.
γ ∈ P(X) that

|∇sF |(γ) ≤ |∇u|(γ(t)) . (326)

Proof. Let us begin with the estimate

|∂sF |(γ) ≤ |Lip u|(γ(t)) , (327)

for a.e.γ. To see this letV = {V j} be as-parallel variation of a piecewise geodesicγwith v = {V j(t)}
the associated variation ofγ(t), then we can compute

|DVF | ≡ lim sup
j

|F(V j) − F(γ)|
d(V j(s), γ(s))

= lim sup
j

|u(V j(t)) − u(γ(t))|
d(V j(s), γ(s))

= lim sup
j

|u(V j(t)) − u(γ(t))|
d(V j(t), γ(t))

= |Dvu|(γ(t)) ≤ |Lip u|(γ(t)) , (328)

where we have used Theorem 13.10 in the third line. Since the variationV and piecewise geodesic
γ was arbitrary we get the claimed estimate|∂sF |(γ) ≤ |Lip u|(γ(t)). By definition|∇sF | is the lower
semicontinuous refinement of|∂sF |, and using [AGS12] we have similarly that|∇u| is the lower
semi-continuous refinement of|Lip u|. Thus, we can letua be a sequence of lipschitz functions on
X such that

ua→ u in L2(X,m) ,

|Lip ua| → |∇u| in L2(X,m) . (329)

Recall from Section 14 that to define|∇sF | we consider all sequences of cylinder functions
Fa → F, which converge inL2(P(X), Γm) to F, and then we consider upper gradient defined as
the weak limitG ≡ lim |∂sFa|, if it exists. We have from Theorem 14.7 that|∇sF | is the unique
upper gradient with|∇sF |(γ) ≤ G(γ) for every other weak upper gradient. In particular, consider
the sequence of cylinder functionsFa ≡ ua(γ(t)). Then after passing to subsequences we have by
using (327) that fora.e. γ ∈ P(X)

|∇sF |(γ) ≤ lim |∂sFa|(γ) ≤ lim |Lip ua|(γ(t)) = |∇u|(γ(t)) , (330)

for a.e.γ ∈ P(X), which proves the Lemma. �

This enables us to take the first step and prove a strong version of Theorem 3.5.2, which also
proves Theorem 3.2.1:
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Theorem 15.3.Let (X, d,m) be a BR(κ,∞) space, then for every lipschitz u∈ L2(X,m) we have
that

|∇Htu|(x) ≤ |Lip Htu|(x) ≤ e
κ
2 tHt|∇u| , (331)

for a.e. x∈ X. In particular, using the above for t= 0 gives the equality|Lip u|(x) = |∇u|(x) for
a.e. x∈ X and proves Theorem 3.2.1.

Proof. Let us begin with thet = 0 case by applying (325) to the test functionF(γ) ≡ u(γ(0)). Note
that

∫

P(X)
F dΓx = u(x) , (332)

and hence by (325) we have the estimate

|∇u| ≤ |Lip u| ≤
∫

Px(X)
|∇0F | dΓx , (333)

for a.e.x ∈ X. Using Lemma 15.2 therefore gives us for a.e.x ∈ X that

|∇u| ≤ |Lip u| ≤
∫

P(X)
|∇u|(γ(0))dΓx = |∇u|(x) . (334)

In particular we see thatX is an almost Riemannian space, which proves Theorem 3.2.1.
Now we will apply (325) to the test functionF(γ) ≡ u(γ(t)) wheret ≥ 0 in order to prove the

remaining part of the Theorem. Note that
∫

P(X)
F dΓx =

∫

X
u(y)ρt(x, dy) = Htu(x) , (335)

and hence by (325) we have the estimate

|∇Htu|(x) ≤ |Lip Htu|(x) = |Lip
∫

P(X)
F dΓx| ≤

∫

P(X)
|∇0F | +

∫ ∞

0

κ

2
e
κ
2 s|∇sF | dΓx . (336)

Now as in Lemma 15.2 we further have for a.e.x ∈ X the estimate
∫

P(X)
|∇0F | +

∫ ∞

0

κ

2
e
κ
2 s|∇sF | dΓx ≡ inf

F j→F

∫

P(X)
|∂0F j | +

∫ ∞

0

κ

2
e
κ
2 s|∂sF j | dΓx

≤ inf
uj→u

∫

P(X)
|∂0e

∗
t u j | +

∫ ∞

0

κ

2
e
κ
2 s|∂se

∗
t u j | dΓx , (337)

where in the second infinimum we are considering all sequencesu j ∈ L2(X,m) be such thatu j → u.
Then as in Lemma 14.3 we have fors > t that |∂se∗t u j | = 0, while for s ≤ t we have the estimate
|∂se∗t u j | ≤ |Lip u|(γ(t)). Plugging this in and using that we have now proved thatX is almost
Riemannian yields for a.e.x ∈ X that

|∇Htu| = |Lip Htu| ≤ inf
uj→u

∫

P(X)
|Lip u j |(γ(t)) +

∫ ∞

0

κ

2
e
κ
2 s|Lip u j |(γ(t)) dΓx ,

≤ e
κ
2 tHt|Lip u| = e

κ
2 tHt|∇u| , (338)
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which proves the Theorem. �

To prove Theorem 3.5.3 and Theorem 3.5.4 we rely on the following corollary of Theorem 3.5.2:

Lemma 15.4.Let X be a BR(κ,∞) space, then the following estimates hold for every u∈W1,2(X,m):

(1) |∇Htu|2 ≤ eκtHt|∇u|2.
(2) Hs|∇Ht−su|2 ≤ eκ(t−s)Ht|∇u|2.
(3) Hs|∇Ht−su|2 ≥ e−κs|∇Htu|2.

Proof. The first estimate is simply an application of Hölders inequality. That is, by Theorem 3.5.2
we have

|∇Htu|2 ≤
(

e
κ
2 tHt |∇u|

)2

= eκt
(

∫

X
|∇u|ρt(x, dy)

)2

≤ eκt
∫

X
ρt(x, dy)

∫

X
|∇u|2ρt(x, dy)

≤ eκtHt|∇u|2 , (339)

for a.e.x ∈ X. There is only a little care needed since recall we have not yet provedX is stochas-
tically complete. That is, the heat kernel is notapriori a probability measure. However we always
have the estimate

∫

X
ρt(x, dy) ≤ 1, which is sufficient. For (2) we directly apply (1) to the function

Ht−su. Similarly, for (3) we use (1) and the convolution property of the heat flow to conclude

|∇Htu|2 = |∇HsHt−su|2 ≤ eκsHs|∇Ht−su|2 , (340)

for a.e.x ∈ X,as claimed. �

Now we can prove Theorem 3.5.3-3.5.5:

Proof of Theorem 3.5.3-3.5.5.The argument follows closely the original homotopy argument of
[BE85], however a key point from [AGS12] is the ability to identify the energy measure [u] of a
functionu ∈ W1,2(X,m) with the Dirichlet energy. Specifically, letu ∈ W1,∞(X,m) ∩ D(∆X) and
t > 0 be fixed. Then fors ∈ [0, t] we can consider the family of functions

Hs(Ht−su)2 . (341)

The restriction onu gives us that the family of functions is differentiable insand a simple compu-
tation gives that

d
ds

Hs(Ht−su)2
=

1
2

Hs

(

∆X(Ht−su)2 − 2Ht−su∆XHt−su
)

. (342)

Now by Theorem 11.4 we can then write

d
ds

Hs(Ht−su)2
= Hs[Ht−su] = Hs|∇Ht−su|2 , (343)
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which by integration gives us

Htu
2 −

(

Htu
)2
=

∫ t

0
Hs|∇Ht−su|2 . (344)

Now by applying Lemma 15.4 we get the estimates

Htu
2 −

(

Htu
)2 ≤ κ−1(eκt − 1)Ht|∇u|2 ,

Htu
2 −

(

Htu
)2 ≥ κ−1(1− e−κt)|∇Htu|2 , (345)

which completes the proofs of Theorem 3.5.3 and Theorem 3.5.4. To prove Theorem 3.5.5 one
argues in the same way with respect to the family of functionsHs

(

Ht−su ln Ht−su
)

. �

Now let us remark that the almost Riemannian property of Theorem 3.2.1 and Theorem 3.5.4
implies the strong Feller property of Theorem 3.2.3:

Corollary 15.5. If (X, d,m) is a BR(κ,∞) space, then the heat flow to any L2 function immediately
makes the function become lipschitz.

Remark15.1. Of course all that is being used in the above are the implied lower Ricci curvature
bounds given by the previous results of the Section.

15.2. BR(κ,∞) =⇒ RCD(−κ,∞) =⇒ Lott-Villani-Sturm. In this Section we begin by proving
Theorem 3.2.2, that a metric measure space with bounded Ricci curvature is stochastically com-
plete. We will get as a corollary, when combined with the results of Section 15.1, thatX has the
lower Ricci curvature boundRCD(−κ,∞). In particular,X has a lower Ricci curvature bound of
−κ in the sense of Lott-Villani-Sturm.

We begin with the following

Theorem 15.6.Let (X, d,m) be a BR(κ,∞) space. Then the following, equivalent, conditions all
hold:

(1) For x ∈ X and t≥ 0 we have that the heat kernel measuresρt(x, dy) on X are probability
measures. That is,

∫

X
ρt(x, dy) = 1.

(2) For Γx a.e.γ ∈ Px(X∗) we have that the lifetime T(γ) = ∞ is not finite.
(3) For each probability measureµ on X we have that the corresponding diffusion measureΓµ

is a probability measure on P(X).

Remark15.2. We refer to Section 11.3.1 for the terminology.

Proof. Having proved Theorem 3.5 in Section 15.1 we have in particular for everyu ∈ W1,2(X,m)
the estimate

Htu
2 −

(

Htu
)2 ≤ κ−1(eκt − 1)Ht|∇u|2 . (346)
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If x0 ∈ X is a fixed point let us denote byd0(x) ≡ d(x0, x) the distance function to some point
x0. Now letur(y) ≡ φr(d0(y)) whereφr(s) is a cutoff function onR with φr = 1 on [−r, r], φr = 0
outside of [−2r, 2r], and|φ̇r | ≤ r−1. Therefore we have the pointwise estimate

|∇ur |(x) ≤ |Lip ur |(x) ≤ r−1 . (347)

Now if we apply the test functionsur to (346) we obtain the estimate

Htu
2
r −

(

Htur
)2 ≤ κ−1(eκt − 1)r−2 . (348)

Note the following estimates

lim
r→∞

Htur(x) =
∫

X
ρt(x, dy) = ρt(x,X) ,

lim
r→∞

Htu
2
r (x) =

∫

X
ρt(x, dy) = ρt(x,X) , (349)

and therefore by lettingr tend to infinity we get

ρt(x,X)
(

1− ρt(x,X)
)

= 0 . (350)

Finally, sinceρt(x,X) is continuous in time andρ0(x,X) = 1 [FOT10], we have for allt ≥ 0 and
x ∈ X that

∫

X
ρt(x, dy) = 1 , (351)

as claimed. To get (2) we recall that the diffusion measure satisfies the condition

ρt(x, dy) ≡ et,∗Γx . (352)

Hence if (2) failed then for somet > 0 we would have thatΓx, as a measure onP(X), is not a
probability measure, and henceρt(x, dy) is not a probability measure, which is a contradiction. To
get (3) we just note that

Γµ =

∫

X
Γx dµ(x) , (353)

and hence since we just argued thatΓx are all probability measures, then so isΓµ . �

Now by applying Theorem 3.5, Theorem 3.2.2 and [AGS12-2] we can immediately conclude
Theorem 3.6.

15.3. Bounded Ricci Curvature and the Existence of Parallel Translation Invariant Varia-
tions. On a smooth manifoldM if one were to pick a smooth curveγ and a vectorv ∈ Tγ(0)M then
there exists a parallel translation invariant vector fieldV(t) alongγ for whichV(0) = v. More gen-
erally, the stochastic parallel translation map shows us this is still true for at leasta.e. continuous
γ ∈ P(M).

One could pose a similar question on a metric-measure spaceX. Given a continuous curve
γ ∈ P(X) and a variationv of γ(0), does there exist arbitrarily dense partitionst such that there
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exists a parallel translation invariant variationV of γt such thatV(0) ≡ v. For a general metric-
measure space there is likely quite uncommon. However, in analogy with the smooth manifold
case, we will see in this Section that at least fora.e. γ ∈ P(X) such an extension exists fora.e.
variation ofγ(0). The key point is to make rigorous the meaning ofa.e. variation ofγ(0). The only
natural way to do this is to useW1,2(X,m) functions. More precisely we prove Theorem 3.2.4:

Theorem 15.7.Given any u∈ W1,2(X,m) let us consider the function F(γ) ≡ u(γ(0)). Then for
a.e. γ ∈ P(X) we have that

|∇u|(γ(0)) = |∇0F |(γ(0)) . (354)

Proof of Theorem 3.2.4.Note that forF(γ) ≡ u(γ(0)) we have that
∫

P(X)
F dΓx = u(x) , (355)

and by using Lemma 14.3 we have fors> 0 the estimate

|∇sF | = 0 . (356)

Thus by using (325) we have fora.e. x ∈ X the estimate

|∇u|(x) ≤
∫

P(M)
|∇0F | dΓx . (357)

However using Lemma 15.2 we have fora.e. x ∈ X and a.e.γ ∈ Px(M) the pointwise estimate

|∇0F |(γ) ≤ |∇u|(x) . (358)

Combining these yields fora.e. x ∈ X and a.e.γ ∈ Px(M) the estimate

|∇u|(x) = |∇0F |(γ) , (359)

as claimed. �

16. RICCI CURVATURE AND MARTINGALES ON P(X)

In this Section we explore the relationship between Ricci curvature and martingales onP(X).
In particular, we will see that there is a strong connection between both the lower and bounded
Ricci curvature of a metric-measure space, and the regularity of a martingale onP(X). As was
discussed in the introduction, in the smooth case we focued on martingales on the spacesPx(X)
with respect to the measureΓx. Because we are working with metric-measure spaces it is more
convenient not to focus on based path space and instead studyto full path space. That is, we will
instead study martingales onP(X) with respect to the measureΓm. In fact, there is little difference
as if we take a continuous martingaleF t on P(X) with respect toΓm, then it is easy to check that
its restriction to eachPx(X) is a martingale onPx(X) with respect toΓx. That is, we are in effect
studying martingales on all thePx(X) simultaneously. With a lower Ricci curvature bound in effect,
and hence a certain regularity control on the Wiener measure, it is easy to revert back to the study
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of Px(X) martingales by the same methods, however we find it more natural to consider the full
path space so that such assumptions are not apriori necessary.

To understand the relationship between martingales and ricci curvature let us recall the follow-
ing. The one parameter family ofσ-algebrasFt on P(X) gives rise to a method for decomposing
functionsF ∈ L2(P(X), Γm) on path space into a one parameter family of functionsF t by pro-
jecting F to the closed subspace ofFt-measurable functions. The familyF t is a martingale, see
Section 16.1 for a more general definition. In general, it is areasonable question to ask about the
time-regularity of the evolution of the familyF t. The first results of this Section are for lower
Ricci curvature, and tell us that on a metric-measure space with a lower Ricci curvature bound that
everymartingaleF t is pointwise continuous in time. That is, forγ ∈ P(X) we have thatF t(γ) is a
continuous function of time, see Section 16.1 for a precise statement and proof.

In Section 16.2 we study more refined regularity properties of a martingaleF t associated with
boundson the ricci curvature. Specifically, recall that associated with every martingale is its qua-
dratic variation [F t] and its infinitesmal [dFt]. The family F t is highly nondifferentiable int, see
Part 1 for a discussion of this, and in essence [dFt] is the appropriate replacement for the time
derivative ofF t. The first connection between martingales and bounded Riccicurvature is given in
Section 16.2, where Theorem 3.3 is proved and it is shown thata bound on the Ricci curvature is
equivalentto estimates on [dFt] by the parallel gradients ofF. In particular, a consequence of this
is that for a nice martingaleF t, in particular those generated by cylinder functions, we have as a
mapping [0,∞)→ L2(P(X), Γm) thatF t is C

1
2 -Hölder continuous.

In Section 16.3 we see that the results of Section 16.1 for spaces with lower Ricci curvature may
be refined for spaces with bounded Ricci curvature. Namely, as was discussed it is shown in Section
16.1 that for a general martingaleF t thatF t(γ) is a continuous function of time forγ ∈ P(X). In
Section 16.3 we refine this on spaces with bounded Ricci curvature and prove Theorem 3.2.4. That
is, for martingalesF t generated by functionsF which are lipschitz with respect to the parallel
gradient, in particular cylinder functions, we have thatF t(γ) is Cα-Hölder continuous for every
α < 1

2.

16.1. Lower Ricci Curvature and the Continuous Martingale Property. Let us first recall from
Section 5.2 that for a functionF ∈ L1(P(X), Γm) on path space that theFt-expectation ofF may be
written

F t(γ) =
∫

P(X)
Fγt(σ) dΓγ(t) ≡

∫

P(X)
F(γ[0,t] ◦ σ) dΓγ(t) . (360)

We callF t the martingale generated byF. If F ∈ L2(P(X), Γm) then this is the same as the projec-
tion of F to the closed subspaceFt-measurable functions, and we callF t a L2-martingale. More
generally, a familyF t of Ft-measurable functions inL1(P(X), Γm) is called a martingale if for each
t < T we have thatF t

= (FT)t a.e. We will be especially interested in Theorem 16.2 in the time
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regularity of such a family. Because eachF t is only defined up to a set of measure zero, let us
begin with a formal definition that will be convenient when discussing this issue:

Definition 16.1. Let Xt, X̃t : P(X) → R be stochastic processes, that is, each is a one parameter
family of functions such thatXt, X̃t areFt-measurable. We sayXt andX̃t are versions of each other
if for eacht ≥ 0 we have thatXt

= X̃t
Γm-a.e.

We will often be interested in the pointwise time regularityof a martingaleF t, and so by this we
mean of some version. An interesting and very general theorem, which in particular applies to all
weakly Riemannian metric-measure spacesX, is that for every martingaleF t there exists acadlag
version [K06]. That is, forγ ∈ P(X) we have thatF t(γ) : [0,∞) → R is right continuous with left
limits. In general this is the most regularity one could hopefor when studying a martingale on a
general metric-measure space.

It turns out that a good deal of stochastic analysis focuses on continuousmartingales, and that
they enjoy many additional structural properties not satisfied generally. That is, a continuous
martingale is one such that there exists a version such that for eachγ ∈ P(X) we have thatF t(γ) is a
continuous function. The following generalization of Theorem 3.2.3 is the continuous martingale
property. Namely, it tells us that on a space with a lower Ricci curvature bound, a martingale
always has a continuous version:

Theorem 16.2.Let (X, d,m) be a RCD(κ,∞) space. That is, let X be a weakly Riemannian space
with lower Ricci curvature bounded from below in the sense of[AGS12-2]. If F t is a martingale
on X, then there exists a continuous version of Ft.

To prove the above we begin with the following well understood estimates, see for instance
[LV09], [St06], [AGS12-2].

Lemma 16.3. Let (X, d,m) be a weakly Riemannian space with Ricci curvature bounded from
below in the RCD(−κ,∞) sense. Then the following hold:

(1) For each t≥ 0 fixed we have that the mappingρt(·, dy) : X → P2(X) is eκt-lipschitz with
respect 2-Wasserstein distance onP2(X).

(2) The mappingρ·(·, dy) : R+ ×X→ P2(X) is continuous with respect 2-Wasserstein distance
onP2(X).

Proof. The first estimate follows from two points. First from [AGS12] we see that forx ∈ X fixed
we have thatρt(x, dy), as a function oft, is gradient flow ofδx by the entropy functional with respect
to the distance functionW2 onP2(X). In particular, since the entropy functional is−κ-convex one
has the contraction property

W2(ρt(x0, dy), ρt(x1, dy)) ≤ eκtW2(δx0, δx1) = eκtd(x0, x1) , (361)

as claimed.
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To prove the second claim note that the flow ofρt(x, dy) in the t variable, withx held fixed, is
always continuous since it may be identified with the gradient flow of the entropy functional. Since
P2(X) is a complete metric space it is enough to prove sequential continuity. Thus let (t j, xj) →
(t, x) and fixǫ > 0. By the previous statement we know for allj sufficiently large that

W2

(

ρt j (x, dy), ρt(x, dy)
)

<
ǫ

2
. (362)

Further by the first part of the Lemma we have for allj sufficiently large that

W2

(

ρt j (xj , dy), ρt j (x, dy)
)

< eκt j d(xj , x) <
ǫ

2
. (363)

Combining these two with a triangle inequality gives the desired result. �

Now we can finish the proof of Theorem 16.2:

Proof of Theorem 16.2.Let us begin by assuming thatF = e∗t u ∈ Cyl(X) is a cylinder function and
consider the martingaleF t generated byF. Note then that using (360) we may explicitly write a
version ofF t by

F t(γ) =
∫

X|t|−k−1
u(γ(t1), . . . , γ(tk), yk+1, . . . , y|t|)ρtk+1−t(γ(t), dyk+1) · · ·ρt|t |−t|t |−1(y|t |−1, dy|t|)

=

∫

X

(

∫

X|t|−k−2
u(γ(t1), . . . , γ(tk), yk+1, . . . , y|t|) · · ·ρtk+2−tk+1(yk+1, dyk+2)

)

ρtk+1−t(γ(t), dyk+1) ,

(364)

wheretk+1 is the smallest element of the partition witht < tk+1. Note that by the Feller property of
Corollary 15.5 that

v(yk+1) ≡
∫

X|t|−k−2
u(γ(t1), . . . , γ(tk), yk+1, . . . , y|t|) · · · ρtk+1−tk(yk+1, dyk+2) , (365)

is a continuous function ofyk+1 with compact support. Thus, it is reasonable to write

F t(γ) =
∫

X
v(y)ρtk+1−t(γ(t), dy) . (366)

Now let us fixγ ∈ P(X) and viewF t(γ) as a function oft. Now by Lemma 16.3 we have that
ρtk+1−t(γ(t), dy) is continuous int as a family of measures with respect to the 2-Wasserstein distance.
On the other hand, sincev(y) is a continuous function with compact support, it therefore follows
that

∫

X
v(y)ρtk+1−t(γ(t), dy) is a continuous function oft. In particular, foreveryγ ∈ P(X) we have

thatF t(γ) is a continuous function oft, as claimed.
Now letF t be a martingale and letT > 0 be fixed. Note that there always exists acadlagversion

[K06], which we assume we are working with. Let us choose a sequence of cylinder functions
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F j ∈ Cyl(X) such thatF j → FT in L1(X, Γm). Note thatGt
j ≡ F t

j − F t is a martingale withGT
j → 0

in L1. Let ST
j ≡ sup0,T |Gt

j |, then we can apply the Doob inequality [K06] to get that

Γm
{

ST
j ≥ ǫ

}

≤
||GT

j ||L1

ǫ
→ 0 . (367)

Thus for a.e.γ ∈ P(X) we have thatST
j (γ) → 0, and in particular thatF t

j(γ) → F t(γ) uniformly.
SinceF t

j(γ) are continuous, therefore so isF t(γ).
�

An important corollary of Theorem 16.2 is the following:

Corollary 16.4. Let (X, d,m) be a RCD(κ,∞) space. If Ft is a martingale on X and[F t] is its
quadratic variation, then there exists a continuous version of [F t]. That is, for a.e.γ ∈ P(X) we
have that[F t](γ) is a continuous function of time.

Proof. Recall that ifF t is cadlagthen [F t] can be defined as the unique right continuous process
with [F0] = 0, (F t)2 − [F t] is a martingale, and such that the jumps of [F t] satisfy∆[F t] = ∆(F t)2.
In particular, ifF t(γ) is continuous then we see that [F t](γ) is as well. �

16.2. Bounded Ricci Curvature and Quadratic Variation. Recall from Part 1 of the paper that
the quadratic variation of aL2-martingaleF t is defined by

[F t] ≡ lim
ℓ(t)→0

∑

(

F ta+1 − F ta
)2
, (368)

wheret ∈ ∆[0, t] is a partition of [0, t] and ℓ(t) ≡ sup|ta+1 − ta|. Note as in [K06] that this limit
exists at least in measure. From this one can define the infinitesmal quadratic variation by

[dFt] ≡ lim
(

F t+s − F t)2

s
, (369)

which is nonnegative and exists for a.e. time. The main result of this Section is the proof of
Theorem 3.3. More specifically, we will prove the following,which we will see is a slight gener-
alization.

Theorem 16.5.Let (X, d,m) be a weakly Riemannian metric-measure space. Then the following
are equivalent:

(1) For every F∈ L2(P(X), Γm) we have the estimate

|∇x

∫

P(X)
F dΓx| ≤

∫

P(X)
|∇0F | +

∫ ∞

0

κ

2
e
κ
2 s|∇sF | dΓγ(t) .

(2) For every F∈ L2(P(X), Γm) we have the estimate
√

[dFt](γ) ≤
∫

P(X)
|∇tF |(γ[0,t] ◦ σ) +

∫ ∞

t

κ

2
e
κ
2 (s−t)|∇sF |(γ[0,t] ◦ σ) dΓγ(t) .

Let us first see that this implies Theorem 3.3.
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proof of Theorem 3.3 given Theorem 16.5.Let us first assume thatX is aBR(κ,∞) space. Then we
have that Theorem 16.5.1 holds, and hence that Theorem 16.5.2 holds. Further, since we proved
Theorem 3.2.1 in the previous Section we know thatX is an almost Riemannian space. Hence we
have proved one direction of Theorem 3.3.

On the other hand, ifX is an almost Riemannian space and Theorem 16.5.2 holds, thenby
Theorem 16.5 we have that Theorem 16.5.1 holds. Further, using thatX is almost Riemannian we
have that|Lipx

∫

P(X)
F dΓx| = |∇x

∫

P(X)
F dΓx|, and henceX is a BR(κ,∞) space, which finishes the

proof of Theorem 3.3. �

To prove Theorem 16.5 we will focus on cylinder functionsF ∈ Cyl(X). From this one can
extend in the usual fashion toL2(P(X), Γm). The first point to address is to compute the quadratic
variation of a martingale induced by a cylinder function.

Lemma 16.6.Let F = e∗t u ∈ Cyl(X) be a cylinder function, then for t≥ 0 we have that

[dFt](γ) =
∣

∣

∣∇x

∫

P(X)
Fγt dΓx

∣

∣

∣

2
(γ(t)) , (370)

for a.e.γ ∈ P(X).

Proof. Using (360) we can compute that ifF = e∗t u is a cylinder function then for allt ≥ 0 ands
sufficiently small so isF t+s with

F t+s(γ) = vs(γ(t1), . . . , γ(tk), γ(t + s))

=

∫

X|t|−k−1
u(γ(t1), . . . , γ(tk), yk+1, . . . , y|t|)ρtk+1−t−s(γ(t + s), dyk+1) · · · ρt|t|−t|t |−1(y|t|−1, dy|t|) ,

(371)

wheretk is the smallest element of the partitiont with tk ≤ t. From this we can write

F t(γ) ≡
∫

X
vs(γ(t1), . . . , γ(tk), y)ρs(γ(t), dy) . (372)

Now combining these and observing that

v0(γ(t1) . . . , γ(tk), γ(t)) =
∫

P(X)
Fγt dΓγ(t) ,

allows us to compute

[dFt](γ) = lim
∫

P(X)

(

F t+s − F t)2

s
dΓγ(t)

= lim
1
s

∫

X

(

v(γ(t1), . . . , γ(tk), ys) −
∫

M
v(γ(t1), . . . , γ(tk), zs)ρs(γ(t), dzs)

)2

ρs(γ(t), dys) ,

= lim
1
s

∫

X

(

w(ys) −
∫

X
w(zs)ρs(γ(t), dzs)

)2

ρs(γ(t), dys) , (373)
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where withγ fixed we have writtenws(y) ≡ vs(γ(t1), . . . , γ(tk), y). To deal with the limit on the last
line we see from [FOT10] and Section 11.2 that

lim
1
s

∫

X

(

ws(ys) −
∫

X
ws(zs)ρs(γ(t), dzs)

)2

ρs(γ(t), dys) = [w0](γ(t)) , (374)

where [w0] is the energy measure ofw0, see Section 11.2, and we have used thatws is differentiable
in s a.e becausetk+1 − t > 0. Using [AGS12-2] we are therefore able to compute form-a.e.γ(t),
and henceΓm-a.e.γ ∈ P(X), that

[dFt](γ) = |∇w0|2(γ(t)) = |∇x

∫

P(X)
Fγt dΓx|2(γ(t)) , (375)

as claimed.
�

Now let us prove Theorem 16.5:

proof of Theorem 16.5.Note that ifF ∈ Cyl(X) is a cylinder function then by applying Lemma
16.6 toF at t = 0 we have that [dF0] is a function onX given by

√

[dF0](x) = |∇
∫

P(X)
F dΓx| . (376)

In particular, we see that Theorem 16.5.2 att = 0 is equivalent to Theorem 16.5.1. We need
therefore to see that Theorem 16.5.1 implies Theorem 16.5.2for t > 0.

Let us first use Lemma 16.6 as well as the assumed bound on the Ricci curvature in order to
conclude

|∇
∫

P(X)
Fγt dΓγ(t)| ≤

∫

P(X)
|∇0Fγt | +

∫ ∞

0

κ

2
e
κ
2 s|∇sFγt | dΓγ(t) . (377)

In the smooth case one could conclude|∇sFγt | = |∇t+sF | and therefore the main result. In the
nonsmooth case things are more subtle. We clearly still havethe estimate|∂sFγt | = |∂t+sF |, however
the procedure of taking the lower semi-continuous refinement may apriori destroy the equality
of|∇sFγt | = |∇t+sF |. Thus, let us begin by seeing that the above implies the seemingly weaker
inequality

√

[dFt] ≤
∫

P(X)
|∂tF | +

∫ ∞

t

κ

2
e
κ
2 (s−t)|∂sF | dΓγ(t) , (378)

for all cylinder functionsF. Recall that by definition

|∇tF | +
∫ ∞

t

κ

2
e
κ
2 (s−t)|∇sF | = lim inf

F j→F

(

|∂tF j | +
∫ ∞

t

κ

2
e
κ
2 (s−t)|∂sF j |

)

, (379)

see Section 14. Now to finish letF ∈ L2(P(X), Γm) with F j ∈ L2(P(X), Γm) cylinder functions be
such thatF j → F, and such that|∂tF j | +

∫ ∞
t
κ
2e
κ
2 (s−t)|∂sF j | → |∇tF | +

∫ ∞
t
κ
2e
κ
2 (s−t)|∇sF | strongly in

L2 and pointwise a.e, see Theorem 14.7. After passing to another subsequence we can assume by
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the usual methods that for a.e.t ≥ 0 that [dFt
j] → [dFt] a.e. Plugging this into (378) gives for a.e.

γ ∈ P(X) that

√

[dFt] ≤
∫

P(X)
|∇tF | +

∫ ∞

t

κ

2
e
κ
2 (s−t)|∇sF | dΓγ(t) , (380)

as claimed. �

16.3. Bounded Ricci Curvature and Hölder Continuous Martingale Property. The main The-
orem of this Section is to study the time regularity of a martingale onP(X). That is, we wish to
prove Theorem 3.2.4, which is restated below:

Theorem 16.7.Let X be a BR(κ,∞) space with F∈ L2(P(X), Γm) a FT-measurable function for
some T< ∞, which satisfies the uniform lipschitz conditionsup|∇sF | < A. Then the induced
martingale Ft has a representative such that for a.e.γ ∈ P(X) we have that Ft(γ) is a Cα-Holder
continuous for allα < 1

2.

Note in particular that by Lemma 14.3 and Lemma 14.9 that the above holds for all cylinder
functionsF ∈ Cyl(X).

The proof of the Theorem requires the various structure thathas been built throughout Section
16. Additionally we require the following Hölder version of the Kolmogorov continuity theorem.

Lemma 16.8(Kolmogorov Hölder Continuity Theorem). Let Xt : P(X) → R be a cadlag process,
and assume there exists a, b,C > 0 such that

∫

P(X)
|Xt − Xs|a ≤ C|t − s|1+b , (381)

then for a.e.γ ∈ P(X) we have that Xt(γ) is Cα-Hölder continuous for everyα < b
a.

We refer the reader to [K06] for a proof of the lemma. Strictlyspeaking, a weaker version of
the Kolmogorov continuity theorem is stated in [K06], however it can be checked that the proof
actually gives the stated result.

Let us now prove Theorem 16.7:

Proof of Theorem 16.7:If F ∈ L2(P(X), Γm) then by Theorem 3.3 we have that there existsC(κ,A,T) ≡
eκTA2, whereκ is the Ricci bound of the metric-measure space, such that we have the uniform es-
timate

[dFt] ≤ C , (382)

for all t and a.e.γ ∈ P(X).
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Our main estimate required to prove the Theorem is the following. We will show for each integer
k ∈ N that

∫

P(X)

∣

∣

∣F t − Fs
∣

∣

∣

2k
dΓm ≤

(2k)!
2k

Ck |t − s|k . (383)

Then by applying lemma 16.8 to alla = 2k andb = k − 1 we will have proved the Theorem. We
will prove the estimate by induction, so let us begin with thek = 1 base case. Here we can use the
defining properties of the quadratic variation to compute

∫

P(X)

∣

∣

∣F t − Fs
∣

∣

∣

2
dΓm =

∫

P(X)
[F t] − [Fs] dΓm

=

∫ t

s

∫

P(X)
[dFu] dΓm ≤ C|t − s| , (384)

as claimed.
Now to prove the induction step, let us fixs< t and consider the martingale generated byF t−Fs.

Thus foru ∈ (s, t] we have that
(

F t − Fs)u
= Fu − Fs and foru ≤ s we have that

(

F t − Fs)u
= 0.

Further, we have foru ∈ (s, t] that that the quadratic variation is given by [
(

F t − Fs)u] = [Fu].
Let us note from Theorem 16.2 and Corollary 16.4 that both themartingale

(

F t − Fs)u and its
quadratic variation are continuous in time. In particular,we can apply the Ito formula [K06] with
respect to a smooth functionf : R→ R to obtain

∫

P(X)
f (F t − Fs) dΓm =

1
2

∫

P(X)

∫ t

s
f ′′(Fu − Fs)[dFu] dΓm . (385)

Now assume we have proved the claim for somek, and we wish to show the claim fork+ 1. Then
applying the Ito formula tof (x) ≡ x2(k+1) we obtain

∫

P(X)
|F t − Fs|2(k+1) dΓm =

(2k+ 2)(2k+ 1)
2

∫

P(X)

∫ t

s
|Fu − Fs|2k[dFu] dΓm

≤ (2k+ 2)(2k+ 1)
2

C|t − s|
∫

P(X)
|F t − Fs|2k dΓm

≤ (2k+ 2)(2k+ 1)
2

Ck+1 (2k)!
2k
|t − s|k+1

=
(2k+ 2)!

2k+1
Ck+1 |t − s|k+1 , (386)

as claimed, which therefore finishes the proof of the Theorem.
�

17. BOUNDED RICCI CURVATURE AND ANALYSIS ON PATH SPACE

In this Section we introduce the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator on the path space of a metric-
measure space, and discuss some of its properties. Classically, on a smooth manifold, the Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck operator is defined on based path space. As in our discussion of martingales, it is better
on nonsmooth spaces to begin by considering all the based path spaces simultaneously and to dis-
cuss the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator as an operator onL2(P(X), Γm). Also as with the martingale
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case, once some basic structure is in place, for instance a lower Ricci curvature bound, one can
argue by methods similar to this section to then consider theoperator on each based path space
individually if one is interested.

In Section 17.1 we introduce theH1
0-gradient on a general metric space, and prove some of its

basic properties. In particular, we show that on a smooth metric-measure space the definition agrees
with the standard one. Much of the work for this constructionis analogous to Section 14 when we
constructed variations and the parallel gradient. In Section 17.2.2 we use theH1

0-gradient to build
a Dirichlet form onL2(P(X), Γm), which allows us to define the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operatorand
discuss some of its basic points. In Section 17.3 we show, as in the smooth case, that on a metric-
measure space with bounded Ricci curvature one has a spectral gap and log-sobolev inequalities
for the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operators.

17.1. The H1
0-Gradient. In Section 14 we introduced the parallel gradient norm|∇sF | of a func-

tion on path space. Following a structural pattern similar to Section 14 we begin in Section 17.1.1
by defining theH1

0-slope of a cylinder function. In Section 17.1.2 we use the slope to define the
H1

0-gradient by taking the lower semicontinuous refinement. Weend the Section by showing that
on a smooth metric-measure space the definition of theH1

0-gradient given in this Section agrees
with the standard definition.

17.1.1. The H1
0-Slope.The definition of the parallel gradient began with the introduction of the

parallel slopes|∂sF | given in Section 14.1. It is possible to use the structure of Section 13 to define
theH1

0-slope analogously by supping over a larger class of variations. However, it will instead be
more useful to use Proposition 8.1 from Part 1 of the paper as motivation for the definition. Thus
we define theH1

0-slope of a cylinder functionF ∈ Cyl(X) by

|∂F |2
H1

0
(γ) ≡

∫ ∞

0
|∂sF |2(γ) . (387)

Before using this to define theH1
0-gradient, let us explore some properties of the slope. The first

is a simple estimate which tells us that cylinder functions have boundedH1
0-slope:

Lemma 17.1. Let F = e∗t u ∈ Cyl(X) be a cylinder function witht ∈ ∆[0,T] and u ∈ Lipc(X|t |).
Then we have that

|∂F |H1
x
(γ) ≤

√

|t |T · ||u||Lip . (388)

Proof. Using Lemma 14.3 we have for 0≤ s ≤ T that |∂sF | ≤
√
|t| · ||u||Lip, while for s > T we

have that|∂sF | = 0. Plugging this into (387) gives the desired estimate. �

Now in analogy with Section 14.1 we discuss the convexity properties of theH1
0-slope.

Theorem 17.2.The following properties hold for the H10-slope:
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(1) (Convexity) If F,G ∈ Cyl(X) are cylinder functions, then we have the convexity estimates

|∂(F +G)|H1
0
≤ |∂F |H1

0
+ |∂G|H1

0
. (389)

(2) (Strongly Local) If F,G ∈ Cyl(X) are cylinder functions with F= const on a neighborhood
of the support of G, then

|∂(F +G)|H1
0
= |∂F |H1

0
+ |∂G|H1

0
. (390)

(3) (Stability under Lipschitz Calculus) If F∈ Cyl(X) is a cylinder function andφ : R→ R is
lipschitz, then

|∂
(

φ ◦ F
)

|H1
0
≤ ||φ||Lip · |∂F |H1

0
. (391)

(4) (Strong Convexity) If F,G, χ ∈ Cyl(X) are cylinder functions with0 ≤ χ ≤ 1, then we have
the pointwise convexity estimate

|∂(χF + (1− χ)G)|H1
0
≤ χ|∂F |H1

0
+ (1− χ)|∂G|H1

0
+ |∂χ|H1

0
· |F −G| . (392)

Proof. The first statement follows immediately from Theorem 14.4.1. That is,

|∂(F +G)|H1
x
=

√

∫ ∞

0
|∂s(F +G)|2 ≤

√

∫ ∞

0

(

|∂sF | + |∂sG|
)2

≤

√

∫ ∞

0
|∂sF |2 +

√

∫ ∞

0
|∂sG|2 = |∂F |H1

x
+ |∂G|H1

x
. (393)

For the second statement we observe, as in the proof of Theorem 14.4.2, that for everyγ ∈ P(X)
we have the stronger statement that either|∂s(F +G)| = |∂sF | for everysor |∂s(F +G)| = |∂sG| for
everys. Combining with (387) this gives the second statement. The third and fourth statements
follow immediately from Theorem 14.4.3, (387) and arguing as above. �

17.1.2. The H1
0-gradient. Completely analogous to Section 14.2 we now introduce theH1

0-gradient.
In particular, the proofs of the corresponding theorems arealmost verbatim, so we will not include
all the details.

As in Section 14.2 we will assume throughout this Section that (X, d,m) is a weakly Riemannian
space, so that we may equip path spaceP(X) with the Wiener measureΓm.

Definition 17.3. Given F ∈ L2(P(X), Γm) we say thatG ∈ L2(P(X), Γm) is a upperH1
0-gradient

for F if there exists a sequence of cylinder functionsF j ∈ Cyl(X) such thatF j → F strongly in
L2(P(X), Γm) and|∂F j |H1

0
⇀ G′ weakly inL2(P(X), Γm) with G′ ≤ G a.e.

We will define theH1
0-gradient ofF as the uniqueminimalupper parallel gradient forF. First

we must study some basic properties of the upper gradients, and in particular using Theorem 17.2
and arguing as in Section 14.2 we arrive at the following:

Lemma 17.4.For F ∈ L2(P(X), Γm) the following hold:
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(1) The collection of upper H10-gradients for F is a closed convex subset of L2(P(X), Γm).
(2) If G1, G2 are upper H1

0-gradients for F then so is G(γ) ≡ min{G1(γ),G2(γ)}.

The primary application of the above is the following, whichis obtained by arguing as in Section
14.2

Theorem 17.5.Let F ∈ L2(P(X), Γm), then there exists a unique upper H1
0-gradient G∈ L2(P(X), Γm)

such that for any other upper H10-gradient G′ we have that G≤ G′ a.e. Further, there exists a se-
quence of cylinder functions Fj → F such that|∂F j |H1

0
→ G strongly.

Thus we can define theH1
0-gradient:

Definition 17.6. GivenF ∈ L2(P(X), Γm) we define itsH1
0-gradient|∇F |H1

0
as the unique minimal

upperH1
0-gradient ofF as in Theorem 17.5.

Let us list some basic properties of theH1
0-gradient. These follow immediately from Theorem

17.2, Theorem 17.5 and the techniques of Theorem 14.4:

Theorem 17.7.The following properties hold for the H10 gradient:

(1) (Convexity) Let F,G ∈ L2(P(X), Γm), then we have the convexity estimate

|∇(F +G)|H1
0
≤ |∇F |H1

0
+ |∇G|H1

x
. (394)

(2) (Strongly Local) If F,G ∈ L2(P(X), Γm) with F = const on a neighborhood of the support
of G, then

|∇(F +G)|H1
0
= |∇F |H1

0
+ |∇G|H1

0
. (395)

(3) (Stability under Lipschitz Calculus) If F∈ L2(P(X), Γm) andφ : R→ R is lipschitz, then

|∇
(

φ ◦ F
)

|H1
0
≤ ||φ||Lip · |∇F |H1

0
. (396)

(4) (Leibnitz) If F,G ∈ L2(P(X), Γm) then we have the estimate

|∇(F ·G)|H1
0
≤ |F | · |∇G|H1

0
+ |G| · |∇F |H1

0
. (397)

Let us remark on the following, which is an obvious consequence of the definition:

Lemma 17.8. For any cylinder function F∈ Cyl(X) we have that the H10-gradient satisfies the
pointwise estimate

|∇F |H1
0
≤ |∂F |H1

0
. (398)

We end this Section by seeing theH1
0-gradient defined in this Section for a weakly Riemannian

metric-measure spaceX agrees with the standard definition whenX is a smooth metric-measure
space. Recall that on a smooth metric-measure space we have classically defined theH1

0-gradient
as living on based path spacePx(M). Therefore, it will be convenient notation in the next Theorem
to denote by|∇F |H1

x
theH1

0 gradient as originally defined in [M97] on based path spacePx(M) of a
smooth manifold. Our result is the following:
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Theorem 17.9. Let (X, d,m) ≡ (Mn, g, e− f dvg) be a smooth metric-measure space with F∈
L2(P(M), Γm). Then for a.e.γ ∈ P(M) we have that|∇F |H1

0
(γ) = |∇F |H1

γ(0)
(γ).

Proof. The majority of the work for this Theorem was accomplished inSection 13 and with Propo-
sition 8.1. Namely, let us assumeF ∈ L2(P(X), Γm), then in this case we have that|∂sF | = |∇sF |
for eachs. Hence we have that|∇F |H1

γ(0)
(γ) = |∂F |H1

0
(γ). On the other hand, by Lemma 17.8 and

Proposition 8.1 we have that

|∇F |2
H1

0
≤ |∂F |2

H1
0
≡

∫ ∞

0
|∂sF |2

=

∫ ∞

0
|∇sF |2 ≤ |∇F |2

H1
0
, (399)

and hence|∇F |H1
0
= |∂F |H1

0
. Combining these gives the desired result. �

17.2. The Energy Functional and the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck Operator. We use the results of
Section 17.1, and in particular theH1

0 gradient, to define the associated energy functional and
Sobolev space in Section 17.2.1. In Section 17.2.2 we will use this to construction the Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck operator on a general metric-measure space.

17.2.1. The Energy Functional.Having defined theH1
0-gradient in Section 17.1 let us begin by

defining the associated energy:

Definition 17.10. Let D(E) ⊆ L2(P(X), Γm) be defined as the subset of functions for which there
exists aH1

0-upper gradient. Then givenF ∈ D(E) we define the path space energy function
E : D(E)→ R+ by

E[F] ≡
1
2

∫

P(X)
|∇F |2

H1
0
dΓm . (400)

Note from Lemma 17.8 that we clearly have that Cyl(X) ⊆ D(E), and so in particular the domain
is dense. The basic structure theorem about the energy function is the following:

Theorem 17.11.The energy function E: D(E) → R is convex, nonnegative,2-homogeneous and
lower-semicontinuous. Furthermore, the following hold:

(1) (closed) The functional||F ||1 ≡
√
||F ||L2 + E(F) defines a complete norm onD(E) ⊆

L2(P(X), Γm).
(2) (stability under lipschitz calculus) Given a1-lipschitz functionφ : R → R with φ(0) = 0

we have that E[φ ◦ F] ≤ E[F].
(3) (strongly local) If F,G ∈ D(E) are such that G is a constant on supp(F) ⊆ P(X), then

E(F +G) = E(F) + E(G).

Proof. The proof of (1) is standard given the lower semicontinuity of E, see for instance [C99].
The proofs of (2) and (3) follow easily from Theorem 17.7. �
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Given the above it makes sense to make the following definition:

Definition 17.12. We identify the Sobolev classW1,2(P(X), Γm) ≡ D(E).

17.2.2. The Construction of the Ornstein Uhlenbeck Operator.Proceeding as in the standard the-
ory of convex functionals on a Hilbert space, let us define thesubgradient ofE at a point by

∂E[F] ≡ {G : E(F) + 〈G,H − F〉 ≤ E(H) for everyH ∈ L2(P(X), Γm)} . (401)

Theorem 17.11 tells us, among other things, that the set∂E[F] is a convex subset, and thus there
exists a unique element of minimalL2 norm, which we define as the gradient∇E[F] ≡ LF. We
define this gradient to be the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator on path space. Using Theorem 17.11
and the standard theory of convex functionals on a Hilbert space we obtain the following:

Theorem 17.13.There exists a densely defined operator L≡ ∇E : D(∆) ⊆ L2(P(X), Γm) → R

which is densely defined and preserves theF
T-measurable functions.

Let us list a couple of interesting properties of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator. The following
are related to our defining the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operatoron P(X) as opposed to based path
spacePx(X), and gives a direct way to recapture the based operators:

Lemma 17.14.The following hold:

(1) Let F beF0-measurable, then F∈ D(E) and LF = 0.
(2) Let F beF0-measurable and G∈ D(E). Then L(F ·G) = F · LG

Proof. Note that ifF = u(γ(0)) is F0-measurable, then by Lemma 14.3 we have that|∂sF | = 0
for all s > 0. In particular, by (387) we have that|∂F |H1

0
= 0, and hence by the definition of

the gradient that|∇F |H1
0
≡ 0. It follows from this that 0 is a subgradient ofE at F, and since it

is clearly the minimal subgradient we have thatLF ≡ 0. To prove the second part observe that
|∂s(F · G)| = |F | · |∂sG| for s > 0, and arguing as above we can conclude the second part of the
Lemma. �

So in particular the above tells us that theF
0-measurable functions are in the kernel ofL. We

will see in the next Section that on spaces with bounded Riccicurvature that these are the only
elements in the kernel ofL.

Let us end this Section with the following, which tells us that on a smooth metric-measure
space the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator as defined above is the same as the standard definition.
As with theH1

0-gradient recall we have defined Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator on total path space
P(X). Therefore in the next Theorem we will denote byLx : L2(Px(M), Γx) → L2(Px(M), Γx) the
classical Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator on a smooth space asdefined in [DR92]. The proof of the
next Theorem is an immediate application of Theorem 17.9:

Theorem 17.15.Let (Mn, g, e− f dvg) be a smooth complete metric-measure space, and let F∈
L2(P(M), Γm). Then for a.e.γ ∈ P(M) we have that LF(γ) = Lγ(0)F(γ).
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17.3. Bounded Ricci Curvature and the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck Operator. In this Section we
will prove that bounds on the Ricci curvature ofX imply the appropriate Poincare and log-Sobolev
estimates onL. That is, we will prove Theorem 3.4.

The based path space spectral gap and log-sobolev inequalities of Theorem 3.4 will be proved
in two steps. We will first prove the following global version, which is a true poincare and log-
sobolev for the operatorL, viewed as the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator on global path spaceP(X).
We will then use this to prove the based pathspace estimates of Theorem 3.4.

Theorem 17.16.Let (X, d,m) be a BR(κ,∞) space. Then for every F∈ L2(P(X), Γm) which is
FT-measurable we have the Poincare estimate

∫

P(X)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

F −
∫

Px(X)
F dΓx

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

dΓm ≤ e
κ
2T

∫

P(X)

(

∫ T

0
cosh(

κ

2
t)|∇tF |2 dt

)

dΓm , (402)

as well as the log-sobolev estimate

∫

P(X)
F2 ln F2dΓm−

∫

X

(

∫

F2 dΓx · ln
(

∫

F2 dΓx
)

)

dm≤ 2e
κ
2T

∫

P(X)

(

∫ T

0
cosh(

κ

2
t)|∇tF |2 dt

)

dΓm .

(403)

In particular, the above proves the claim after Lemma 17.14 that the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck oper-
atorL satisfies kerL ≡ L2(X,m). We will only focus on proving the log-sobolev inequality,as the
spectral gap may be proved either by the same methods or as in Section 8.4.

Proof. The overall structure of the proof is essentially verbatim as in Section 8.4. The primary
difficulty is in seeing that we are allowed to make the same arguments, which is often times a subtle
point, and requires the various structure built in Section 17 and Section 16. So letF ∈ Cyl(X) be
a FT-measurable function on path spaceP(X), and letHt ≡ (F2)t be the martingale induced by
projectingF2 to theFt-measurable functions. By Theorem 16.2 the martingaleHt as well as its
quadratic variation are continuous, and thus we may apply the Ito formula [K06] to the function
Ht ln Ht arrive at

∫

P(X)
F2 ln F2 dΓm−

∫

X

(

∫

F2 dΓx · ln
(

∫

F2 dΓx
)

)

dm=
∫

P(X)

∫ T

0
(Ht)−1[dHt] dΓm . (404)

Now using Theorem 3.3 we have the estimate

√

[dHt](γ) ≤
∫

P(X)
|∇tF

2|(γt ◦ σ) +
∫ T

t

κ

2
e
κ
2 (s−t)|∇sF

2| dΓγ(t)

= 2
∫

P(X)
F
(

|∇tF |(γt ◦ σ) +
∫ T

t

κ

2
e
κ
2 (s−t)|∇sF |

)

dΓγ(t) . (405)
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Thus we have that

[dHt](γ) ≤
∫

P(X)
F2 dΓγ(t) · e

κ
2 (T−t)

∫

P(X)

(

|∇tF |2(γt ◦ σ) +
∫ T

t

κ

2
e
κ
2(s−t)|∇sF |2

)

dΓγ(t)

= Ht(γ) · eκ2(T−t)

∫

P(X)

(

|∇tF |2(γt ◦ σ) +
∫ T

t

κ

2
e
κ
2 (s−t)|∇sF |2

)

dΓγ(t) . (406)

Plugging this into (404) gives the estimate
∫

P(X)
F2 ln F2 dΓm−

∫

X

(

∫

F2 dΓx · ln
(

∫

F2 dΓx
)

)

dm

≤ 2
∫

P(X)

(

∫ T

0
e
κ
2 (T−t)

∫

P(M)

(

|∇tF |2(γt ◦ σ) +
∫ T

t

κ

2
e
κ
2 (s−t)|∇sF |2

)

dΓγ(t)
)

dΓm

= 2
∫

P(X)

(

∫ T

0
e
κ
2 (T−t)|∇tF |2 +

∫ T

0

∫ T

t

κ

2
e
κ
2 (T+s−2t)|∇sF |2ds dt

)

dΓm

= 2e
κ
2T

∫

P(X)

(

∫ T

0
e−
κ
2 t|∇tF |2dt+

∫ T

0

∫ s

0
e
κ
2 (s−2t)|∇sF |2dt ds

)

dΓm

= 2e
κ
2T

∫

P(X)

(

∫ T

0
e−
κ
2 t|∇tF |2dt+

∫ T

0
e
κ
2 t(

∫ t

0

κ

2
e−κsds

)

|∇tF |2 dt
)

dΓm

= 2e
κ
2T

∫

P(X)

(

∫ T

0
e−
κ
2 t|∇tF |2dt+

∫ T

0

1
2
(

e
κ
2 t − e−

κ
2 t)|∇tF |2ds dt

)

dΓm

= 2e
κ
2T

∫

P(X)

(

∫ T

0
cosh(

κ

2
t)|∇tF |2

)

dΓm , (407)

as claimed. �

Now let us use this to finish the proof of Theorem 3.4:

Proof of Theorem 3.4.We again focus on the log-sobolev inequality, as we can either prove the
spectral gap by the same methods or as in Section 8.4. Let us begin by lettingϕ : X → R+ be an
arbitrary lipschitz function and considering the functionon path space given by

G(γ) = F(γ)ϕ(γ(0)) , (408)

where
∫

Px(X)
F2 dΓx = 1 for eachx. Note then that

∫

P(X)
G2 ln G2 dΓm −

∫

X

(

∫

G2 dΓx · ln
(

∫

G2 dΓx
)

)

dm

=

∫

X

[ ∫

Px(X)
F2 ln F2

+ F2 ln ϕ2 dΓx

]

ϕ2(x) dm−
∫

X
ϕ2 lnϕ2 dm

=

∫

X

[ ∫

Px(X)
F2 ln F2

]

ϕ2(x) dm. (409)
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Note fort > 0 that we have that|∂tG| = ϕ|∂tF |, and thus for every suchϕ we can compute that
∫

X

[ ∫

Px(X)
F2 ln F2dΓx − 2e

κ
2T

∫

Px(X)

(

∫ T

0
cosh(

κ

2
t)|∇tF |2 dt

)

dΓx

]

ϕ2(x) dm≤ 0 . (410)

Thus by lettingϕ approximate the characteristic functions of open setsU we get that
∫

U

[ ∫

Px(X)
F2 ln F2dΓx − 2e

κ
2T

∫

Px(X)

(

∫ T

0
cosh(

κ

2
t)|∇tF |2 dt

)

dΓx

]

ϕ2(x) dm≤ 0 . (411)

Since the setU is arbitrary we can therefore conclude that for a.e.x ∈ X that
∫

Px(X)
F2 ln F2dΓx − 2e

κ
2T

∫

Px(X)

(

∫ T

0
cosh(

κ

2
t)|∇tF |2 dt

)

dΓx ≤ 0 , (412)

which finishes the proof of the Theorem. �
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